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Introduction  Mercer Management Consulting 1994 Preface
The liberalisation  of the telecommunications industry in Europe is now a reality. The
evolution of technology, the current state of development  of the networks, customer pressures
and liberalisation  elsewhere have combined to render the traditional monopoly obsolete. Yet,
the transition between monopoly and competition is a dfficult one for the Operators. Many of
the European Operators must still complete their restnrcturing programmes  and gain stronger
commercial culnrres and skills. These changes take time. Furttrermore,  in the transition period,
the local Regulators  must strike a careful balance between preventing monopoly practices by
incumbents and effecting a statutory transfer of wealth to the newcomers. Many of the European
local Regulators are only now preparing themselves for such a sensitive task.
This Mercer Management Consulting  report seeks to identify the various considerations
that must be taken into account during the transition towards full liberalisation  to effect a fair
outcome. Ultimately,  however, it is in the hands of the RegulatoryAuthorities and the Operators
themselves to build the detailed checks and balances  that will enable a strong and competitive
telecommunications  indusury in Europe. We hope that this report makes a substantial contribution
to this process.
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The European Commission retained Mercer Management Consulting (Mercer) to explore
the implications of infrastructure liberalisation. The Commission defined five objectives for the
study:
1. Tb compile an inventory of the available infrastructures in the member countries;
2. Tb compile an inventory of the regulatory frameworks  in the member countries;
3. To review the current and expected developments associated with sentice and
infrastructure  convergence, including developments in the US and Japan;
4. Tb examine the sertice potential for the various types of telecommunications  and
CATV infrastructures;
5. To identifu the financial and strategic implications of the removal of restrictions on
infrastructure  use.
The report is organised into eight chapters. After a review of background and issues in
Chapter 1, we review the infrastmctures available in the EU in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 describes
the regulation of these infrastnrctures, and Chapter 4 reviews the technical convergence that is
taking place. Chapter 5 describes  the changes that have occurred in the US, Japan and Sweden.
Chapter 6 details the discussion that is currently taking place in the EU on infrastnrctures  and
reflects the findings of our interviews  of indusnry stakeholders.  Chapter 7 proposes a path towards
liberalisation. Chapter 8 briefly sums up the report and recommendations.
In the course of working with the various stakeholders in the telecommunications indusury
worldwide on a range of projects, Mercer has analysed the economic drivers of the
telecommunications industry and has developed tools and methodologies for evaluating its
financial attractiveness for both existing businesses and new entrants. For this report, we have
applied this experience and these tools to illustrate the potential effects different regulatory
scenarios may have on the most important telecommunications and CATV businesses  in the EU.
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In Chapter 2, we describe the existing telecommunications and CATV infrastnrcrures
in the Member States of the European  Union. For each counbry, w€ describe the existing networks
(for illustrative purposes, we have highlighted  certain countries) and we analyse telephony  and
CATV penetration,  network modernisation and infrastructure ownership.
Today, northern Continental  Eruopean  countries tend to have better telephony networks
and more developed CATV networks; southern  and peripheral Member States have networks
that are less developed.
The Member States all differ in the combination of customer mix, demand evolurion.
upgrade versus greenfield  economics and ownership constraints, and the impact of infrastnrcture
liberalisation varies with these differences. In all countries, liberalisation  should foster the
emergence of alternative long-distance and international infrastmctures,  but the impacts are
likely to be more varied for local infrastnrctures.
In particular, the lack of CATV infrastnrcture  in southern and peripheral Member States
will provide opportunities to build successful and profitable altemative "CATV cum telephony"
infrastnrctures there. In the northem Continental Member States, the existence of well-developed
telephony and CATV infrastmctures side by side may reduce the financial incentive to develop
additional new infrastn"rctures  or even to upgrade existing ones.
Chapter 3: Survey of Regulatory Frameworks  in Member Countries
In Chapter 3, we summarise the results of our survey of regulatory frameworks in the
Member States. This stuvey is based primarily on a questionnaire mailed to the regulatory
authorities of all Member States, subsequently complemented with additional research and
interviews.
From this survey it is clear that major legislative  changes have been taking place in
every counEry in recent years. The trend is overwhelmingly towards increased liberalisation of
infrastmcture to support the liberalisation  of service provision. Among the current Member States,
the most remarkable example is the UK, where infrastructure  deregulation began more than
l0 years ago.After  a duopoly period, new long-distance  and local Operators have been licensed,
and local CATV Operators are gaining telephony share in their markets.
Elsewhere in the EU, the Netherlands is in the process of launching a second Operator,
TeleNed, in 1995; France has begun a slow and very gradual deregulation;  and Spain has
announced  the selection process for CATV Operators that will be allowed to provide telephony.
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In Chapter 5, we consider the deregulation  experience in the US, Japan and Sweden. In
the US, the liberalisation of infrastructure, initiated in the long-distance market, is expected to
extend into the local loop soon, despite delays caused by the legislative process. The Markey-Fields
Bill is symptomatic of a general willingness to break the barriers to competition  that had been
set up as "safeguards" in the early 1980s, but which now appear increasingly artificial. The
current US regulatory framework must be revised to accorlmodate  recent advances in technology
and the fact that local, long-distance and CATV Operators are now able to compete with each
other.
In Japan, the long-distance and international  markets  are effectively open and alternative
infrastnrctures already exist. Furthermore,  new regulations introduced in December 1993 have
allowed CATV networks  to provide telephony  services. However,  Japan's liberalisation process
is now being slowed by the inability of local Regulators to act decisively against monopolistic
practices. In particular, lengthy disputes over interconnection and frequency availability have,
for the moment, hampered the emergence of a tmly competitive local loop. The Japanese
experience  serves as a reminder that unless a strong Regulator oversees the liberalisation process,
the initial step of infrastmcme liberalisation will not be sufficient to guarantee the ultimate
objectives of the liberalisation  process.
The Swedish market has always been open. Price levels, service offerings and
productiviry  are all very competitive. The leading Operatorhas a75 per cent share and, with the
exception of one year, has been consistently  profitable since 1980.
Overall, the experience of countries that have introduced full infrastructure competition
constitutes an invaluable  source for assessing the impact of liberalisation on consumers,
businesses, Operators and shareholders. That experience also constitutes a set of benchmarks
for developing liberalisation  scenarios for the European Union.
Chapter 6: The Infrastructurc Discussion
In Chapter 6, we highlight the results of our interviews with incumbent and new
Operators,  investors, consumers,  business customers and Regulators. Overall, infrastnrcture
liberalisation is accepted by the great majority of stakeholders.  This reflects not only the success
of the deregulation  experiments  in the UK, the US and other countries, but also the recognition
that the economic characteristics of the telecommunications business have changed radically in
the last 20 years. For example, ratios of investmenVrevenues, assets/revenues and depreciation/
cash costs for the telecommunications  industry are no longer much different from those found in
competitive industries  such as oil and bulk chemicals, forestry and paper. In these sectors,
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supporting voice services, with a simultaneous rebalancing  of prices. Price caps for local tariffs
may be considered. It can be expected that, in an environment in which they will have been
given the time to adjust, incumbent Operators will have made sufEcient efficiency gains and
pricing reductions  so that their stability and the provision of Universal Service would not be in
danger.
With regard to the actual emergence of competition, we believe that the economic
characteristics of the long-distance  and international market will attract many new entrants. The
attractiveness of.local.infrastnrcture  is.more variable, depending onJocal conditions.
In all countries where deregulation has taken place, the soundness of the incumbent
Operators has not been undermined by competition. Also, in each situation a number of
"provisions"  or "contingencies" have helped throughout  the process. To smooth the introduction
of furttrer competition in the European Union, w€ recommend  the following safeguards:
Universal Service Provision: As a way to develop competition,  new entrants could
be exempted from any Universal Service obligation for a given period; beyond that,
we recommend  aiming for an auction system, in which the Operator requiring  the
least financing to operate in a specific remote access is given exclusive licence there.
Regulation and time frarne: Strong and effective Regulators will be required to manage
the transition process. The ways in which Member States Regulators co-ordinate
should be decided. The possibility of appointing a "Euro-Regulator"  should be
considered. Such a Regulator  should have the power to "manage" the liberalisation
process by allowing incumbent Operators to rebalance their pricing structure as
competition is introduced, by speeding  up deregulation,  or by lowering price caps if
an existing step of deregulation is not effective enough.
Regulators will have to prevent cross-subsidisation,  in particular in countries where
telephony and CATV networks are under common ownership or operation.
Regulators  will also have to rule on inter-operabilify standards, access charges,  access
to scare resources  and reciprociry for non-EU companies.
There is no doubt that these and other issues will be the subject of debate over the next
few months. Together with the various stakeholders, the Commission and the local Regulators
must now answer the remaining questions to assure that all elements are put in place in advance
of infrastnrctrue liberalisation  to guarantee a fair competitive  environment to both incumbent
and new Operators. The case for infrastnrcture liberalisation is, in our opinion, sound. However,
it is only through its balanced implementation  that the telecommunications industry and the
telecommunications users in Europe will benefit. Upon a successful implementation  lays the
health of the future European telecommunications industry.
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Chapter 1: The Emerging New Telecommunications.  Industry
1.1. The Telecommunications Revolution
The Telecommunications Revolution is under way. Not only are the rules for competition
in the telecommunications  indusfiy changing everywhere,  but the importance of this industry
for our business and private lives is growing through a combination of accelerating  technological
innovation,  price declines, new product introduction, competitive  rivalry and regulatory change.
The telecommunications indusury has permanently changed from a quiet utility to a vibrant
driver of economic growth.
No matter how we look at this industry, the facts suggest a rapid increase in the
importance of telecommunications in developed  counffies. Between 1982 and 1992, direct
spending for telecommunications in the US increased from 2 per cent to 3 per cent of Gross
Domestic  Product (GDP)[(see Exhibit 1). However, these figures understate  the importance of
an industry ttrat permeates all aspects of business and private life. With total spending on
information  technology growing at fwo to three times the rate of the overall economy, the economic
significance of the telecommunications  indusnry will only increase.
Perhaps the most remarkable  development  in the telecommunications  indusury is the
extent to which telecommunications  already influences private life. In the US, the counbry with
the highest consumption of telecommunications  services in the world, L.7 per cent of disposable
income is currently spent on telecommunications.  This figune increases to 2.5 per cent if Cable
TV (CATV) and personal computers are included.  Seven per cent of the population  use a mobile
phone, and by the year 2,000 this figure is forecast to neach 25 per cent.' (In Scandinavian countries,
mobile phone use is already at more than l0 per cent of the population). In the US and worldwide,
lnternet reaches several million users (some estimates  put that figure at 25 million) - many of
them private users - and this number is doubling every year. By 2003, telecommunications
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spending in the US, includ.ing interactive, could reach US$1,800 per household3  (see Exhibit
r.2).
Most recently, the media have been heralding stories telling us how interactive
multi-media will change our lives. The growth of computers  and game consoles for home use
and the continued expansion of CATV around the world are evidence of some of these changes.
In 1993, spending on interactive multi-media hardware  and sofnvare worldwide was projected
to exceed ECU billion 62 andgrow by 45 per cent.4 At the same time, leading European and US
telecommunications  providers have initiated technical and market t€sts in preparation for the
deployment  of-interactive- capabilities.into-residential  markets. Although .commercial demand
for interactive applications  is still uncertain - the cost economics of these technologies  are not
yet sufficiently favourable, and attractive new services have yet to be developed -
telecommunications  providers are already laying the groundwork for the expected boom.
A quieter revolution is taking place in the business markets. Benefiting from declining
telecommunications  tariffs and the introduction  of new services and competition,  corporations
have been able to afford more and more telecommunications trafEc. For example, between  1985
and tgg3,long-distance and international trffic in liberalised markets such as the US, Japan,
New kaland. Australia and the UK has been growing at rates ranging from 10 per cent to
12per cent per annum (despite the recession). In non-liberalised countries, those figures were
usually below 9 per cent (see Exhibit 1.3). During this period, long-distance  call rates on major
US routes dropped by more than 60 per cent (see Exhibit 1.4). Overall, call costs for business
customers in liberalised  markets have dropped by ao average of 30 to 60 per cent. The evolution
of the indusury in other European countries that remain under monopoly regimes follows the
same general pattern, although in some cases it lags significantly behind the evolution taking
place in the fully liberalised countries (see Exhibits 1.5 and 1.6).
Changes in mobile telephony have been even more marked. With tariffs responsible for
more than two-thirds of the difference in rates of penetration of mobile services across countries,
price declines are transforming an exclusive niche service into a booming consumer market. For
example, between 1990 and 1994, tariffs in most European  countries dropped by more than
5 per cent per annum and the subsidised price of equipment dropped by more than two-thirds
(see Exhibits 1.7 and 1.8). In countries where more than two mobile Operators are licensed, or
where the Operators have pursued a policy of widespread service penetration, price declines
have been particularly significant. For example, in the UK tariffs declined by more than 25 per cent
during ttrat period, and in Scandinavian countries tariffs have declined by more than 40 per cent.
In the US, the picture is virnrally the same, with the imminent building of PCS networks and
widespread competition promising increased availability and continuing  price declines.
At the same time, many new services have been introduced, especially in the most
liberalised markets. For example, in a survey carried out in 1993, Mercer identified a " sentice
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Source:  OECD;  Mercer Management Consulting  research
Exhibit 1.2:1992 consumer  spending  on converging markets
Source:  Mercer Marugement  Consulring nsearch
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Exhibit 1.4: Evolution  of US long distance call rates (New York-Los Angeles)
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Exhibit 1.t: Average costs of mobile telephony 1990-94
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Operators  around the world. In a similar survey just completed, Mercer identified nearly 70 new
services introduced in the past year - a 20 per cent growth rate. Our data suggest that US
longdistance Operators tend to be the most innovative,  although some of the Eruopean Operators
are rapidly catching up in terms of product offerings and rate of innovation (see Exhibit 1.9).
Service quality levels are also improving across Europe (see Exhibit 1.10).
In a market-driven indusbry, seryice innovations respond to customer needs and also
create new business opportunities  (see Exhibit l.l1). For example, pricing packages, such as the
well-known Friends and Family package introduced by MCI in the US, allow for lower rates
between specffic individuals who wil most appreciate lengthy, inexpensive  phone calls. Although
competition  have reacted with packages that sometimes  iue even more favourable, MCI's pricing
packages have significantly boosted its recent market share and profitability growth (see
Exhibit L.Ll).Another example  is bypass data services, such as those offered by MFS or Teleport
in the US and now also developing in Europe; these services respond to the financial communiry*'s
need for extreme reliability and responsiveness  in a local network. Traditional local Operators
could not always meet these demands, and their shortcomings  in service and network specification
led Merrill Lynch to co-found New York Teleport in 1985.
Exhibit 1.9: Comparison of serwices offering in various liberalised and non-liberalised environments
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Tariff declines and the introduction of new services have been primarily assisted by
three factors: the lower operating costs associated with digital switches and fibre optics; the
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declining costs of digitat equipment  due to the effects of the experience curve and widespread
excess manufacturing  capacity; and the increase in competitive rivalry as more and more markets
are liberalised. For example, while the maintenance  and operating costs for an analog switch
will average ECU 25 per annum, those same costs for a digital switch will average only ECU 5
per annum - a ratio of five to one. In terms of digital equipment,  in 1993 alone, prices for GSM
network equipment dropped by more than 30 per cent"
Bftibit 1.10: Evolution of service quality levels in sclected European countries
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Exhibit 1.11: A few competitive moves in the US
Sowte: Merccr Management Consulting rcsearch
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In the increasing number of markets that are open to new entry and competition, a large
part of the cost savings resulting from new technology and declining equipment prices has been
immediately  passed on to ttre customer in the form of lower tariffs - like any other open consumer
product, durable good or service. In other words, in the liberalised markets, the
telecommunications industry has lost the narrow product characteristics of a utiliry and has
become a mixed market of consumer and industrial productJ open to variery, scrutinv and choice.
Exhibit l.I'2: Market sharc and financial perfonnance  of MCI
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Nothing illustrates this point as well as the changes witnessed by multinational
companies. Whereas before such customers would have to deal with several Operators around
the world and resolve the difEculties imposed by various standards and ways of doing business,
now those same customers  can choose irmong various competitive  offerings from global sertice
providers, which are beginr,ing to serve the global telecommunications  needs of all multinational
corporations.  In addition to multinationals  enjoying an :uray of choices, residential and local
businesses in liberalised markets from New Tnaland to Sweden also have access to more than
one service provider with, on average, lower tariffs and a wider product choice than in countries
where competition is still denied.
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1.2. The Regulatory Background
On 22 July 1993, the European Council set 1 January 1998 as the date for full
liberalisation of voice telephony services for the general public, subject to transitional agreements
for some Member States. On this occasion the Council also asked the Commission to publish
before 1 January 1995 a Green Paper on the futue policy for telecommunications infrastnrcture
and CATV networks.
Whilst a number of service areas are now subject to competition, all Member States,
with the noticeableexceptiron of the-UJL havekepla monopolyon.theprovision ofinfrastnrcture
for liberalised  services. At the EU Telecommunication  Ministers Council meeting in Brussels on
17 November L994, agreement was reached on the full liberalisation of telecommunication
infrastnrctures  with the same 1 January 1998 deadline.
In the UK, Government  authorities had licensed a second Operator, Mercury, as early
as 1984, and several additional Operators following the duopolyreview process of 1991. There
are crurently more than 15 Operator licence owners in the IJK, ranging fromAT&T and Sprint to
Telia and MFS (see Exhibit 1.13). The progressive  anitude of the UK Regulator has rendered
this market arguably the most important test-bed for new services, technologies  and regulatory
practices in Europe. UK telephony prices have decreased by more than 35 per cent to establish
some of the lowest prices in the European Union (see Exhibit 1.14). Furttrermore, the widespread
introduction  of competition  following the duopoly review and the continuing price declines
mandated by the Regulator  have forced the incumbent Operator, BT, to initiate a far-reaching
prograrnme of cost reduction and reorganisation  which is yielding further tariff reduction
opportunities and higher customer responsiveness, to the obvious benefit of consumers in the
UK.
It is worth noting that the possibility of keeping the telecommunications infrastructure
under a monopoly  regime was discarded early on by the UK Regulator  as an excessive  and
unacceptable  constraint on alternative providers of services. This constraint is demonstrated by
mobile telephony Operators. The costs and interconnect charges they pay for fixed infrastmcture
services amount to about 2O per cent of their revenues in countries where infrastnrcture  has
been liberalised  and 40 to 50 per cent in countries where there is still an infrastructure monopoly.
Furthermore, since network capabilities  are a key service attribute,  no Operator can fully control
its service or quality of service without owning its infrastructure.  This is especially tnte in regard
to the quality and reliability of signal transmission as well as to the speed and efficiency of fault
repair. Furttrermore, the differences in quatity in the infrastnrctures  available across Europe
make it difFcult for a service provider to offer a pan-European  service with uniform quality,
price and service guarantees. A recent consultative paper from the UK Regulator, OFTEL, entitled
'A Framework for Effective Competition,"  has offered encouagement  to competitive  service
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providers by proposing the reform and possible removal of access deficit charges (ADCs) which
alternative providers must pay to BT to subsidise its local network.
Exhibit 1.13: Licenses  awarded and applied for in the UK (as of U4194) (List is not exhaustive)
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Exhibit l.l4: Evolution  of UK prices
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In other words, Enropean Operators are curently moving towards a new environment
which is more competitive and more open and which provides more growth oPporrunides.  By
1998, competition in voice services will probably be seen as just one of a number of milestones
along the road toward the full liberalisation of all aspects of the telecommunications business,
including infrastnrcture.
13.  The Mercer Management Consulting Shtdy
Given the above background, the Enropean  Commission  has asked Mercer Management
Consulting (Mercer) to explore the implications of infrastmcture liberalisation, in particular
with regard to telecomrnunication  and CATV networks.
In the course of this study, we reviewed the most important economic issues faced by
the telecommunications, CATV and related businesses. In particular, we researched  the
determinants of the financial attractiveness  of the various businesses to identify the likely
behaviour of current and potential Operators in the context of infrastructure liberalisation.
We thank the many people who took time to meet with us and provide information for
this study. Their names are provided in the 'Acknowledgements"  section at the end of this
reporr. Responsibility for this report and the opinious expressed herein rests with Mercer only.
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2.1. Overview
In this chapter, we describe the telecommunications and CATV infrastructure in the
Member States. The information is based on the interviews  (and associated questionnaire)  we
have conducted with a large number of European Operators. We have highlighted certain countries,
as our objective is not to provide a complete description of Europe's infrastructures,  but rather to
give a number of relevant examples.  In this report, we only provide information that is public or
that we have been allowed to make public.
ln summary, as shown below and in the adjoining tables, existing infrastmcture varies
sigfficantly across Member States:
Telephony  and Cable TV penetration  levels vary significantly from country to counory.
Some networks are very up-to-date, while others are older; the digitalisation rate of
exchanges varies as does the deployment  of fibre optic cables.
There are significant differences in the ownership  of infrastructures.
More specifically, differences in telephony and CATV penetration, degree of network
modernisation  and infrastructure ownership suggest major differences  in the way the liberalisation
of the telecommunications infrastructures  will affect the various EU countries. Below, we
summarise these differences and subsequently characterise in some detail the infrastnrctures  in
each Member State.
l")
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Exhibits 2.1,2.2 afi,2.3 show that telephony and CATV penetration are not homogenous
across Member States:
-  Italy, Spain, Greece and Pornrgal have virtually no CATV infrastructure'
-  Ireland aud Pornrgal have below-average  telephony penetration'
-  spain, the uK, France and Ireland have limited CATV infrastructure;  in the uK,
telephony services are provided over a number of competing infrastuctures including
CATV with. telePbonY overlaY.
-  Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Denmark and Luxembourg have significant cATV
infrastructure  and medium or high telephony Penetration  (Germany  has lower
penetration  because of the Eastern Lander).
Exhibit 2.1: Member State segmentation
High
Total
telephony
penetration
Low
Low High
Ertent of Cable TV coverage
France Luxembourg
Denmark
Greece
Spain
UK
Italy
Netherlands
Belgium
lreland Germany
Portugal
sourca: MaEar Moratcrlvrrt  Cotstthing nsca,ltjh
These differences currently influence the diversity of services on offer !o citizens of the
various Member  States. We will also see later that these differences  stongly influence the financial
attractiveness  of future infrastructure developments as a result of liberalisation. The corollary is
thal infrastrucure  liberalisation will not yield equally stong incentives for the developrnent  of
the tekcommunications industry acrcss all Member  Srares. In particular,  we will see in Chapter  7
that the level of CATV penetration and is ownership strongly influence the incentive for a
second local access Operator to develop.
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Mercer  Management  Consulting 1994Exhibit 22zTotal and rcsidentid  telephony  penetration  (total and rcsidential lines per 100 households)
Portugal
Germany
lreland
Italy
Belgium
UK
Netherlands
Spain.
Greece
Denmark
Luxembourg
France
l- tr -..*"* I
I I rot"t 
I
Source: Infrastrucrurc  Questionnairc;  Mercer Management Consuhing rcsearch
Exhibit 23: Cable TV infrastructure penetration  (Vo of households passed)
Italy
Greece
Portugal
Spain
UK
France
lreland
Germany
Denmark
Netherlands
Belgium
Luxembourg
Source:  Infrastrucrurc  Quesrionnairc: Mercer Management Consulting rcsearch
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Network Modernisation
As shown in Exhibit 2.4, telephony  Operators in France and the Netherlands  have a
high proportion of digital switches. The UK, Switzerland, Norway, Italy and Belgium are closer
to the average while the Spanish, German and Greek Operators are somewhat lagging.
Exhibit  2.42 Digptalisation  of incumbent  networks (Vo of switeies being digtal)
Greece
Germany
Spain
Denmark
Italy
Belgium
Portugal
UK
lreland
Luxembourg
France
Netherlands
50% 60%
Source:  Atuual  Rcpons: Marca.  Mougamant  Cortsubint  ftsaa6h
Local loop length is a key characteristic  which helps to understand the ability of a local
infrastructure  to support high-bandwidth services and the costs associated with the corresponding
upgrade. In the EU, the average local loop length appears to range from 1.2 km to 3.1 Isn, as
shown in the country reports. It varies according to the density of the counry considered and the
local network architecture used. Most Operators are in the process of rcstructuring their local
architecture.  This usually implies bringing optical fibre closer to clients' premises. In high-density
areas, fibre rings are deployed  so as to ease the deployment  of SDH technology  and increase the
flexibility of the network in terms of bandwidth.
European telecommunications  have relied heavily on underground  cabling. Overhead
cables have been solely used in low-density  areas. (Ihis is in contrast to the US situation were
overhead installations are more common in medium-density areas - such as city suburbs.) DucS
are used by most European  Operators for underground installations although some install cables
with no protection. In a typical local network, public works represent 40 per cent to 70 Per cent
of total investrnent.
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lbMost European  Operators'  levels of investment  per line appezu comparable to those of
US Operators, as shown by Exhibit 2.5. They are highest in Germany (because of the Eastern
Lander) with Italy and Luxembourg also showing above-average  levels.
The tnrnk networks of European Operators tend to be generously  over-dimensioned
but, because of national borders, largely more fragmented than that of US long-distance  Operators.
This occurs despite projects such as "METRA" (Manless European TRAnsmission  network)
and "GENP' (General  European Network). Because they use a high proportion of repeaters,
multiplexers/demultiplexers,  European networks, in general, have a higher number of intermittent
failues than would be experienced  in a less fragmented network..For  companies,  the availability,
price and quality of leased lines, in particular international leased lines, are much less favourable
in Europe than in the US
Exhibit 25: Investrnent per main line of incumbent  operators (1992f)
UKW
F
Denmark
Greece
Belgium
France
Netherlands
lreland
US Average
Spain
Portugal
Italy
Luxembourg
Germany
Sourre: Disclosure  Worldscope;  Mercer Management Coruulring  rcsearch
The quality and stnrcture of CATV networks vary widely across Europe. In some
countries,  like the UK, US RBOCs and other players are building modern, COAX cable networks
with telephony overlay (the total investrnent programme in the UK is worth over f l0 billion). In
other countrie5, like Belgium, some networks are one-way "tree and branch-type" networks,
whose ability to support lelephony services  is questionable. In between there is a range of networks
that offer, to varying degrees, the potential for a telecommunications infrastructure.
Mercer Management  Consulting  1994
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Revenues
Exhibit 2.62 A comparison of investurent  efficiency by country makes the US stand out in terms of calls
per access line
4,000
3,000
_ Calls per 
2,OOO Access Line I
(1es1)
US
I
E1 = European Operators
A1 = Asian Operators
E1
I I' r.
rE4
E3
E5
I
I
E2
I
E6
1,000
o  5oo  1,ooo 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500
Total Year Investment per Access Line ($)
(1s81-1eso)
Source: Mercer Management Consulting  rcsearch
Exhibit 2.7: Revenue per line/price of telephony for incurnbent operators
Price Index
(US=100)
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140
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Revenue per line ($US)
Portugal r  lreland i
I
I
Soain r 
I rratyr rUK 
I
US (Nynex) _.. Fr"n.,  r 
I
Belgium I  Germany I
Source: ITU: Amual nePons: Merccr  Managcment  Consulting rcsearch
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lo loAs shown in Exhibit2.6, the traffic "volume" per line of European  telecommunication
Operators tends to be lower than that of most US Operators: the best European Operators are
only at the level of the least performing US ones. Prices in Europe are higher than in the US.
Therefore, when revenues per line are compared, European Operators have revenues per line
comparable or above those of the US Operators (see Exhibit 2.7).
I nfr as tnt c tur e Ow n e r  s hip
Exhibits 2.8 and 2.9 describe  the ownership of the main alternative infrastmctures  and
of CATV Operators. In Ixhibit 2.9,.countries are ranked based on the extent to which
telecommunication Operators also own CATV infrastnrctures.
Exhibit 2.t: Ownership of the main alternative  infrastruchrresr1994
Country
Local Loop Long Distance
Private Public Private Public'
Belgium Coditel
Oher  local CATV operators
SNCB
Utilities
Unrted
Kingdom
TeleWest
NYNEX cable
General cable
Oher  local CAW ooentors
Energis Bntish Rail
Utilitres
Denmark
France TJ\' V
Communication-
Ddveloppemgnl  (1)
Lvonnaise Communications
Other local CATV ooerators
France T6i6com  (CATV)
EDF (CAW)
SNCF
Utilitres
Highways
Germany Smallooerators {CATV) DBP Telekom  (CATV) RWE
Bayernwerk
Deutsche Bundesbahn
VEBA
Other Utilities
lreland Cable-Link Electricity board
Italy FS (Rail)
Utilitres
Highways
(1raoa o N/A
LuxemDourg Smalloperators (CATV)
Netheriands VECAI
Other local CATV operators
Enenel
Ponugal PortugalTelecom (CATV) Rarlways
Sparn Megared - BT Railways
Note:  ( I ) To be soA in 1995
.  Including  semi-public companies
Source:  Mercer  Management  Consulting  research
In Germany and, to a lesser extent, Denmark, France, Portugal, Ireland and the
Netherlands, the Telecom Operator owns all or much of the CATV infrastructure.  This makes
competition between telephony and CATV infrastnrctures  in these countries less likely.
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Exhibit 2.9: Overryiew of main European cable TV operators, 1994
Note:  r  Homes passed not subscribers
Figures m0st recent available
Source: Mercer Managemcnt Consulring  rcsearch
In Austria, Switzerland and the UK, the CATV industry has been able to develop with
some srrong owners @hilips, Alcatel, US $OCs). In Belgium, ownership is very fragmented,
even though the Tractebel group is involved in the operation of networks accounting  for
56 per cenr of subscribers. The Spanish CATV indusEry is both emerging and fragmented. Italy,
pornrgal and Greece have few cable networks. In these countries,  a strong alternative infrastructure
provid.ing telephony and other services may be able to develop.
In most Member States, railways, utilities and large industrial concerns have themselves
built large telecommunications infrastructures  for they private use. These private Operators will
play an essential role in supporting  the emergence of new public telecommunications Operators.
Furthermore, in many countries there is some complementarify between cable, mobile and
alternative long-distance  networks  that is conducive to the emergence  of alliances of alternative
covering wide geographies and capable of offering broad portfolios of services.
More specifically, the situation of infrastructure development in the various
Member States is the following:
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-a-a Belgium
The incumbent TO, Belgacom,  has a wide-ranging monopoly on the provision of
telecommunications  infrastrucrure. It operates 4.4m access lines (including 14,700 public pay
phones) representing a penetration of 44 lines per 100 population (data in Exhibit 2.10). These
values forpenetration  are close to the EU averages.  The line densiry in Belgium is 144 lines per
square kilometre and line growth from 1982 to 1992 was 60 per cent. The average monthly bill
(rental + usage) for a PSTN line is ECU 44.Belgacom  has average productiviry, with 172 lines
per employee.
Euro-ISDN (Integrated  Services Digital Network) services started at the end of 1993,
and Belgacom forecast that there will be 20,000 Basic Rate Access (BRA) equivalent connections
by the end of 1994. At ttre end of L993 there were about 1 15,000 leased lines, of which around
2 per cent were digital. The average monthly cost for a 2Mbit leased line in Belgium is ECU 6,482.
Other data transmission services include X.25 (8,500 connections) and videotex services
(11,000 subscribers). Belgacom is one of the few EU Operators to offer Centrex services.
The call failure rate is 0.4 per cent on local calls and 2.5 per cent on national calls.
Fifty-four  per cent of local exchanges have been digitalised. From L992, Belgacom  decided to
divide the existing local networks into sub-nefworks  served by LDCs (l-ocal Distribution Centres).
The LDC will play the role of a sub-exchange for the sub-network. Each LDC is connected to
the main exchange with an optical fibre. This progressive  introduction of fibre in the access
network will decrease the distance to the customer  and facilitate the introduction of new services.
Ninety-five per cent of Belgacom's long-distance network has been converted from
analog to digital technologies. The local network and the remaining analog components of the
long-distance  network are based on symmetrical pairs, co-axial cables and some radio links; it
should be completely phased out by 2000. The digital network is being set up in two phases:
Deployment of COAX cables equipped with 140 Mbps and, in some cases,
565 Mbps line systems. Some multi-mode fibres and radio links were also installed.
A mono-mode hbre network interlinking all the transit exchanges,  to be completed
by the end of 1996. The transmission systems use 565 Mbps PDH equipment. SDH
equipment will be deployed gradually from 1995-1996.
Belgacom is participating in the pan-European ATM trial and is planning the introduction
of user-controlled ATM networks between 1995 and 1996.
Mobile services are provided exclusively by Belgacom Mobile (Belgacom 75 per cent,
AirTouch 25 per cent), which operates an analog network based on NMT 450 technology  that
covers 95 per cent of the population  (60,000 subscribers) and a GSM network that covered
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E)Khibit 2.10: Country statistics 5umm8{ for Belgium
Population (m) 10
I  I GDP per Capita (ECU) 18,175
30.519
B I Poorlation DensitY (Per km2)
El
328
f; j rurtber of Households (m) 3.724
Number of Households with
Television (m)
3.575
Notes; ( I ) AU data is for j,993/94  unless otherwbe  stated
(2) BT = I0O
.  p.s:fN -  ctssurnes  36O catl minures per month (259o long-distance,  75Vo local, all at peak-time)  + monthly  rental + connection
fee arnonked over 12 months (Source: Eurcdata)
Mobile -  assumes bttsrncss tarif at I6O call miruttes per month (8OVo peal<. 20Vo of-peal<) + monthly rental + connection fee
anonbed over 12 months (Source: FT Mobile Markets)
I-cased line - monthly  rcrual charge for a composite leased line in mnge L2Mbn (Source: OECD)
Source:  Infrastrucrute Quesionnairc: Mercer  Management Consulting  interttiews  and research
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Mercer Management Consulting 199490 per cent of the population at the end of 1994 (70,000 subscribers). Belgacom also offers a
paging service, which had215,000 subscribers  as of May 1994. The total penetration of mobile
telephony in Belgium is 1.2 per cent. The average monthly bill is ECU 168 for an analog mobile
telephone and ECU 157 for a GSM telephone.
The Belgian CATV industry is the most mature in the EU. Unlike the telecommunications
indusury, which is regulated at the national level, the CATV industry is regulated on a regional
basis (Flemish, Walloon and Brussels). More than 95 per cent of homes are passed (3.6m), and
94 per cent of households are connected (the highest penetration  level in the EU). The ratio of
CATV lines to telephone lines in Belgium is 1:1.2. Irss than 1 per cent of households have
satellite receiving equipment.
Ninery per cent of the CATV networks are controlled by consortia of city authorities
with or without involvement from private companies. This stmcture is due to the public service
nature that cable distribution  has always had in Belgium. Tractebel, via Electrabel and Coditel
(Exhibit 2.Il), is involved in 56 per cent of the market (measured as a percentage of the connected
customers), mostly as a network Operator on behalf of the local consortia.
The cable networks are old, dating back to the 1960s and 1970s; they are based on a
tree-and-branch architecture  and CONK/COAX technology. Their abiliry to support telephony
services is questionable. The CATV Operators seem to be more interested in gaining more freedom
in their service offerings (i.e., programming)  and in their pricing than in offering telephony
services.
Besides CATV nefworks  the main alternative  infrastructures  include the following, as
shown in Exhibtt2.I2:
SNCB (railway) owns a dense long-distance network (PSTN and X25 in addirion to
signalliag applications),  which is currently used solely for its own internal purposes
(Exhibit 2.13). Optical fibre deployment is limited at the moment. SNCB's serious
financial problems may limit its abilities to develop a state-of-the-art network on its
own.
Electrabel (electriciry production, electricity and gas distribution)  has an electricity
distribution grid covering most of Belgium (see Exhibit 2.14). It owns the
rights-of-way  along its overhead high power electricify lines.
Other alternative  infrastructures in place are owned by waterways,  highways and regional
transport companies (see Exhibit 2.I2).
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Exhibit Z.llz The Coditel (Cable TV) infrastructurc
Cutrcnt FcsnJra
General  Considerati  ons
.Coet  netwofi  ts a one way TV network ' il ts a delivenng  system
trom the receptton amenna  to the customers  TV sel
. The cabte nenrork  used is manly  a copp€r  COAX  network
. The whole network has been renewed  srnce 1992
Cab{e
. CoOrtet has available  capaoty for Telecom  purposes  ffth several
cfiannels  avarlable
. The nelwork s built on a tree basics wth the possrbility to qurckly
implemed  interac{ivity
. The exsting optic cables  are alwa)6 a reception  antenna lo
muniopalitres  disitribrnion oentres
A!d,
-].tle m4onty of TV cables  are aenal  (95o/")
Cunent use
. w prograntmes  tftm$Tilsgon
Localisation
;Ofttc-Cbres  wfiere mainly  laid in the Bruxelles  area ancl only few In
Flanclers regron
Soecifics
. Until today the Coditel  network  is very heterogeneous
^  Bsb{69
//  .?\ ( \-,  \^!4 i
l-"1  trou  wr|ra Coarld  hE oar  TV ceo|. rtwrr
itt  Arou B'lrr  ogtE crDt!  Inx lnt td.nna  .no munElrrhy  dstra'Joon  t6lFt  {-lnrb)
\J,/
i7i  sorecgtr<  oDtErt aof  odrEgfrrnl  aE  {€!mbl
Network  lrnprovoments  (Ongoing  or Plenncd)
. The nexl implementation  of optic links will finish the planned
programme  in the Eruxelles  area and start in the Flanders  region '
ihe-Sornh  as the population  densrty is smaller will be concemed  much
tate
Ownership
. The infraslructures  including  the telecom  network  are owned  by
Coditel
Source:  Mercer  Management Coruulting  research
Exhibit 2.12: Main alternative  infrastructures in Belgium
Source:  Mercer Managenvnt Consuling rcsearch
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Category Name Location Comments
Long distance :
Railways
Electricity
Gas Pipelines
Oil Pipelines
Waterways
Highways
. SNCB
. Electrabel
. Electrabel
. D€P Leefmilieu  en lnfastructuur  Administratte
. Direction G6n€rale des Voies Hydrauliques
. NV ZeeKannal  en H. Van Brussel
. Brussels  Port
. Direction G6ndrale des Autoroutes et des
ROUTES
. Dept of Environment  and Infrastructure
Nationwide
Nationwide
Nationwicle
Flemish  Region
Wallon Region
Brussels  Region
Brussels
Wallon Region
Flemish  Region
Societ€ Nationale  de
Chemins  de Fer Belges
Tractebel Group
Tractebel  Grouo
Local  :
Local transport
Cable TV
Local Public
Utilities
Teleport
VVM
SRWT
Coditel
Brutele
ALE-Teledis
Interelectra
Integan
Electrabel
Electrabel
Flemish  Region
Wallon Region
Vlaamse
VervoermaatschaPPti
Societe  Regronale de
transport
Tractebel  Group
Tractebel  GrouP
Tractebel  Grouo
2L{
Mercer Management Consulting  l99aExhibit 2.132 Example: Socidtd Nationale des Chemins  de Fer Belges (Railways) network
- 
Optrcal fibre core network
CrGV, high speed  lines) being rnstalled
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting rcsearch
Source: Mercer Management Consulting rcsearch
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Exhibit 2.14: The Electrabel (electrici$ utili$) telecommunication infrastructurt
Countrv
Belgium
Cateoorv
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Comoany
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FeatUrpS
. E|ccfrab€l  is active in two fielcls:
- Elednoty  ger€ration anct transmrssron
- Opcratrng anct managtng  netuotks ol public - ubhty servces: electncrty. nalural  gas.
CAW.  steam and water
. Etedrabcl  proude6  94clo  ol Belgium's  total eleclnory productron: the rematnder  ls
provrded by pr.rbhc  seclor  proouclron  ancl by In-planl  generators.
Ownershrn
. EiedraDel  owns aB wiole hrgh power poducton  and transoon  rnlGslruclure
Tclccom  right3 ol wly
Ownpshrn
W tEtwott
. The companies  gerlormrng  the opcratrons  and fle management  of the Tv cables
orv'1  the nghl ol way rmpliotly
. lt has lo De grven ones  by tne munropalrlres
Telx.om netwot*
. Tradebel orns tr€ nghr ot way along |ts overhead  high powcr  eleclncrty lines
. lf rhe hrEs are unoerground  Eledrabel  owns 9dl the nght ol way tor any new cable
rn$allatron  as long a.s no di99in9 rtod$  are neeoed
LegaE{Dq.osalqos
W tEtworr(
. Alt munrooalihes  are Gpresented  rn the mtxect companres:  thts srtua0on  allows lhem
lo De clrectly  rnformed aboul  all new oevelo9men6  ano taxe deqsrotls  accorotng to
rl
Teleom netvotl<
. EledraDel  has a nght of way for a specrlc numDer  of caDles along tts pow?r lrnes  -
as long as a cable rs reglacrng an exrstrng  cable there  |5 no groDlem:  at the allowed
numoer ot carbles has lo be Increaseo  a legal authortsalron  ts necessary
Techn|cal  arrf honsalrons
TV nctwork
.  No speolic lechntcal  constrarns to Oan caDle  Installalrons
Tetcom  newotu
- To gel the legal authonsahon  lo rncrease the numb€r ol caDles  on a hrgh gower lrne
a tcctrncal feasruhty  authonsatron  ls neccssary
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25Exhibit 2.15: Country statisfics summarl for Denmark
Notes: (l ) All data k for i,993/94 unless  otherwise  stated
(2) BT = I0O
.  PSTN -  clssumes  36O call miruttes pe r month (25Vo long-distance,759o  local, all at peak-time) + monthly rental + connection
fee anonised over l2 months  (Source:  Eurcdata)
Mobite -  assumes  busincss tarif at 160 call muu.tes per month (80Vo peal\ 20Vo of-peak) + monthly rental + connection fee
arnonsed over 12 months  (Source:  FT Mobile Markets)
l-eased line - monthl-,-  rcntal clarge for a composite  leased line in mnge  2-2Aolon  (Source: OECD)
Source: Infrastntcture Quesnonnaire: Mercer Managemcnt Consulting inlemiews  and research
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CATV 1,250 76 74 N/A 1:25
Railway 0 0 0 2.000 0
Electrrcrty 0 0 0 N/A U
Otner  i  0 0 0 0 0
Total  i  1,250 76 74 2,000 1:25
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23. Denmark
Tele-Danmark has a monopoly on the provision of telephony  services and infrastructure
in Denmark. The regional telephone networks (KTAS in Copentragen, ITAS in Jutland, TS in
the South Jutland Peninsula  and FT on the Fyns Island) are all subsidiaries  of Tele-Danmark.
Forty-nine per cent of Tele-Danmark was privatised recently. There are 3.06m access lines in
operation, representing a penetration  rate of 59 lines per 100 population  (data in Exhibit 2.15).
penetration per 100 households  is at one of the highest levels in the EU. The line density in
Denmark is 7l lines per square kilometre, and line growth between 1982 and 1992 was the
lowest in the EU at 30 per cent. The average monthly bitl (rental + usage) for a PSTN line is
ECU 48. Tele-Danmark has average productivity, with 182 lines per employee.
Advanced services offered include ISDN and X25. There arc2,354 ISDN subscribers,
97 per cent of whom are basic rate subscribers. In 1992 there were 3,020X25 subscribers and
Zg,400leased  line subscribers.  Seven per cent of these leased lines were digital. The current
average monthly cost for a 2lvlbit leased line is ECU 2,006. Frame relay services were launched
in the spring of 1993.
The tnrnk network is 100 per cent digitatised, and 46per cent of local exchanges have
been converted to digital swirches. The catl failure rate is I.2 per cent on local calls and 1.9 per cent
on national calls. The number of faults reported per line per ye^r is 0.14.
Exhibit 2.162 Main alternative infrastructures in Denmark
Source: Mercer Management Consulting rcsearch
Danish State Railways
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Mercer Management Consulting  1994Exhibit 2.172 SrrrnrrtarT map of the dternative  long distance infrastruchuc in Denmark
Note
. Topological  summary only : see individual
maps for full accuracy and detail
. Includes plannecl and actualfibre  networks
. Excludes copper networls
Source: Mercer Managemcnt Consulting  research
Tele-Danmark  is participating in the pan-European ATM trial. SDH equipment is being
deployed into the long-distance network. Experiments have been conducted  with f,rbre-in-the-loop,
with plans for the cabling of all major business  areas in the next few years.
Mobile telephony is provided by Tele-Danmark and a private competitor,  Sonofon.
Thanks to favourable demographics,  low prices and effective marketing, penetration stands at
l0 per cent, one of the highest rates in the world. There are 514,000 subscribers, of which
46 per cent are connected to analog networks. The total growth in mobile subscribers between
1993 and 1994 was 80 per cent. The average monthly bill is ECU 85 for an analog subscriber
and ECU 59 for a GSM subscriber. Tele-Danmark will launch a paging service using the ERMES
standard in the frst half of 1995.
The CATV indusbry is very fragmented,  with more than 10,000 networks in operation.
The number of homes passed is 1.7m (76per cent of all homes), of which I.25m are connected
(56 per cent of all homes). The ratio of CATV lines to telephone lines is I :2.5. Tele-Danmark
(via its regional companies) has about 50 per cent of all CATV subscriptions.  Its networks are
also the largest in the country and generally the most technically advanced. Tele-Danmark  has
conducted technical tests of multi-media  services. However, plans for the introduction of these
services have not been revealed. Tele-Danmark  has nevertheless  announced  its intention to invest
in the upgrade of its network starting in 1996.
Clwpter 2: Inventory of Infrastructune in tlu Member States
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networks if they are large enough. Otherwise, the operation  and management  of the networks is
sub-contracted to specialist companies.
The largest CATV Operator other than Tele-Danmark is Stofa, which manages (but
does not own) approximately  25 networks countrywide with an estimated customer base of
120,000 households (20 per cent market share). This consortium includes Cox Enterprises and
GN Store Nord A/S.
Penetration of DTI{ reception equipmeDt is estimated  at 6 per cent, with most users
concentrated in rural iueas where CATV networks are not economically viable.
Apart from the CATV networks, the main alternative telecommunications infrastructures
include (see Exhibits 2.16 and 2.I7):
DSB (railway), with an extensive long-distance network on the mainland and on the
main island. DSB owns the rights-of-way  along the tracks (see Exhibit 2.18).
ELSAM (electricity distribution), which is the Operator of the national electricity
gdd (see Exhibit 2.19).
NI\[E, NESA and SEAS (electricity distribution), which have geographically  limited
networks mainly in Sealand. They have formed a company, ELKRAFT, which will
manage the power and telecommunication links of the companies to Germany and
Sweden (see Exhibit 2.2O).
Exhibit 2.182 The DSB (Railways) telecommunication infrastructure
Countrv
Denmark
Categorv
Railway
Company
DSB
Current  Features
General consrderations  Currenl  Use
. DSB has a concentrated  and  . The cunent  network utilisatron rs
efficienl  optic fibre network  mainly:
cabre  - 33:'jJtft'jld 
rairwaY
. No information  rs available  -  Data  transmlssion
conceming  lhe cable capacities  Localisatron
Duct  . Very developed
. 0SB's nelwork  is mainlv based on
buned cables
Neturork lmprovements  (Ongoing or Planned)
. Complele  the optic cable  tnslallation  in the whole  network  as tast as
possible (DSB rs consiclenng  lhe probable 1997  deregulatron  very
seriously)
. DSB wants lo be able to have a core optic hne crossrng  Jutland
north to south and linl(ed  to a Sealancl  eeurvalenl lrne
Ownership
. DSB owns the rntrastrueture and has the tull concession ol the
ground whicfr is the Oanrsh  State's property
Source: Mercer Managemcnt Consulting rcsearch
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E:rhibit  2.192 The ELSAM (Etectricity utility) telecommrrnication infi'astructlrre
Source: Mercer  Marugement  Consulting rcseatch
Exhibit 2.202 The ITIESA (Electricity utility) telecommurication infrastnrctune
Source:  Mercer Management Consubing  nsearch
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All the public telecommunications infrastructure  is owned and operated by France
Telecom. The CATV infrastnrcture is concentrated and controlled by four main players.
France Telecom's network is the second largest in Europe, with a total of 30.8m access
lines (including 184,000 public pay phones) (see Exhibit 2.21). This represents a penetration of
54 lines per 100 population, the highest level of penetration  per household in the EU. The line
density in France is 57 lines per square kilomene,  and line growth between 1982 and 1992 was
58 per cent. The averagemonthly  bill (rental +usage) for.a PSTN line is ECU 50. France Telecom
has above average productivity,  with 198 lines per employee.
The total number of leased lines was 480,000 at the end of L993, of which 77 per cent
were analog. The average monthly cost of a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 6, 1 93 . There were 3 I 0,000
Basic Rate Access equivalent  ISDN connections and 110,000 connections to packet-switched
networks. The packet-switching offering has been complemented  since 1993 by a frame-relay
serice, and 6.5 million Videotex (Ivlinitel) terminals are in operation with more than 10,000
service offerines on the network.
,r*.]  Telecom has installed 55,000 km of fibre optic cable in the network, including
17,000 krn in the long-distance network. At 85 per cent, the digitalisation rate is one of the
highest in the EU. The PSTN network has a hierarchical  stnrcture with five main switching
centres and 67 secondary  transit switching centres.
France Telecom started regional trials of SDH in 1993. It plans an extensive deployment
of SDH systems on its national backbone network by 1998, to be followed by a complete
deployment  at all levels by about 2010.
France Telecom is a participant in the pan-European  ATM trial and already offers
high-speed interconnection  services based on this platform in Paris, Grenoble and Nice. A
deployment to all major cities is due to take place in 1995. Furthermore, France Telecom recently
announced the offering of international  ATM-based  services in cooperation with Deutsche
Telecom.
The recent publication  of the "Th6ry Report" on the information super-highway  has
re-launched debate on future policy for advanced infrastructure.  The report estimates total
spending for full coverage with broadband infrastnrctures  at ECU billion 30 to 35 over a}O-year
period. Small-scale experiments are being discussed currently at Government level and requests
for proposals for these experiments may be issued in the next few months.
Although France Telecom  has reacted with scepticism to the Report and questioned  the
economic feasibilify of the investment progtlrnme, it has expressed its willingness to panicipate
Mercer  Management  Corculting 1994
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E)rhibit 22lz CountrT statistics summary for Frznce
France
Notes: ( 1) AII data is for 1993/94 unless othenvise stated
(2) BT = 100
r  ps-fN-  assLuzres 360 cail mirudes per month (25% long-distante,75%  local, all at peak-tine)  + monthly rcntal + conncction
fee anonised over 12 montlu  (Source: Eurcfuta)
Mobile - assumes  busincss tarif at 16O call mirudes per month (80% pee.
anonised over I2 months (Source: FT Mobile Markets)
20Vo of-peak) + monthly rental + connectionfee
Leased Iirc - monthly  rcntal cturge for a composite lcased linc in rurge 2'20olon  (Source: OECD)
Source:  Infrastrucun  Questionnairc: Mercer  Management  Consulting intewi*ts atd rcsearch
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in the forthcoming  trials. Furthernore, it has announced the cabling in the short term of 5,000
buildings with fibre optic systems.
Mobile telephony services are provided by France Telecom and the Soci6t6 Frangaise
du Radiotdldphone. A third competitor, led by Bouygues, will begin offering PCN services at
the end of 1995. Combined  penetration stands at 1.5 per cent of population with a total of
807,000 subscribers (46 per cent to digital networks), with subscriber growth of 59 per cent in
the past year. The average monthly bill for an analog mobile telephone is ECU 194 and for a
GSM telephone ECU 148.
The construction  of CATV networks began in 1986 with the Plan Cdble, although some
older networks had been built to provide improved television reception in remote areas. The
Plan Cdble project, built by France Telecom,  covered the 64largest urban areas. Private Operators
manage programming and sales, and since 1986 have been allowed to build CATV infrastructure
as well.
At the end of 1993, the total number of homes passed was 5.3m (25 per cent of all
households), and 1.3m homes were connected (6 per cent of all households). The infrastmcture
is split between old networks (3 per cent of homes passed), Plan-Cdble networks (65 per cent of
homes passed) and privately built networks (32 per cent of homes passed). The ratio of CATV
lines to telephone lines is 1:24.
Eighty-five per cent of the market is controlled by four Operators:
Compagnie G6n€rale  des Eaux (CGE): 28 per cent of homes connected
Communication-Ddveloppemenc 18 per cent of homes connected (Communication-
D6veloppement  has announced its intention to sell its networks)
Lyonnaise Communication (LC): 28 per cent of homes connected
France-Telecom:  9 per cent of homes connected. By increasingly taking stakes in
the Operators of Plan-Cdble nefworks, France Telecom has become the fourth-largest
network Operator.
The large water companies  (CGE and LC) have expressed interest in offering telephony
services. However, the control of France Telecom over the Plan-Cdble networks  and the various
technical standards used for these networks limits the likelihood of local access competition in
France in the short term.
Other significant alternative  infrastructures  include (see Exhibits 2.22 and 2.23):
The SNCF (railway)  has a PSTN network with 450 switches, of which 70 per cent
are digital, and anX25 network with 95,000 internal users. Its long-distance network
operates at 140 Mbps. (See Exhibit 2.24.)
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-  EDF (electricity production and distibution) has a significant  long-distance  optical
network, panially oPerated by France Telecom. Furthermore, EDF operates CATV
netrrorks in medium-sized cities via its Vid€opole subsidiary (190,000  homes passed).
(See Exhibit 2.25.)
-  In the Paris rcgion, the local ransportation  company RAI? operales extensive PSTN,
X25 and video nctworks for train controls and tele-control of stations. It has
rights-of-way  along rail and underground  tacks.
-  Motorway compaaies all have significant long-distance iufrastructures.  Their
operations are usually restricted to a regior-and they dcrnot systematically own the
rights-of-way.  (Sec Exhibis 2.26-2.29.)
Exhibit 2Jll: Maln dtcrnadve infrastructu'cs ln Francc
Category Name Location Comments
Long disance :
Railways
Electncity
Oil Pipelines
Gas Pipelines
Waterways
Franchrsed
Highways
Local  :
Local transpon
Caote W
Local Public
Utililres
Teleporl
. SNCF
. EDF
. CNR
. TRAPIL
. SPMR
. GDF
. SNGSO
. VNF
. CNR
. Port Autonome  de Pans
. Port de Nantes
. Cofiroute
. ASF
. SANEF
. SAPRR
. SFTRF
. Villexpress
. STMB
. RATP
. TRANSPOLE
. RTM
. TCL
. France Tdlecom
. Lyonnaise  Communication
. Com-Dev  (Carsse des D6pots)
. CGV
. Lyonnaise-Dumez
. G6nerale  des Eaux
'CPCU . Pans llede-France
. Eurotelepon  de Roubaix
. World Telepon  of Marseille
Provence
. Telcport Cote d'Azur
. Teleport  Avignon
. Teleport  Metz
Nationwide
Nationwide
Rhone area
Northem  France
Rh6ne area
Nationwide
SW of Fnnce
Nalionwide
Rh6ne area
Paris region
Bretagne,  Loire
East of Fnnce
South of France
NE of France
East of Fnnce
East of France
SE ol France
Pans area
Lille
Marseille
Lyon
Pans
Paris
Pans
Paris
Roubaix (Lille)
Marseille
Nice
Avignon
Metr
Soci6td Nationale  des Chemins  de Fer Frangais
Electricit6 de France
Compagnie  Nationale  du Rh6ne
Soci6t€ des Transports P6troliers par Pipeline
Soci6t6 du Pipeline  M6ditenan6e'  Rh6ne
Gaz de France
St6 Nationale du Gaz du Sud Ouest
Voies Navigabtes de France.  100% state-owned
Compagnie  Nationale  du Rh6ne
Compagnie  Financibre  et Industrielle  des Autoroutes
Soci6t6 des autoroutes  du sud de la France
Soci6t6 des autoroutes  du nord el de l'est de la France
Soci6t6 des autoroutes Paris-Rhin'Rhone
Soci6t6 Fangaise  du tunnel du Fr6ius
Villexpress  has no franchised  highway  for the time being
Soci6t6 du tunnel  sous le Mont-Blanc
R6gie Autonome  des Tansports  Parisiens
Transports  en Commun  de Lille
R6gie des Transpotls de Marseille
Soci6t6 Lyonnaise  des Transpons  en Commun
Communication  & DeveloPPemenl
Compagnre General  de Videocommunications
Compagnie  Pansienne  du Chauffage  Urbain
Sofia-Antioolis
Source:  Mercer Managencnt Consulting rcsearch
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Mercer Matugement Corrsulting 1994Exhibit 2.Bz Sunmara mapof the dternative  long distance infrzstmcture in France
Note:
. Topological  summary only : see individual
maps for full accuracy and cletail
.Includes  plannect ancl actual fibre networfs
. Excludes copper networks
Source:  Mercer Management Consuling rcsearch
Exhibit 2.Az The Soci6t6 Nationale des Chemins  de Fer Frangais (Railways) telecommunication
infrastructurc
Source: Mercer Management Consulting rcsearth
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Exhibit L254The Etectricitd de France (ElecEicity production end distribution)  telecommunication
infrastructure
Source: Mercer Management Consulting rcsearch
Exhibit  2.?.62 The SANEF (Highways) telecommunication  infrastructure
Source: Mercer  Management Consulting rcsearch
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Exhibit 2.2E2 The Cofi mute (Ilighways) telecommunication infrastructurc
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Exhibit 2292 The ASF (Highwsys) tclecomnrnnication  infrastnrcturc
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2.5.  Germany
All public telecommunications and CATV infrastmctures are owned and operated by
DBP Telekom. This common ownership and operation of infrastnrctures has resulted in certain
cost savings, such as in civil works.
Germany is the largest telecommunication  and CATV market in the EU (see Exhibit
2.30). At the end of 1993, there were a total of 36.7 million PSTN access lines, representing
23 per cent of the EU total. The number of public pay phones was 180,000. The penetration of
telephony is 46 lines per 100 population,  one of the lowest levels in the EU, due to the low
telephony penetration in the former East Germany. The line density in Germany is 103 lines per
squiue kilometre and line growth from 1982 to 1992 was 63 per cent. The average monthly bill
(rental + usage) for a PSTN line is ECU 5 1. DBP Telekom has below average productivity, with
159 lines per employee.
The total number of leased lines at the end of 1993 stood at 920,000, of which 81 per cent
were analog. The average monthly cost for a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 27,662,, which is 9.4 times
the cost of a similar line in the UK. There were 86,500 packet-switch connections and 420,000
Basic Rate Access equivalent ISDN connections. As ISDN is being positioned and priced as an
advanced  substitute for telephony  services, the number of ISDN connections is expected to total
more than 2 million by 1998.
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Mercer Management Consulting  1994Exhibit 2302 CountrT statistics srrnmtrT for Germany
Notes:  (1) AU data is for 1993/94 unless  othen+'ise snred
(2) BT = l0O
*  PSTN - assumcs  360 call minutes per month (25Vo long-disnrrce,75% local, all at peak-time)  + monthly rental + connection
fee anonised over 12 months (Source: Eumdata)
Mobile - assuntes  business  tarif at 160 call minutes per month (8Mo pealt  20Vo of-peak) + monthly rental + connectionfee
antortised over 12 months (Source: FT Mobile Markzts)
Leased linc - monthly  rcntal charge for a composite  leased Iirc in range 2-20olon (Source: OECD)
Source:  Infrastntcrurc  Questionnairc; Mercer Management Consulting buemiews  and rcsearch
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SDH equipment has been on trial and installed primarily in the access network. Two
large-scale trials have taken place (SYNET and VISYOI$ in all major cities, with the parallel
implementation of SDH rings in the access network. In addition, DBP Telekom used optical
fibre access systems extensively during the upgrade of the access network in Eastern Germany.
Testing of an ADSL video-on-demand  system is planned for the end of 1994.
DBp Telekom is a parricipant in the pan-European ATM trial and already offers
ATM-based  services (Switched Multi-Megabit  Data Service, called Datex M) in about 20 cities,
although fully developed services are not expected before 1996. DBP Telekom and France
Telecom have announced.cross-border  services based on ATM,.which.aredue to start in 1995.
The total number of mobile network subscribers in Germany was 2.3m in November
Lgg4,representing an overall penemdon of 2.92 per cent of the population. De-Te Mobil operates
rwo nerworks: a C-450 analog network launched in 1985, which currently has 734,0N subscribers
(9 per cenr lower than November 1993); and a GSM network launched in 1992, which has
799,000 subscribers (120 per cent growth in the last year). Other Operators are Mannesmann,
which launched  a GSM nerwork in l992that has about 785,000 subscribers (104 per cent yearly
growth); and E-Plus, which launched its network based on the DCS 1800 system in May 1994
and now has about 16,000 subscribers. The average monthly cost of owning either an analog or
GSM mobile telephone in Germany is ECU 122.
The constmction of CATV networks began in 1982 and coverage of the country has
grown rapidly. At the end of lgg3, the German CATV network represented  about 50 per cent of
the homes passed in the EU. By the end of 1994, DBP Telekom plans to have passed 22.8
million homes with CATV infrastnrcture (66 per cent of all homes). Of the homes passed now,
13.7m are connecred (39 per cent). The ratio of CATV lines to telephone lines in Germany  is
I:2.7.
The rwo infrastructures (PSTN and CATV) are largely one and the same at higher
levels and share most of the same local network infrastmcture.  The local CATV distribution
nerwork uses a COA)VCOAX  architecture. There are upgrade plans to increase its capacity by
digitalising the signals.
The only non-terrestrial  alternative to DBP Telekom for CATV services are the
Direct-To-the Home (DTH) satellites. DTH systems have a penetration of about 15 per cent,
mostly in the eastern part of the counury where terrestrial television signals were difficult to
recei ve after re-unification.
Significant  alternative  infrastnrcttues include (see Extribits 2.3I and 2-32):
Deutsche Batrn (railway), which operates a PSTN network (more than 200,000 users),
an ISDN network and an X25 network (more than 10,000 users). It owns the
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rights-of-way  along the tracks and has expressed an interest in offering public
telecommunications services (see Exhibit 2.33).
RWE (an electric company), which operates a network which covers the western
part of Germany. It announced  in January 1994 the formation of CNI in association
with Deutsche Bank and Mannesmann  (see Exhibit 2.34).
Bayernwerk  (an electric company), which has an extensive network in Bavaria,
including rights-of-way (see Exhibit 2.35).
Exhibit 23lz Main dternative telecornmunication infrastruchrrcs in Germany
Category Name Location Comments
Long distance  :
Railways
Electricity
Gas Pipelines
Oil Pipelines
Waterways
Highways
Deutsche  Bundesbahn
RWE
BayemwerlcA/iag
VEW
VEBA
HEW
lsar-Amperwerk
VEAG
Badenwerk
Energie Versorgung
Schwaben
Ruhrgas AG
Wintershall  AG/ Wingas
GVS
State & LAnder
Nationwide
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
Hamburg
Munich
Berlin
Baden-
Wurtemberg
Nationwide
Nationwide
Baden-
Wurtemberg
Ownership  shared with regional
govemments (Lander)  in ceilain
cases
Verein igte ElektrizitAtswerke
Westfalen  Aktienges ellschaft
Vereinigte Energiewerke
Aktiengesellschaft
Gasversorgung Suddeutschland
GMBH
Project to create the Deutsche
Autobahn  AG
Local:
Local Transport
Cable TV
Local Public
Utilities
Teleport
BVG
SWM
DPB Telekom
Urbana
Anga
Teleport Europe GmbH
Media City Leipzig AG
Rostock Teleport
Skanska
Teleport Bremen
Teleport Mediapark
Cologne
Berlin
Munich
Hamburg
Frankfurt
Stuttgaft
Nationwide
Hannover
Leipzig
Rostock
Hamburg
Bremen
Cologne
Berli ner Verkeh rs-Betriebe
MUnchen, Verkehrs betriebe
Hamburger  Hochbahn
Aktiengesellschaft
Stadwe rke Frankf urVM ain
Stuttgarte  r Strassenbah nen
Aktiengesellschaft
Deutsche  Bundespost  Telekom's
monopoly
Source:  Mercer Management Consuking researth
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Exhibit 232zThe Deutseler Verbund  C'csellschaft network (National Electricity  Grid) telecommunication
infrastruchrre
DVG Memberc:
1 Badenwerk  AG
2 Bayemwerk  AG
3 Berliner  Kraft and Ucht Bewagt AG
(owned by Preussen  Elektra)
4 Energie Versorgung  Schwaben  AG
5 Hamburgislire  Elearicitats - Werke AG
6 PreussenEledra Aktregesellschaft
7 RWE Europe Aktiegesellschatt
I VEAG Vereignite  Enegie Werke AG
9 Verergnite Elektricitiswerke  Westfallen  AG
Srltflr
Source: Mercer Management Consuling  rcsearch
Exhibit 2.332 The Deutsche Bahn (Railways) telecommunication  infrastructune
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Source: Merter Marugement  Coruulting  research
Source: Mercer Maragement  Consulting rcsearch
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Exhibit 235: The Bayemwek (Electricif utility) telecommunication infrastrucnrne
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Other alternative infrastrucnues  include other electric companies  (VEW, VEBA, VEAG,
etc.), gas pipeline companies (Ruhrgas, etc.), highways, local transPort companies (BVG in
Berlin, SWM in Munich, etc.) and several teleports @remen, KOln, Hamburg, Hannover, etc.).
2.6.  Greece
In Greece, OTE is the sole provider of reserved services and sole owner of the public
telecommunications  infrastnrcture (see Exhibit 2.36).It operates 4.6m access lines, representing
a penetration of 4lines per 100 population. The levels are relatively high by international
standards. However, there are large differences  between Athens (with high penetration) and the
rest of the country. Furttrennore,  the quality of service (in tenrrs of fault rate, call failure rates or
waiting time for a connection) tends to be low compared with most other intemational Operators.
The line densiry in Greece is 34 lines per square kilometre and line growth between 1982 and
Igg1was 77 per cenr. The average monthly bill for a PSTN line is ECU 74. OTE has average
productivity,  with 168 lines per employee.
Data transmission is supported by leased lines (mostly analog), a packet-switching
network, crurently under expansion and a high-speed  data tink service in the largest cities. In
lgg1, there were 12,300 leased line connections and 500 packet-switched connections. The
average monthly cost for a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 6,882.
The penetration of mobile telephony in Greece stands at 1.3 per cent of the population,
with a total of 135,000 subscribers.  This figure rose from about 12,000 subscribers the previous
year. Mobile services are offered by two consortia which are sening up GSM networks across
the counury. Panafon is a joint venture of France-Telecom,  Vodafone and the Kokkalis. Its network
was launched in Lgg3 and now covers Athens, Thessaloniki,  Patras and Crete. It has
73,000 subscribers (940 per cent yearly growth). The other network is a joint venture of STET
and NyNEX called Stet Hellas. It was also launched in 1993 and has 62,000 subscribers
(1,146 per cent yearlY growth).
CATV networks are limited, with only a few thousand subscribers. CATV Operators
face very strong competition from the many private terrestrial TV channels which have emerged
since the television market was deregulated in 1990.
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Notes:  ( I ) AU data is for /,993/94  unless  other'*,ise  stated
(2) BT = 100
t  PSTN - assumcs 360 call mitwtes per month (25% Iong-distance,75%  local, all at peak+ime)  + monthly rental + cowtcction
fee antonised over I2 months (Sourte: Eurcdata)
Mobile - assunres  busiruss tarif at I60 call mirwtes per month (8Mo pealc 20Vo of-peak) + monthly renal + cowtecion  fee
anonised over 12 months (Source: FT Mobile  Markzts)
Lcased line - monthly rcntal clurge for a composite  leascd Iirc in ruge 2-20obn (Source:  OECD)
Source:  Infrostrucrurc  Questionnairc:  Mercer Management Consulting  interuisvt's and research
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Other 0 0 0 0 0
Total 0 0 0 0 0
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2.7. Ireland
Ireland's national Operator, Telecom Eireann, has a monopoly on all national
telecommunications  infrastructures.  The CATV networks have been established since the early
1970s. The largest network, Cablelink, is in Dublin and Telecom Eireann is a major shareholder.
The total number of access lines is 1.16m (see Extribit 2.37).Ireland has one of the
lowest telephony penetration levels in the EU with 32 lines per 100 population. The density of
lines in Ireland is the lowest in the EU at 16 lines per square kilometre, but line growth between
I9B2 and 1992 was the highest in-the^EU at"95per-cent.Jhe-average-monttrly  bill for a PSTN
line is relatively high at ECU 73. The number of lines in operation per employee is low - only
88 lines per employee.
There are about 19,000 leased lines in service and the average monthly cost for a 2Mbit
line is ECU 4,069,which  is 1.4 times the cost in the UK. Telecom Eireann offers packet-switched
transmission as well as services based on X25 (Videotex, EDI, E-MaiI, etc.). In 1992, there were
t,020 packet-switch connections. ISDN trials have been completed  and ISDN services are now
being deployed on an overlay basis.
Nenvork digitalisation stands atTL per cent and is expected to reach 100 per cent by
the year 2000. There are approximately  70 Digital Switching Units in service in the network
handling local, trunk and international telephony, mobile telephony  and other services. The
long-distance network architecture is designed with three levels, and74 per cent (as a percentage
of system-km) of long-distance  transmission now uses optical fibre. SDH trials are taking place
with a view rowards deploying SDH technology in ring stnrcture, using STM4 and ultimately
STMl6. The catl failure rare on local calls is 0.7 per cent and on national calls 1.6 per cent. The
number of faults recorded per line per yeer is 0.21.
Mobile telephony is provided by Telecom Eireann with both TACS-900 and GSM
services. Penetration stands at I.7 per cent of the population;  growth in the past year has been
42per cent. The Eircell analog service was launched in 1985 and now has 71,500 subscribers,
compared with 52,600 in November 1993. The GSM service was launched in 1993 and now has
about 3,800 subscribers.
At the end of L993, CATV penetration stood at42 percent of homes passed (0.45m)
and 40 per cenr of homes connected. The ratio of CATV lines to telephone lines is I :2.6.Networks
are concentrated in a few large cities as it is not economical to provide service in remote rural
regions. Older networks,  such as the Cablelink network in Dublin, are being upgraded to a
COAXCOAX  tree-and-branch  structrue so they can broadcast 50 to 60 channels, compared
with 15 to 20 channels at the moment. These networks could be easily upgraded subsequently
for higher capacity and/or interactive services.
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r  PSTN - assunl,as 3& call mirutes per month (257o long-distance,  75Vo local, all at peak-time) + monthly rental + connection
fee antonked  over 12 months  (Source: Eurcdata)
Mobile - ossumes business tarif at 160 call miruttes  per month (809o peal- 20% of-peak) + mowhly  rental + connection  fee
anonised over 12 months (Source: FT Mobile  Markets)
I-eased line - monthly rental clurge for a composite  leased line in rurge 2-20olon (Source: OECD)
Source:  Infrastracrure  Questionraire;  Mercer  Management Consulting inteniews and rcsearch
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It is estimated thatDirect-To-ttre Home (DTH) satellite systems are installed in 3 per cent
of all households.
2.8. ItaIy
Italy has kept a monopoly on the provision of infrastnrcture  for telecommunications
purposes. Outside Telecom ltalia, only some public bodies, such as public transportation or
energy companies, are allowed to operate their own infrastnrctures.
The number of access lines in operation is24.2m and telephony penetration  stands at
42 lines per 100 population, which is average by EU standards (see Exhibit 2.38). This contrasts
with ahigherthan average mobile telephony penetration  (at 3.5 per centof the population). The
line density in Italy is 79 lines per square kilometre, and line growth between 1982 and 1992
was 61 per cent. The average monthly bill for a PSTN line is ECU 59. Telecom Italia has high
productivity, with 271bnes per employee.
Data transmission services are offered by Telecom Italia with leased lines,
packet-switching  (45,000 connections)  and ISDN services. In L992 there were 242,N0 leased
Iine connections, of whichTg per cent were analog. The average monthly cost of a 2Mbit leased
line is ECU 13,036.
Digitatisation  of the trunk network stands at 48 per cent. The call failure rate in Italy is
high by EU standards: 3.9 per cent on local calls and 4.8 per cent on national calls. The fault rate
is similar to other EU countries at 0.12 faults per line per year.
Telecom Italia started trials of SDFVSTMI in 1992. SDH is curently deployed in the
national backbone network and in the distribution network with metropolitan SDH rings being
installed. Telecom Italia is participating in the pan-European ATM trial. It is also planning an
ADSL video-on-demand  trial for the end of 1995 for 1,500 users in Milan.
Mobile penetration  is 3.5 per cent with a total of 2m subscribers. Total yearly growth
from 1993 to 1994 was 84 per cent. Services are offered by Telecom Italia through an RTMS
system launched in 1985 which has about 17,500 subscribers, aTACS-900 network launched in
1990 which has about 2m subscribers and a GSM network launched in 1992 with about
52,000 subscribers.  A second GSM licence was awarded in April 1994 to a consortium led by
Olivetti, with service to start in 1995.
There are no significant CATV networks in Italy. None have been licensed and the
market is unattractive  due to heavy competition from terrestrial  channels. For similar reasons (in
addition to poor satellite coverage of large parts of the country), penetration  of satellite DTH
equipment is low.
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Largeand  modern alternative  telecommunications infrastnrcmres are used by the national
railways and the highway companies, among others.
2,9.  Luxembourg
The Luxembourg PTT has the monopoly rights to operate a telecommunications
infrastnrcture for public services.
Luxembourg is characterised by a"higb proportion,of  international,traffic and a heavy
geographical  concentration of its large customers.
There are 2O6,000 access lines in operation serving a population of 390,000 (see Exhibit
2.39). This means the country has the second highest telephony penetration in the EU with
53 lines per 100 population.  Line density is 80 lines per square kilometre and line growth between
IgBZand 1992 was 48 per cent. The average monthly bill for a PSTN line is the lowest in the EU
ar ECU 26.Tt,re PTT has high productivity with 260 lines per employee.
The PTT had 1,080 packet-switched connections as of 1992. There were also 8,430
leased lines in operation, of which 98 per cent were analog. The current average monthly cost of
a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 4,273.
Mobile telephony services are provided by the PTT. Penetration  is 2.5 per cent of the
population  and yearly growth between November  1993 and 1994 was L77 per cent. The PTT
offers both an NMT-450 service, which has only 256 subscribers  (60 per cent less than 1993)
and a GSM network, which has I 1,000 subscribers. The average monthly cost is ECU 200 for
the analog service and ECU 151 for the GSM service.
Ninery-eight per cent of all households are passed by a CATV network ( 142,000 homes)
and 8l per cent of all households are connected (117,000 homes). The ratio of CATV lines to
telephone lines is 1:1.8. The main Operators are Eltrona, Coditel, Siemens and R. Klein.
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Exhibit 2392 Country statistics summarJ for LuxembourS
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Lcased liw - monthlv rcntal charge for a composite leased  line in range 2-200lon  (Source: OECD)
Source: Infrastrucrurc  Quesionnairc; Mercer Management Consulting intentiews and research
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2.10.  Netherlands
There has traditionally been a monopoly on the provision of infrastructure for public
telecommunications services in the Netherlands. However, in June L993, the Dutch Government
laid down a timetable for allowing a second Operator to set up an alternative infrastnrcture.  This
decision was influenced  by the fact that PTT services to business customers were seen as lagging
behind services available in other countries.
Following this decision, and at the suggestion of the Government, NS, the pubtcly
owned Dutch railway company, joined with 12 Durch .gas, electricity" (Enertel) and CATV
companies to create an integrated telecommunications infrastnrcture in the Netherlands,  to be
completed in 1995. A company called TeleNed was set up to exploit the corlmercial possibilities
of existing telecommunication  and CATV infrastnrctures. This alternative network would provide
a full range of network services, possibly with the co-operation of a foreign Operator.
According to TeleNed, at least Fl. 3 billion (ECU billion 1.2) will be needed to upgrade
the telecommunications networks. The initial investrnent would provide for links between the
alternative long-distance networks and the local CATV infrastnrctures, thus creating a single
network for public telecommunications traffic. Many questions remain, however, regarding the
technical and political feasibitity of this operation,  given the state of the access network (CATV
systems) and the fact that most of the companies involved are state-owned.
PTT Telecom has 7.6m access lines in operation with a penetration  of 50 lines per 100
population, which is close to the EU average (see Extribit z.4}).The line density in the Netherlands
is the highest in the EU at 224lines per square kilometre, and line growth between 1982 and
lgg1 was moderate at44percent. The average monthly bill for a PSTN line is ECU 59. PTT
Telecom has one of the highest levels of productivity in the EU, with 221 lines per employee.
At the end of 1993 there were 6,900 Basic Rate Access equivalent  ISDN connections,
490,000 analog leased lines and more than 4,000 digital leased lines with a capacity above
2 Mbps. The average cost of a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 7 ,576. ln 1992 there were l4,4l0
packet- switched connections.
PTT Telecom is pursuing an extensive prografirme of deployment of optical fibres in
the access network, substituting primary cables with optical links and concentrators.
PTT Telecom is participating  in the pan-European ATM trial and is planning a trial of
video-on-demand  for 100 users in the west of the counEry in late L994 or in 1995.
Mobile telephony services are provided by PrfT Telecom. Penetration is 2 per cent of
the population and yearly growth between November 1993 and 1994 was 45 per cent. The PTT
offers both NMT and GSM services. The NMT-450 service, launched in 1985, has
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Notes:  ( I ) AII data is for 1993/94 unless  otherwise stated
(2) BT = 100
r  P.SIN - assuntr,s  360 call minates per month (25Vo long-distance,  TSVo local, all at peak+ime) + monthly  rental + connetion
fee antonised over 12 months (Source:  Eurodata)
Mobile - assuntes  busine ss tarif at i,60 call minutes per mnnth (EMo pet* 20Vo of-peak) + monthly rental + cowtection  fee
anortised over 12 months  (Source: FT Mobile  Markets)
Lcased Iirc - monthly rcntal clarge for a composite leased  line in nange  2-200hn  (Source: OECD)
Source:  Infrastntcrurc  Questionnairc:  Mercer Management Consulting  intentiews and research
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23,000 subscribers (13 per cent less than 1993) and the NMT-900 service, launched in 1989,
has 226,000 subscribers. The GSM network was launched in July 1994 and already has over
50,000 subscribers.  The average monthly bill is ECU 159 for the analog service. A second GSM
licence will be awarded in the next few months.
There are approximately 900 CATV networks in operation in the Netherlands. Most of
them are limited to a ciry with the municipality keeping some control of the networks even when
the operations are handled by a private company. The largest Operator is Casema (controlled by
PTT) which has a market share of 15 per cent and is the only Operator with a share of more than
ten per cent. Other^major.Operators iue: KTA-(which-operates.inAmsterdam),-EcD/BlcAl
(Groeninge, Drente), Geb-KTV Rotterdam and subsidiaries of the utilify companies. Many
operators are currently upgrading their networks  to be in a position to offer complete interactive
services and possibly provide local access to a second Operator.
Ninery-one per cent of households (5.6m) are passed by a CATV network and 96 per cent
of these (5.am) are connected. The ratio of CATV lines to telephones lines is 1:1.4.
DTH satellite systems have reached a significant  penetration  of 3 per cent mainly due
to the limited capacity of some of the existing CATV networks.
2.11. Portugal
Portuguese regulation has kept a monopoly on the provision of telecommunications
infrastructure. Only a few utilities and transportation companies are allowed to operate a
telecommunications infrastmcture for their own use.
Porrugal Telecom (resulting from the merger of Telecom Portugal and TLP in 1994) is
the national telecommunications Operator. The number of access lines in operation is 3.25m,
line densiry is 35 lines per square kilometre  and line growth between 1982 and 1992 was
5l per cent (see Exhibit 2.4I). Telephony penetration is the lowest in the EU at 3l lines per
100 population. The average monthly bill for a PSTN line is one of the lowest in the EU at
ECU 28. Portugal Telecom has below average productivity, with 160 lines per employee.
Non-telephony  services include leased lines (analog and digital), ISDN and
packet-switching  services. The total number of leased circuits in operation is 15,600 and the
average monthly cost for a 2Mbit line is ECU 7 ,78O.The number of packet-switched connections
tn 1992 was 4,530.
The digitalisation  rate of the local switches is 61 per cent and the digitalisation  rate of
the Telecom Portugal tmnk network is 76 per cent. MAN services are due to be launched in
Lisbon and Oporto soon, with available rates of 2 Mbps and 34 Mbps. Links between the
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two ciries will also be provided. Pornrgal Telecom is participating in the pan-European  ATM
trial and SDH is on trial in Lisbon and Oporto.
Mobile services are provided by TMN (controlled by Portugal Telecom) and Telecel (a
private consortium with Espirito Santo Group and AirTouch as the main partners).  The total
number of subscribers  is 163,000 and combined penetration  stands at 1.5 per cent of population.
Subscriber growth over the year to November  1994 was 92 per cent. The average monthly cost
for an analog subscriber is ECU II4, and for a GSM subscriber ECU 126.
TMN operates a C-450 network which was set uP in 1989 and now has
30,000 subscribers, and a GSM network set up rn L992 which has 59,000 subscribers. Telecel
only operates a GSM network and has 74,000 subscribers.
Cable TV networks  were not legalised until 1991. Since then, a few Iicences have been
awarded but penetration is still low and fewer than 2 per cent of homes (0.05m) have been
passed. About 80 per cent of the homes passed are connected. The lack of Portuguese language
prograrnmes is slowing down the emergence of a significant CATV infrastnrcture.
2.12. Spain
Spanish regulation has kept a monopoly on the provision of telecommunications
infrastnrcrure  with Telef6nica and Correos y Telegrafos  (telex and telegraphy only) having the
monopoly on infrastnrcture used for public telecommunications services.
The number of access lines in Spain is 14.64m, and telephony penetration  is 36 lines
per 100 population (lower than the EU average) (see Exhibit 2.42). Due to Spain's geography,
Iine density is low by EU standards at23 lines per square kilometre. Line growth between 1982
and 1992 was the second highest in the EU at 78 per cent. The average monthly bill for a PSTN
line is slightly higher than the EU average at ECU 55. Telef6nica  has above-average productivity
with 192 lines per employee.
Other services include leased lines, ISDN, packet switching, videotex and
videoconferencing services. There are 76,288 packet-switched  connections  and 481,600 leased
line connecrions. The average monthly cost for a 2Mbit leased line in Spain is ECU 26,394,
nearly nine times the cost in the UK. There are 64O BRA equivalent ISDN connections.
In the tmnk network ,22,056 krn of optical fibre has been installed, and the digitalisation
rate is 86 per cent. Of the local exchanges,4l.4  per cent have been converted to digital. Quality
levels are average by EU standards: the call failure rate on local calls is 0.41 per cent and on
national calls L.OZ per cent; the fault rate (faults reported per line per year) is 0.28.
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Notes:  ( I ) AU data is for 1993/94 unless othcrwise stated
(2) BT = lN
*  PSTN - assumes 360 call miruttes  per month (25Vo long-distance, 757o local, all at peak-time)  + monthly rcntal + connection
fee antonised over 12 months (Source:  Eurcdata)
Mobile - assumes business taif at 160 call minutes per month (E0% pealc" 20Vo of-peal<) + monhly rcntal + connection fee
anortised over 12 months  (Source: FT Mobile  Markcs)
Lcased line - monthly rcntal clnrge for a composite leased  line in nante 2-200bn  (Source: OECD)
Source: Infrastrucurc  Questionnairc:  Mercer Management Consulting intenriews  and research
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Telef6nica  is panicipating  in the pan-Enropean ATTvI trial. SDH testing started in 1993.
There are possible forttrcoming  trials of video-on-demand in Barcelona and Madrid.
Mobile services are provided exclusively by Telef6nica with NMT 450 and TACS 900
nerworks. There are 37,000 subscribers to the NMT network (28 per cent p.a. decline) and
338,000 subscribers  to the TACS network (76 per cent rise per annum). Total penetration  stands
at 1 per cent of population and the average monthly bill is ECU 101.
There is currently no regulation of the CATV indusury, but a draft law will soon be
submined to the parliamenr. Only 8 per cent of households (0.9am) are passed by CATV systems
and only 1 per cent of households are connected (0.15m). The ratio of CATV lines to telephone
lines is 1:95. Many of the CATV networks in operation are so-called community systems which
connect households in a very limited area. These systems are often of poor quality and could not
be easily upgraded to offer advanced  or interactive services.
Megared-BT is an alternative private long-distance  infrastnrcture.
2.13. United Kingdom
UK regulation has been the most innovative in the European Union. The present
regulatory regime in the UK was set up in 1984, with the passing of the Telecommunications
Act.5 At that [ime, the Government decided to pursue a "duopoly policy." It licensed Mercury
Telecommunications Ltd. to compete with BT for the provision of basic telecommunications
services over fixed links, both domestically and internationally.
This duopoly policy was reviewed at the end of 1990, when it was decided to abandon
it and open domestic telecommunications  markets to full competition. As a result, the UK
Government agreed to consider any licence application on its own merits and since 1991 97
applications (as of September  1994) have been made for wireline infrastructure licences;54 of
these have been granted.
A new national long-distance  network, Energis, has been recently launched in
competition with BT and Mercury. It has built a 3,500 km SDH-based  network at a cost of
ECU 250m using the righrs-of-way and the pylons of its parent company, the National Grid
Company. A number of regional competitors are also sening up or are planning to set up networks.
In the access network, the major competition to BT is coming from the CATV franchisees, as
Mercury only has a limited number of directly connected customers (mostly in the business
market).
Virtually all of the non-cable entrants outside London are electricity companies.
NORWEB (electriciry  company for the norttrwest of England) has been awarded a licence to
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offer nationwide services, although it will initially focus on its own region (planned investments
over the next five years: ECU 3orn).Torch  Telecom (50 per cent owned by Yorkshire Electricity)
is planning to offer switched voice and data services to business customers in the Yorkshire area.
while East Midlands Electriciry has applied for a licence to offer telecommunications  services in
its region. SWEB Telecom has similar plans in the Bristol-Plymouth area (investments so far:
ECU 20m) and Manweb is considering applying for a licence. In Scotland, both of the electricity
companies plan to get involved: Scottish Power plans to open a tnrnk network offering voice,
data and video services between Edinburgh  and Glasgow and Sconish Hydro-Electric  is planning
a local service.
At the local level, besides the CATV companies, the City of London has been the target
of the most significant network invesunents  recently: MFS (Metropolitan  Fiber Systems) has
built a75 km fibre gdd at a cost of ECU 30m and COLT (City of London Telecommunications)
has built a 60 km fibre infrastmcture covering large portions of Central London. Videotron is
also constructing  a telephony network for business customers in London.
Other Operators granted PTO status are Sprint and Telstra (to provide local, long-distance
and international resale) and Worldcom International  (to provide national and international resale).
In addition, two mobile network Operators, Vodafone and Cellnet, have been granted licences to
provide fixed services over their wireless networks.
From 1995 on, Ionica will offer an altemative  to BT and the CATV Operators with the
deployment of a fixed wireless access network operatin g at3.4 GHz. According to some sources,
the investment required to capture 5 per cent of the residential market will be around ECU 160
million.
Overall, BT still claims 85 per cent of the UK telecommunications market. The
combination of competition  and price-caps has substantially reduced UK tariffs (as shown in
Chapter l, Exhibit 1.14) and improved service offerings and customer responsiveness.
The telephony penetration  figures for the UK are close to the EU average at 48 lines
per 100 population,88  residential lines per 100 households (see Exhibit 2.43). BT, with
26.6m lines, is by farthe largestproviderof local telephony access. CATV companies  now have
about 600,000 telephony customers with a net monthly growth of 40,000 customers (compared
with 60,000 for BT). Line densiry in the UK is 110 lines per square kilometre and line growth
berween 1982 and I 992 was the second lowest in the EU at 34 per cent. The average monthly
bill of a PSTN line is lower than the EU average at ECU 39. BT has average productivity, with
171 lines per employee.
BT offers X25, leased lines and ISDN services. The number of packet-switched
connections (as of January 1992) was 84,650 and the number of leased lines was 771 ,930, of
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Exhibit 2.432 Countra statistics srrmnlsrJ for United Kingdom
Notes: ( I ) AU data is for I9%n4 unless  othen+'ise stated
(2) BT = I0O
*  p.fr"N- (risurnrls 360 call mituttes per month (25% long-distarce,  75Vo local, all at peak-time)  + monthly  rcntal + cowrcction
fee anronised over 12 months (Soutee: Eurcdata)
Mobile - o:tsunres busiruss tarif at I&  catl minntes  per month (80-% pee, 20% of'peak) + monthly rcntal + connecrion fee
atnortised over l2 months (Source: FT Mobile Marlcets)
Leased liru -  monthly nntal cturge for a composite leosed Iirc in runge  2-2AObn  (Source: OECD)
Source: Infrastrucrurc Questionnairc:  Mercer  Managencnt Consulting  intcruiews  and research
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which 30 per cent were digital. The average monthly cost for a 2Mbit leased line is ECU 2.933.
The number of Basic Rate Access equivalent ISDN connections is 330,000.
BT has installed 2,577 ,WO km of fibre optic cable in its network and the digitalisation
rate of its tnrnk network stands at 7 5 per cent. Recorded qualiry levels for BT are some of the
best in the EU, with a call failure rate on local calls of 0.11 per cent and of 0.14 per cent on
national calls. The fault rate (faults reported per line per year) is 0.14 per cent.
BT is panicipating in the pan-European ATM trial and is also trialling ADSL as a way
of delivering video-on-demand. A commercial trial of 2,500 users in Colchester is planned for
early 1995.
Mobile telephony is offered by four competing Operators: Vodafone, Cellnet (60 per cent
owned by BT), Mercury One-2-One (owned equally by Cable and Wireless  and US West) and
Orange (owned by Hutchison Telecom). The total number of subscribers is more than 3m and
combined  penetration  stands at 5.2 per cent. Total subscriber growth in the year to November
1994 was strong at 69 per cent. The average monthly bill for an analog mobile telephone is
ECU 84 (the lowest in the EU) and for a GSM telephone ECU 86 (second lowest in the EU).
Vodafone operates both an analog TACS-900  network (1.4m subscribers) and a GSM
network, which was launched n 1992 and now has 78,000 subscribers. Cellnet also offers a
TACS-900 network (1.3m subscribers) and a GSM network (17,500 subscribers) launched in
1994. The other two networks  are the only DCS 1800 PCN networks in the EU: Mercury
One-2-One (155,000 subscribers) was launched in 1993 and covers only the London area and
Orange (43,000 subscribers) was launched in April L994 and covers about half of the UK
population.
The penetration of CATV infrastmcture in the UK is much lower than for some other
EU countries, reflecting  the fact that Licences were not awarded until 1991. However, CATV
Operators are allowed to offer combined telephone and television services, which are highly
profitable. This has resulted in rapid growth in infrastructure constnrction.  The DTI has granted
125 licences to CATV Operators to provide both broadcast entertainment and telecommunications
services. CATV Operators  have invested ECU billion 2.5 since 1991 and are planning to invest
a further ECU billion 10. CATV companies have a monopoly on the broadcast of entertainment
video programmes over cable until at least 1998 and possibly until 2001.
CATV is currently available to 15 per cent of UK households (3.5m) and 746,000 of
these have been connected (about 600,000 households  are connected to cable telephony services
and an increasing  number of subscribers are taking only the telephony service). The ratio of
CATV lines to BT telephone  lines is 1:36.
Mercer Management  Consulting  1994
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2.14. Impacts and Thends
This short ovenriew of Member States' existing infrastnrctures allows us to conclude
that deregulation is likely to produce comparable effects across Member States for long-distance
infrastmctures, namely: it will be economical to use existing alternative infrastnrctures or to
build new ones to provide services. The situation is more contrasted in the local loop. Here, the
differences in penetration  and ownership of CATV networks across Member States will have a
significant impact on the actual effects of infrastructure liberalisation.
In France, Italy. and.spain, CAIV.networks  .are..underdeveloped due to regulatory
restrictions or poor profitability. An incentive for a wider coverage of the CATV infrastmcture
would be to separate ownership where required and to allow CATV Operators to provide services
other than TV broadcast. New customers are tikely to be gained at the expense of incumbent
Operators, but customers will benefit from a wider choice of providers and lower prices.
In the Netherlands,  Denmark and Luxembourg, both CATV and telephony  infrastnrctures
are well developed. Competition  at the local level may not bring much new invesbnent  unless
one of the players (CATV or incumbent TO) feels confident it can capture significant market
share from its competitors.
CATV is well developed in Germany and mature in Belgium, while telephony is still
below irs potential (with a srrong EastAMest imbalance in telephony penetration in Germany). In
these countries, liberalisation  under ownership separation may lead to CATV Operators uPgrading
their networks to provide telephony. This would allow them to capture both new customers and
customers from incumbent Operators, hence stimulating the markets. Otherwise,  common
ownership structures may be obstacles to the development  of local network competition-
In the past, the UK had average telephony penetration levels and limited CATV
infrastnrcture. Liberalisation has meant that CATV Operators could offer combined entertainment
and telephony  services and this has fuelled recent investments in new CATV infrastnrctures.
In portugal, Ireland and Greece furttrer investment in the modernisation or growth of
the telephony network is needed. Rapid liberalisation may lead to the most remote and least
profitable areas of these countries being neglected as the fight for the most profitable sections of
the telephony/entertainment markets intensifies. Great care should be taken to finance some
form of universal  service in these countries.
Across countries, different "starting positions" regarding CATV are thus likely to lead
to different outcomes from liberalisation.
Today, northern Continental European  countries tend to have better telephony networks
and more developed CATV networks than southern countries and peripheral Member States.
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economics  and ownership constraints  makes the impact of infrastnrcture liberalisation highly
variable. In countries with well developed infrastructures, liberalisation  is likely to foster the
emergence of alternative long-distance and international infrastructures, but no local
infrastnrctures.
As indicat€d before, civil works represent 40 to 70 per cent of the total investment in a
local network. As a consequence, it could be argued that a new entrant reducing its initial
investment by sharing duct space or poles with the incumbent Operator would be instmmental
in the rapid development of alternative local networks. This policy .would have the added
advantage of reducing the environmental  impact associated with the constnrction  of completely
new installations.
However, two issues may make this policy impractical in many instances, namely: free
duct space is not readily available in most networks (even if available it may not be sufficient to
draw new cables); and, more important, sharing ducts or poles will lead to a significant loss of
control over the operation of the network. Many new entrants that we interviewed were sceptical
over their ability to control the quality of the services they offered under these conditions. When
interventions on the network were involved they would have to rely on their competitors to
ensure that their customers got quick and efficient service. Therefore, they would rather build
their own ducts in support of an independent altemative infrastnrcture.
In summary, significant differences in degree of development of infrastnrctures  and of
their ownership result in different service portfolios, quatity and service levels across the various
Member States. The liberalisation  of the telecommunications  indusbry, by allowing the emergence
of pan-European Operators, will tend to equalise the extent and quality of services available in
all Member States as long as adequate financial incentives are present. The latter are, however,
strongly dependent on the degree of development  and on ownership situations that characterise
the existing infrastructures in the various countries.  Consequently,  any liberalising policy that
seeks to establish fair competition  in all countries must recognise that infrastnrcture liberalisation,
on its own, may not be sufficient to effect the desired outcome.
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In the course of this study, Mercer asked each counEry's regulatory body to complete a
questionnaire on the current regulatory status (see Exhibits 3.1 and 3.2). Descriptions based on
the answers received from the regulatory authorities iue footnoted; when no answer could be
obtained, we used information compiled from various public sources.
Exhibit 3.1: List of information collected in the rcgulation  questiorurairc
't.
2.
Section
Regulator
Service regulation  overview
3. Wireline infrastructure  regulation
4. Wireless  infrastructure  regulation
5. Cable TV networks
6. Satellite
7. Service, accounting  and operational
obligations
Questions
. Name and role of reoulatorv  bodies . Main laws and reguldtions 
-
Service reserved to incumbent PTOs
Serviced restricted for incumbent  PTOs
License granted
" I nf rastructu re" def  i nition
M.onopgly  a1d restriction  to monopoly
Riqhts for TRANs
Rilhts of way regulation
lvlonopoly and. restriction  to monopoly
Riqhts to mobile oDerators
Di iect interconnection  regulation
Service restriction
Di rect interconnection  regulation
a
a
a
a
Service restriction
License granted
"U.S.O"  definition  and responsibility
Accountinq seoaration
Leased linE pricing regulation
Source:  Mercer Marugement  Consulting Regubtion  Qucstionnairc
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E)rhibit 32: Issues associated with infrastruc{ure liberalisation
lnter-
operability
. How to guarantee
a complete
interoperability
among
attemative
infrastructures?
. What European'
wide norms
should be set-uP
for
interoperability?
. What regulator(s)
willbe
responsible for
ensuring
interoperabilitY at
national ancl
European level?
Access
Charge
. How to guarantee
a fair level of
access charge
dunng the first
vears of
liberatisation?
. Should access
charges  be made
public?
. Can.a'European-
wicle legislation
or regulation  on
access charge  be
defined?
. What regulator(s)
willbe
responsible  for
controlling  and
limiting access
charges?
lncumbent
Activities
. Should
incumbent
operators  be
allowecl  to own
different  local
loop accesses
(wireless,  CATV,
mobile?)
. lf separation  is
required, what
lonn.shoulcl  it
take? (accounting
or operational?)
. lf accounting
separation  is
recommendecl,
will European-
wide rules be set-
up?
TRANs
Activities
. Should TRANs
telecommunication
activities  be
separatect  to avoid
cross -
subsidisation
. lf separation  is
required, what
form should it take
(accounting  or
operational ?)
. lf accounting
separation  is
recommencled, will
European-wide
rules be set-up
Fair
Competition
Right of ways
and "high points"
Reciprocity  rules
with non-
European
countries
Source: Mercer Management Consulting  rcsearch
3.1. Belgium6
Regulatory Framework Oveniew
The national regulatory body of Belgium is the Belgian Institute for Postal Services
and Telecornmunicarions (BPT).The BIPT is responsible  for strategic, operational and regulatory
issues related to postal services and telecommunications, including general telecommunications
policy, licensing, approvals, control and management of the radio sPectmm, interconnection,
numbering,  publication of technical specifications, ONP directives, implementation of EU
directives, representation  of Belgium in international  bodies such as ITU and CEPT and the
control of the incumbent  PTO, Belgacom.
The legal regime governing telecommunications in Belgium was changed on21 March
199 I by a law aimed at transforming the RTT into a legally independent, 100 per cent state-owned
company called Belgacom  and totally amending the regulatory environment  in the field of
telecommunications  in Belgium. According to Belgian law, public telecommunications  is defined
AS:
The establishment, maintenance,  modernisation  and running of the public
telec ommunic ations infrastructure  ;
Countries
w
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The supply of reserved services to third parties. The reserved services include the
following: voice telephony; telex, paging and mobile systems (the BIPT is changing
the law to liberalise GSM service); telegraphic  services; and the establishment.
maintenance and running of those installations  destined for telecommunications  that
are publicly accessible.
The provision of public telecommunications is the exclusive right of Belgacom. All
other telecommunications services are liberalised.  According to Article 88 of the above-mentioned
law, public telecommunications infrastructure must be used to exploit a non-reserved service
that crosses the public domain.
Article 92 ( 1) states that a reserved service must be used to connect two
telecommunications  installations in two or more buildings if partly or entirely used by different
persons or if it crosses the public domain. Article 92 (2) states that the Minister can determine in
which cases and under what conditions exceptions can be made to the above-mentioned rules.
Article 92 (4) provides for the possibiliry of a fee to be paid to Belgacom in such cases.
According to Article 91, Article 92 is not applicable to installations used for military or
public securiry purposes, or that are established and operated by services under the Minister of
National Defence, the Minister of the Interior, NATO or the Allied Forces.
The state, communities, regions, provinces,  municipalities,  railways, public transport
companies @us, underground), distributions companies for electricity and gas, and water, radio
and TV companies may install telecommunications  infrastructures  only for their own use.
S ervic e s Re gulation  Ov emiew
The services reserved for the incumbent  Operator are:
Voice telephony
Telex, paging and mobile systems
Telegraphic  services
Provision of leased lines
Public telephones
Broadcasting services and CATV may not, by law, be offered by Belgacom. Belgacom
has been granted a licence to operate a wireline X25 service.
Wir e lin  e I nfras trac tur e s
According to Article 68 (5), the public telecommunications  infrastnrcture is the set of
equipment and means that crosses the public domain and is destined for telecommunications,
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with the exception of the means destined for radio broadcasting  and CATV networks. The network
ermination poins are included.
The issue of access charges will be addressed when the telecommunications  infrasructure
is liberalised. The regulation regarding  the provision of rights-of-way for telecommunications
infrastructure is described in Chaprcr 9 of the 2l March l99l law'
'Vfireless Infrastuctures
Mobile operators are prohibited from building or buyiug their own wireless
infrastructures (for interconnecting their base stations with their swirches).-The  general ruIe in
Article 88 applies. Direct interconncction of wireless networks is not allowed.
Cablz TV Intrasfructurcs
Under the current regulation, only regional public CATV Operators are permitted. The
CATV Operators may be allowed to provide non-reseryed services on their networks, but only
after the publication  of a Royal Decree. Direct interconnection  of CATV networks  is forbidden.
S ate llite I nfras tuctur e s
The 21 March l99l law does not explicitly mention telecommunications via satellite.
Tenesrial  stations aDd hubs are considered part of the public infrastructure.  VSATs (considered
as terminals) and SNG (Satellite News Gathering) have been liberalised.
Servbe, Accounting and Operational Obligations
The concept of Universal Service Obligations (USO) is not explicitly mentioned in the
telecommunications law; however, it is viewed as an important issue by the BIPT.
According to public service principles, Belgacom is obliged to deliver telephony services
at one price to all. No accounting or operational separation obligations  currently  exist for the
incumbent telecommunications Operator; however, negotiations  with Belgacom regarding
obligations for leased lines are under way'
3.2. Denmark
Regulatory Framew ork Ovemiew
The National Telecommunications Agency (Telestyrelsen) is responsible for
telecommunications legislation in Denmark on behalf of the Minisury of Communications.
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The Telecommunications Act I990n$ CIA) set the framework for telecommunications
provision. According to Article 1, a concession is provided to the public Operator, Tele-Danmark,
defining monopoly rights on voice telephony, telex, mobile and paging services, data transmission
services (until 31 December 1992), telegraphy and the provision of leased lines. Tele-Danmark
is entitled to provide local access services through its subsidiaries KTAS, Jydsk Telefon. Fyns
Telefon and TeleSonderjydsk. According to the Act, rules on infrastnrcture and service provision
may not be changed before 1994, and a one-year notice is required before changes may be
implemented.
Tele-Danmarkis  permitted to operate,CATv networks and may also provide broadcasting
services.
Wir e lin  e I nfras tru c tur e s
Under the TA, provision of inter-site
network Operator organisations.  This applies
progrirms as well.
infrastnrcture facilities is reserved for the public
to the infrastmcture  facilities for radio and TV
Networks operated by the following (exclusive for their own internal use) are not
considered to be of public nature and may incorporate privately-provided  transmission facilities:
National and local Government  bodies
Mi titary/sec urity in stall ation s
Railway Operators
Single enterprises @etrveen  own sites)
Closed user groups
Privately-provided  infrastructures are permitted for closed user groups under the
following conditions:
Fewer than l0 enterprises;
lrss than 22.5 k:n:
Tele-Danmark  has not established suitable networks in the relevant area.
C ablc TV I nfrastructure s
Under the TA, provision of infrastructure facilities for radio and TV programs is limited
to the public network Operator organisations (i.e., Tele-Danmark  and its subsidiaries). However,
Article 5 of the Act provides that the Ministry for Communication may licence the installation
and operation of CATV infrastmcture to other entities. This is limited to municipal (local)
networks; the monopoly still governs the provision of cross-municipal infrastructures.
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Tele-Danmart (through its subsidiaries)  has a nation-wide licence; private @rators  arc awarded
local licences.
fi1s panisl sable industry is very fragmented. At the end of 1992 there were more than
I 0,000 networks.  However,  only telephone companies, municipalities and non-profit organisations
may own CAIV networks.
Legislation has recently been passed in Denmark legalising pay-per-view  services.
Wb e le s s I nfrasbucture s
Operation of radio la5tallztisa requires permission from tbe regulatory authority.
The GSM Act of 1990 established that the Ministry of Communications may licence
the provision of one additional network that would comPete with the primary Operator,
Tele-Danmark.  The Minisrry awarded this licence to DanskMobilTelefon  for five years. The Act
did not pemrit discretionary licensing of further Operators'
For other public mobile communications,  the TA established  and confirmed a monopoly
concession for Tele -Danmark.
Sate llite I nfrastructure s
Supply and provision of receive-only  earth stations for telecommunications, satellite
services  and network operations are within the monopoly concession granted to Tele-Danmark.
Discretionary licensing for transmitting earth stations (requiring approval from
Telesryrelsen)  is possible in association with the distribution  and broadcasting of radio/TV
Programs.
3.3. France
Regulanry Framcwork Ov ertiew
The French telecommunications  rcgulatory  authority, the Direction de la Rdglementation
G6n6rale des Postes et T€l6communications  (DGPT),  is responsible  for all declaration and licence
procedures.
French telecommunications law is contained in the Code des Postes et
Tdl6communications (CPT). This Code integrates the legislative and regulatory acts relating to
telecommunications  and was modified  by the law of 29 December  1990.
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routing of signals, or a combination of both functions, by telecommunications  processes.
Audio-visual telecommunications  are not included in this definition, as they are regulated by the
1986 Law No. 1087. Telephony and telex services and the installation of public phones can be
supplied only by the public Operator, France Telecom.  Other services are licensed by the Minisury
of Telecommunications after specific conditions have been fuIfilled. France Telecom has a general
Iicence.
Wir e lin  e I nfrastructure s
The CPT establishes  an exclusive right of France Telecom to provide the general public
infrastructure. It also permits discretionary  licensing of certain independent network
infrastnrctures,  subject to authorisation  by the Regulator.
Independent  networks are permissible only for private or shared internal use bv a closed
user group. They may be interconnected  with the public network under certain conditions and
only to support use within the original group of parties; nevertheless, such interconnection is
widely authorised for private use by a single corporate entity and shared use by several entities
who are members of a closed user group.
No licence is required for local independent networks such as local area networks (LANs)
and low-power wireless networks.
Networks  for state security and military purposes  are excluded from the CPT licensing
requirements. No special provisions are made for civil Government  bodies, public utilities, or
public transport organisations.
Cablc TV Infrastructures
Cable TV networks are excluded from the CPT licensing requirements. Cable networks
may provide data transmission services when authorised  by the DGPT. Gdndrale des Eaux Group
(CGV) was granted a licence in October 1993 to provide data transmission services for the Nice
municipaliry on its cable television network (laa Kbps to 2 Mbps ). Private networks were
authorised  by a law passed in 1986.
Wire le s s I nfrastntctur  e s
The competitive provision of radio mobile services to the public is subject to discretionary
licensing by the Ministry of Telecommunications; appropriate authorisation for the use of the
radio frequencies is also required. France Telecom may establish networks under its basic
authorisation,  although it does not have an exclusive right. France Telecom is also obliged to
obtain radio frequency licences.
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The licences, which may be granted provided there is no hindrance to the public service
obligations of the primary public Operator,  are for individual nenvork Operators; the specifications
may include pubtic service conditions concerning characteristics,  coverage and availability of
service.
In addition to France Telecom, a mobile voice telephony senrice is operated by Socidt€
Frangaise de Rad.io-T6l6phone  (SFR). Both have established  analog networks and GSM services.
They are soon to be joined by a consortium formed around Bouygues to provide PCN-type
mobile communications. Rad.io paging services are provided by France Telecom through its
subsidiary, T6l6com SysGmes Mobiles and Tdl6diffusion de F-rance.
Mobile networks, under the licences granted by the DGPT, may build their own wireless
infrastnrctures,  under the following conditions:
Serve public interest through the provision of services not provided by France Telecom
Compatibility with France Telecom network and pricing stnrctrue
Payment of usage fees for radio spectnrm
Payment of additional fees for national R&D
S ate llite I nfras tntctur e s
The supply and provision of earth stations for telecommunications  is unregulated.
Operation of these stations in a telecommunications  network is subject to special licensing
requirements; for independent  networks supporting a closed user group of organisations, licences
are granted by the Ministry of Telecommunications,  but interconnection  with the public network
is authorised only in exceptional cases.
3.4. GermanyT
Regulatory Framework Ovemiew
Germany,s  main regulatory body is the Federal Minisuy for Post and Telecommunication
(Bundesministerium ftirPost und Telekommunikation).  Its main functions are:
Approval of tariffs for reserved services
Issuing of licences
Management of radio frequencies
Determination of service obligations
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The main telecommunications laws and regulations  are:
Law concerning  the constitution of the German Bundespost; 08/06190  (PostVerfG)
Law about telecommunications equipment;  2LlO7189  (EAG)
Decree on telecommunications; 24106191 (TKV)
Administrative  decree on infrastnrcture and service monopolies  of the German
Bundespost Telekom; 19109191 and L3107192, respectively
Authorisation  concept on corPorate networks; OLl93
The Post Reform tr will change the regulatory  and legal framework in Germany staning
I January 1995.
S emic e s Regulatian Ov emiew
The following services are reserved for the German Bundespost Telekom (DBP
Telekom):
Wireline telephony
Wireless (but not mobile) telephony
Radio communications
All telecommunications  services may be offered by the DBP Telekom.
Wir e lin e I nfras tnt c ture s
The Federal State has the exclusive right to build and operate the transmission network
(the so-called Network Monopoly "Netzmonopol").  This exclusive right has been transferred to
the DBP Telekom in $ I .2 of the FAG.
The FAG provides for discretionary licensing by the regulatory authority of individual
telecommunications  installations for certain routes or districts. The Regulator may stipulate any
conditions,  including restrictions  on service provision or interconnection  with public networks.
The Regulator is required to grant publib utilities licences for wireline
telecommunications  networks used for service purposes, provided that the operational  interests
of DBP Telekom are unaffected. The rule does not apply to radio installations.
Certain wireline network infrasurrctures,  exclusively for internal use, may be operated
without a licence by the following:
Local civil Government  bodies
Water management organi sations
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TransPort comPanig5
Single enterprises (benveen sites, in limited areas)
Single enterprise networks are limited to a span of 25 km. They may be formed by a
single owner or by a group, providing that traffic exclusively concems the linked premises and
there are no cornmercial charges. Radio-based  networks are not included in this exemption.
Interconnection charge calculation rules have not been defined by law.
DBp Telekom  has the right to use public rights-of-way (aerial, terrestrial and underwater)
as long as the other public uses of the communication  infrastnrcture  are not permanently restricted.
Wir e le s s I nfras truc tare s
Licensed Operators are allowed to build infrastnrcture for the provision of mobile
services (cellular services, PMR, data radio services, paging, aeroplane telephony). In a few
cases, interconnection between networks has been allowed.
Cablc TV I nfrastntcture  s
Cable TV infrastnrcture used to be part of the Network Monopoly transferred from the
State to DBP Telekom. However, competition is now emerging since private companies may
now obtain licences to build municipal (local) CATV networks.
S at e llit e I nfras tnt c tur e s
The supply and provision of earttr stations for telecommunications  is open to competition.
DBP Telekom may operate satellite-based transmission  links under its network monopoly; other
satellite transmission Operators require a licence from the Ministry of P&T. Switched voice
services may not be provided by satellite. Earth stations intended for transmission  of low-rate
data (up to 15 Kbps) mustbe granted a licence, including authorisation  forinterconnection with
the public network and provision of services (excluding telephony) to third parties.
S e m ic e, Ac c o u ntin g and O  p e ratio nal O bligatio ns
The Federal Government  can determine which services DBP Telekom is obligated to
provide and under what conditions.
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Re gulatory Framew ork Ov erttiew
The Legislative Decree 165 (L973) defined OTE's role as Greece's public
telecommunications Operator. The major telecommunications law is the Framework Law on
Telecommunications (FLT) of 1973. Under its monopoly rights, the public Operator OTE provides
telephony, telex, telefor and data-transmission  services. Regulatory functions lay within the
Ministry of Transport and Telecommunications.
Wir e lin  e I nfias trac tur e s
Under the FLT, exclusive rights for general infrastnrcture provision :ue granted to the
public Operator,  O-,IE. However, apart from networks for military/security purposes, the law
also allows the following organisations to construct and run networks for internal use without
reference  to OTE:
Civil aviation authorities
Railway companies (on own track routes)
Electricity companies (on own supply/distribution  routes)
No specific authorisation is at present required for provision of such infrastnrcture
nefworks, but as publicly owned or controlled organisations,  their operation is subject to individual
regulation. Only internal traffic may be carried and OTE agreement is required for any
interconnection with the public network.
Cablc TV I nfrastructures
Information  not available.
Wir e Ie s s I nfras tntctur  e s
The broad monopoly for telecommunications  services granted to OTE extends to public
mobile telephony service and public radio paging. A presidential decree has been issued to
authorise additional providers of mobile telecommunications  (with public network
interconnection).  Greece bypassed the development of an analog cellular network and has issued
two licences for 20 ye:us to STET and Panafonto to operate GSM digital cellular systems. OTE
operates a city-based paging service.
Clupte
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S ate llile I nfras tntc tur e s
The supply and provision of satellite earth stations comes effectively within the monopoly
privilege of OTE. Operation of any satellite-based  telecommunications  networks also falls within
OTE's exclusive  area and there is no regulation authorising alternative infrastrucrure facilities,
except in the case of certain public utilities.
3.6. Ireland
Re gulatory F ramew ork Ov erttiew
Ireland's regulatory functions lie with the Department of Communications. The
Telecommunications Act (TA) of 1983 gives the public Operator, Telecom Eireann (TE), a
monopoly on basic services, with the exception of international services. TE also has an exclusive
licence for all services to and from the Republic with the exception  of data communication.
Wir e lin  e I nfras tntc tur e s
Under the TA, provision of physical infrastnrcture between premises is the exclusive
right of Telecom Eireann. However, the regulatory authority has power to issue discretionary
licences to others to provide facilities or services within TE's exclusive area, after having consulted
TE. No such licences have been granted in practice.
Services (and supporting network infrastnrcnrre)  provided and maintained by a business
for use between employees for the purpose of the business and not rendering a service to any
other person do not require authorisation. These networks would be required to seek approval
for any radio installations and any interconnection with the public network would require
agreement  from TE.
C ablc TV I nfrastructure s
lnformation not available.
Wir e le s s I nfras tructure s
provision of mobile rad.io telephony and paging services remains within TE's exclusive
rights, according  to the Postal and Telecommunications Services Act. The regulating Minister
may grant discretionary licences to others.
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and a radio paging service (through  a joint venture with Motorola). Regional companies operate
wide-area paging networks.
S ate llile I nfras tntctur e s
TE has a monopoly on the supply of earth stations for telecommunications; no
discretionary licences have ever been granted. However, a network exclusively to serve the
employees of one organisation  might fall outside the monopoly.
3.7. Italt'
Regulatory Framework Ovemiew
The Minisury of Post and Telecommunications  is in charge of the regulation  and control
of the telecommunications  sector in Italy. The main laws are the Postal and Telecommunication
Code of 1973 (DPR 29.3.1973),  the Convention  for the Public Telecommunication Operators
(DPR 13.8.1984) and the ONP provisions thathave been put into Italian law (particularly  Law
No.55 of the 9.2.93).
Under the Postal and Telecommunications  Code of L9T3,telecommunications  networks
have operated as a monopoly. Licences for telecommunications  services, valid for 20 years (the
last licences were awarded in 1984), were awarded to SIP, ITALCABLE  and TELESPAZIO
(provision of satellite equipment only). All are now part of Telecom Italia, and they have pointed
out that any changes to the monopoly situation would be contrary to licence rights.
Semic  e s Regulation  Oveniew
Currently only value-added services are liberalised.  The incumbent Operator may not
broadcast radio and TV programmes.
Wir e line I nfras truc ture s
In addition to public licensing schemes for the authorisation of public
telecommunications  Operators, the 1973 Code provides for private licences to set up and run
telecommunic  ations systems.
Some utilities and transport companies (for example, the National Railways and the
Electricity Board) have the right to own and operate a telecommunications infrastructure for
their internal use. They are not allowed to lease capacity or provide rights-of-way  to any other
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Operator. The Regulator is currently studying the procedures for calculating interconnection
charges to the public network.
Wire le s s I nfras tntcture s
According to its 2O-year licence from 1984, the public Operator SIP has exclusive
rights ro provide radio mobile telephony. SIP has provided analog cellular mobile telephony
services and a digital radio paging service since 1985. However, a second licence (GSM) for the
operation of a mobile network has been granted to a private consortium led by Olivetti. The only
other exceptions. to.Telecom Italia's monopoly are:
Operators of broadcast networks can operate their own infrastnrcture.
Private concession can be given to compenies  for the operation of radio linlcs between
premises provided ttrat there is no public service (or facilities are inadequate)  between
points to be linked.
Cablc TV I nfrastructure s
The Code allows Telecom Italia to operate CATV networks, but the regulations have
not been put in place. Consequently, there is no CATV Operator in Italy. Discussions are taking
place as to the award of CATV franchises and the range of services that will be offered by CATV
Operators.
S at e llit  e I nfr as tru c tur e s
TELESPAZIO  (now part of Telecom Italia) has the monopoly on satellite
telecommunications services and reception infrastructure,  with the exception of TV satellite
reception equipment. There are no current procedures  for others to be licensed or provide satellite
based networks or services.
S e rv ic e, Ac c o unting and Op erational Obligatio ns
The only explicit universal service obligation is related to radio-maritime  services.
3.8. Luxembourg
Regulatory  Framew ork Ovemiew
The 1990
(RGM) establishes
Regulation on General Measures
the monopoly rights of the public
for Public Telecommunications Services
Operator.
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Wb e lin e I nfi  as tntc tur e s
The RGM grants the P&T Administration  exclusive rights to establish the general
infrastmcture of public transmission facilities.
Wir ele s s I nfras trac tur e s
The P&T Administration is the only provider of public mobile telephony and radio
paging services at present, which consist of analog cellular telephone services  and radio paging
services.
The operation of private radio links may be licensed on a discretionary basis by the
regulatory body. These licences are limited as to the rypes of communications  traffic that may be
ransmitted over the link. Interconnection with the public network may be authorised by the
public Operator, but only where the service is in the public interest. Applicants for radio installation
licences must be based in Luxembourg.
S ate lht e I nfras tntctur e s
Satellite terminal networks may be established and operated only with a limited,
discretionary licence from the Minister responsible for communications; interconnect"ion with
the public network is prohibited  unless approved by the public Operator.
3.9. Netherlandse
Regulatory Framework Ovemiew
The regulatory body for telecommunications  is the Minisury of Transport, PubLic Works
and Water Management (Telecommunications  and Post Departrnent).
The primary law, the 1988 Telecommunications  Act (TA), is currently being revised.
Parliament has passed the Mobile Telecommunications  Law (MTL), which came into force on
I September 1994. The MTL amends the TA and grants GSM licences.
S ert'ic e s Re gulatio n Ov e m iew
Under the cunent regulation, voice telephony, telex, telegraph and the provision of
leased lines are reserved to Royal PTT Nederland tIV (PTT). PTT is completely unrestricted in
the kinds of telecommunications  services it can offer.
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Wireline telecommunications value-added services may be provided by any company,
without a licence. Provision of basic telephony is allowed only within closed user groups.
Wir e lin  e I nfi  as truc tur e s
The TA defines "telecommunications infrastnrcture" as "a system of installations and
appurtenant  facilities intended for telecommunications  crossing public land either fully or partly,
such system being timited by the appurtenant connecting  points and including connections with
foreign telecommunications  installations." Under the TA, provision of wireline infrastmcture is
reserved to PTT with the following exceptions:
GSM services can be provided using leased lines from thfud parties that have leased
Iines from PTT, licensed holders of fixed regional or national networks or licensed
holders of CATV networks.
A licence may be granted to a demanding party if the incumbent Operator is unable
or unwilling to install the required infrastnrcnue  under reasonable conditions and
within reasonable time.
Companies (e.g. national utilities, railway systems, CATV Operators) that traditionally
maintain networks for their own use may retain them.
Companies may set up their own intemal PABX and closed user groups.
In the neirl. future licence holders of fixed networks may be able to offer leased lines to
rhird parties. An additional licence will be required for this purpose.
The Government is planning to issue a licence for a second national infrastructure
supplier. The intention is to issue one national licence to a consortium of specific companies
(Dutch Railways, regional electricity companies and certain CATV licence holders). The
consortium  would be allowed to compete in all telecommunications  services - except basic
voice telephony - starting January 1995. Competition in basic switched voice telephony would
be introduced in 1998, in accordance with the EU timetable. If the consortium is not able to
establish itself within a few years, other infrastnrcture suppliers may be designated.
Infrastnrcnye suppliers other than PTT will have a restricted obligation to supply digital
leased lines as set forth in the EU ONP Directive on leased lines. In this initial phase, time-specific
asymmetric  conditions may be included in licences.
Current regulation does not explicitly address the issue of interconnection  charges.
However, the incumbent  Operator has an obligation to make available to licensees (i.e-, mobile
Operators licensed to provide voice and data services) the necessary provisions for connecting
their networks to the PSTN infrastnrcture under non-discriminatory conditions. It is expected
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to interconnect - on request - their networks.
Apart from the Pfi, there are numerous rights-of-ways  for the local CATV licensees
(ca. 1,000), whose territory is confined to the municipalities. Each municipalify can regulate the
rights-of-ways in its own "public" territory according  to its own regulations.
Wirelc s s I nfrasfiac tur e s
The MTL has removed almost all forms of mobile communications from PTT's
telecommunications  concession and has created the possibiliry of several national licences for
GSM, DCS 1800, FGRMES and other analog services. For the laner categoty, t licence will
normally be granted if sufficient frequencies are available.
Direct interconnection  between licensed wireless networks is not allowed.
The second GSM licence will be issued before 1 April 1995. The licensee must acquire
leased lines from third panies. They can be supplied by PTT, by certain permit holders, or by
third parties with existing leased lines. If PTT refuses or is unable to provide such leased lines
within a reasonable time or under reasonable conditions, the licensee can obtain permission
from the Minister to install and maintain its own cables.
Cablc TV I nfrastructure s
A licence is required to operate and own a CATV network. It is restricted to the territory
of a municipality. Only one is issued per municipality.  To provide interactive services
(video-on-demand,pay-per-view,  home-shopping, etc.) an additional licence is needed. Currently,
data-transmission  services between individual subscribers may not be provided by u CATV
network. Direct interconnection of CATV networks and data transmission  between individual
subscribers  is anticipated in 1995.
S ate llite I nfras truc tur e s
Ownership and operation of VSAT terminals, VSAT hub stations and satellite earttt
stations for so-called Satellite News Gathering have been liberalised, provided these earttr stations
meet certain requirements for transmission capaciry and frequency  range.
S e m ic e, Ac c o u ntin g and O  p e ratio nal Ob ligatio ns
PTT is obliged to deliver certain specified services at regulated prices to everyone on
equal terms. These services include the supply of leased lines, fixed voice telephony service,
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telegraph and telex services. Other ancillary activities are also mandatory:  repairing faults,
connecting subscribers, sening tariffs and publishing  telephone directories.
3.10. PortugaFo
Regulatory Framework Ovemiew
The Communications  Institute of Pornrgal (ICP) is the telecommunications  sector
Regulator in Portugal, under the supervision of the Minister of Public Works, Transport and
Communications.
Its main duties are cooperation in the definition of communications policy; advising
the Government  in its supenrisory  activities; representing  the Pornrguese State in international
bodies; approving materials and equipment;  managing  the radio spectnrm; licensing Operators;
preparing studies for coordination between civil, military and paramilitary  communications, as
well as between public sector communications Operators and media Operators; and undertaking
any study necessary for the infrastructure coordination of the various civil telecommunications
systems, including broadcasting.
The main laws relating to the telecommunications and CATV infrastnrcture are:
Law No. 88 of 1l September 1989: Basic Law of Telecommunications
Decree-Law No. 320/88 of 14 September 1988: Radio communications equipment,
stations and networks
Decree-Law No. 292 of 13 August 1991: Governs the activity of public cable
television distribution Operator
S emic  e s Re gulation Ov em iew
Services reserved to the incumbent Operators are the following:
Subscriber telePhonY
Public paY-station telePhonY
Fixed telex service
One-way switched  data transmission services
lrased lines services
Telegraphy  services
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broadcasting may not be provided by the Operators.
Two companies (COMNEXO and AT&T) have licences to offer fixed complementary
services (e.g. data transmission,  E-Mail and EDI ). Sixteen companies have licences for
value-added services.
Wir  e lin e I nfras tntcture s
The legal definition of telecommunications infrastructure in Portugal is wide-ranging
and encompasses switching and transmission equipment as well as cable and radio-transmission
equipment. The following telecommunications  infrastructures  are exempted from the Operators'
exclusive rights:
Infrastructure used exclusively for the emission, reception and transmission of
broadcasting services
Infrastnrctures used exclusively  for private telecommunications,  namely those
belonging to the State and those established by the armed and security forces, railway
companies and civil protection agencies
Transport and distribution  of electric power
Complementary telecommunications  infrastmctures,  such as base stations, base
station controllers, master control centres, switching exchanges,  concentrators and
network supervision  and management systems
Alternative infrastmcture  owners, such as railways and electrical power companies,
are not allowed to lease or sell capaciry of their own infrastmctures  to other single or corporate
bodies.
The current regulation  does not address the issue of interconnection  charges. However,
specific rules of accounting for settlements between Operators and complementary
telecommunications  services Operators (e.g. land mobile, paging and tmnk Operators) for the
use of parts of the Operators' basic telecommunications  network have been set out by convention.
In this context, Operators are obliged to offer a discount of at least 35 per cent off the fixed
telephone service taritr rates.
The ICP is preparing a legal draft that will allow for private networks intended to provide
communications  for closed user groups.
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Wirele s s I nfrastntctur e s
The establishment, management and operation  of wireless infrastnrctures  is authorised
for private telecommunications or for radio and television broadcast. Direct interconnection of
wireless networks is not allowed under the current regulation'
Cablc TV Infrastntcture s
CATV distributors need a licence from the Member of Government  in charge of
communications. Licences can be granted only to:
Public, state or municipal corporations
Private business corPorations
Non-profit corporations,  provided that the network is intended exclusively for their
associates
Nine licences have been issued so far. The cable distribution networks are only able to
transmit simultaneous television channels. Transmission of radio progranmes should soon be
allowed. Cable Operators may not interconnect  their networks'
S at e llit  e I nfr as tru c tur e s
The company that has been granted the exclusive right to operate satellite
telecommunications systems in Portugal is CPRM under the terms of its concession contract.
S em ic e, Ac c ounting and Op erational Obligatio ns
Universal service in Portugal is defined as "the complex of specific obligations  inherent
to the provision of public use telecommunications services aiming to cover the communications
needs of citizens and the economic  and social activities within the national territory, in terms of
equality, continuity and fair pricing, bearing in mind the requirements of harmonious and balanced
economic and social development-"
The national telecommunications legal framework,  namely the Portugal Telecom
concession  contract, obliges the TO to cover these universal service obligations. Currently,
universal service obtigations apply only to Telecom Portugal.
Telecom portugal is obliged to use an analytic system of accounting that allows accurate
distinctions between d.irect or ind.irect profits and losses associated with service provision  and
with the management  and exploitation of telecommunications  infrastnrctures  under its exclusive
responsibiliry. The current legislation does not foresee operational separation obligations  for
either the incumbent telecommunications  Operator or the other telecommunications  infrastructure
owners.
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Re gulatory F ramew ork Ov erttiew
Spain's basic regulatory body is the Direcci6n General de Telecomunicaciones  (DGT).
It was set up in 1985 and its functions are detailed in Royal Decree 989/1992.Its main duties
are:
Study and proposal of laws and regulations;  application  of regulations;  and licensing
and authorisation  of all telecommunications services. In some cases, this function
stays with the Ministry (Ministerio de Obras Pnblicas, Tiansportes  y Medio Ambiente)
or the Council of Ministers;
Technical specifications,  equipment  approval and laboratory certification;
Regulation  and technical control of telecommunications systems and networks;
Management of the radio spectmm, technical control of radio emissions;
Control and inspection  of telecommunications  services;
Strategic planning of telecommunications  networks and services;
Study and information  on service tariffs (approval hinges on the Government);
Monitoring and follow-up of plans agreed to between the State and Telef6nica;
Representation in international bodies.
The Director General is simultaneously  Delegate of the Government at Telef6nica  and
as such supervises the fulfilment of Telef6nica's licence.
The only iuea not governed by laws and regulations  is the CATV sector. The DGT is
working on a draft law it will submit soon to the Spanish Parliament.
S ert ic e s Re gulation Ovemiew
Reserved services:
Telef6nica: basic telephony  and public pay phones (in streets or public locations)
Correos y Telegrafos: telex and telegraphy
Senices that Telef6nica cannot offer:
Radio and TV broadcast
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Licences given for daa sendces:
-Megared(BT),Unisource,Cable&Wireless,Telemedia(STET)'IBM,France
Telecom, IGR, Telef6nica.
There are many value-added  service providen. Each must obtain a licence from the
DGT to ensure it does not interfere with reserved services.
Wir e lin e I ntrasbttctw e s
The provision of wireline infrastnrcture for telecommunications  services is rcserved
for Telef6nica, Correos y Telegrafos  and Retevision (referrcd to in this text as "the three
Operators").
Altemative telecommunications infrastnrcturc  owners caDnot use their infrastructures
to offer services to outside clients. The problem of a lack of interconnection  charges has not
been solved yet, particularly  in regard to the deficit resulting from universal service obligations.
The tbree Operators have the right-of-way on all public areas and rights of passage on
private grounds. The evolution of wireline regulation will depend on EU Council discussions
after the publication  of the Grcen Paper on infrastructure.
Wir e le s s I nfrastructure s
wireless operators  may operate their own base stations. Between base stations and
between swirching centres they can operate their own infrasructure if the offers from the three
Operators are not reasonable.  The DGT determines whether an offer is reasonable.
Interconnection with international  Operators  must generally pass through one of the
three Operators, but the DGT can authorise direct international interconnections.
Cablc TV I nfrastructures
As mentioned  above there is no law, but a law is in prcparation. The following points
apply only to the draft law:
-  Franchises will be granted following a selection prccess. There may be limits to
cross-ownership  between  franchisees and to the number of franchises to be granted.
-  The &aft stipulates that all liberalised services could be carried over the CATV
networks.
-  InterconDectioo  between networks will be allowed only through one of the
three Operators.
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S ate llit e I nfras tnt c tur e s
There is no detailed regulation of satellite communications.  There is only a mention in
the Telecommunication  Law (I-ey de Ordenacion  de las Telecomunicaciones,  "LOT"') granting
concessions  of satellites services to the three Operators. Liberalisation of satellite services and
of access to space segments is expected.
Semice, Accounting and Operational  Obligations
Universal service is defined in the LOT for both networks  and serryices (telephony  and
telex) as the provision of: national coverage, uniform quatty, continuify  and compatibility,
non-discriminatory  access, inter-operability,  uniform tariffs (affordable and cost-oriented)  and
privacy of communications.
Telef6nica has the obligation to provide universal service. Beyond 1998 it has not been
decided yet how this obligation will be shared with new entrants.  The DGT is planning to define
and quantify universal service obligations. It also plans to check whether this will involve a
deficit and determine who should cover this deficit and how. There is an accounting  separation
at Telef6nica  between  reserved and non-reserved services.
3.12. United Kingdom
Regulatory Framework Ovemiew
Control of telecommunications is vested with the Department  of Trade and Industry
(DTI) acting in collaboration with an independent regulatory  body, OFTEL. OFTEL advises the
DTI on granting  Licences, enforces licences and has the sole abiliry to propose licence changes
either by agreement  with licensees or following a favourable reference  to the Monopolies and
Mergers Commission  (acting effectively as an independent appeals body). There is no monopoly
provision  of telecommunications  networks in the UK. The policy of the Government is to licence
a range of competing networks.
In the White Paper, "Competition  and Choice: Telecorrununications Policy for the
1990s," the Government announced that in addition to the fixed link duopoly of BT and Mercury,
additional network Operators would be permitted. The Telecommunications Act 1984 (TA)
establishes a regulatory system applying to all forms of telecommunications.  It is complemented
by the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1989 for radio transmission  telecommunications  and the
Broadcasting Act 1990 for broadband cable systems.
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The TA establishes  a system in which all telecommunications systems must be licensed.
Detailed conditions and obligations  uue included in the licences and not in the TA. For a public
rclecommunications  network, an individual licence application is required, which is assessed  by
OFTEL and the Secretary of State. The licences of such Operators contain obligations to publish
charges and to not d.iscriminate. All network licensees must permit interconnection with other
network Operators (see Exhibit 3.3). Most private networks ire covered by class licences, which
do not require application,  but may however be used to provide services to third parties. In
Decemb er 1994, Oftel published a consultative  document entitled 'A Framework for Effective
Competition."  The publication is part of a consultative process continuing until March 1995
which will lead to a definitive statement from Oftel in mid-1995. The main conclusion arising
from this document is that the UK telecommunications  market will become less regulated in the
long term.
Exhibit 33: Regulatory  issues concerning access and interconnect  charges (U'K example)
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. Non-discrimination
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cur?ent  interconngct  ano access
arang€m€nts  clo not satrstactorily
m€€t this cnteraa
US mooel  whrch ts less  Benelns  ot thrs approach
rerevant where local  may be possible  through
com0€ttlronrsoeveloprng  accounttngsegaralron
without  loss ot gotenlral
economios  ot scope that
structural  sepaf atron enlarls
Options lor regulalron of BT
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- Tarit{  (cost imoalance.
access  de{icrt.  emergtng
rebalancrn  g. locaYtrust
division)
- Transler charges
- Cost agoonpnment
Source: OFTEL: Mercer Management Consulting  research
Wir e lin e I nfras tnrc ture s
Currently, four Operators, BT, Mercury, Energis and the City of Kingston-upon-Hull,
run public fixed-wire networks. Since the Duopoly Review, 97 applications for new licences
have been received and of these 54 have resulted in the issue of a licence (as of September
Igg4).Successful  applicants include many of the regional electricity companies, foreign Operators
(such as Telstra and Sprint) and Ionica to provide a fixed wireless network. The Government's
intention is not to licence further international Operators at present.
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Powers" to dig up the streets and fly
Operators in the areas where they are
prevent environmental disruption.
Exhibit 3.4: Regulation of BT
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BT and Mercury are pennitted to provide a full range of services, including all forms of
fax, voice and data. Under the current licence, Operators  are not directly allowed to operate
mobile networks (with the exception of associated companies).  The Oftel document, 'A
Framework  for Effective Competition," mentioned  above points to a shift in thinking from UK
Regulators regarding access deficit contributions lADC's). Currently, competitors  to BT have to
compensate  the Operator for losses it incurs maintaining its local network. Oftel proposes in the
document the eventual removal of ADC's, a factor which could save Mercury, for example,
f60m ayear. The document also suggests that the price capping of BT may come to an end after
1997 and a rebalancing of BT's tariffs may be allowed through the increase of line rental charges.
C ablc TV I nfrastructure s
125 licences have been granted under the TA for the constmction and operation of local
CATV nefworks  to provide broadcasting  and telecommunications  services. The 1991 White Paper
removed the need for these Operators to seek specific approval before they could provide voice
telephony services.
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The 1991 White Paper also ennounced  the decision that the Govenrment  did not intend
to remove the current restrictions on BT from either conveying or providing broadcast
entertainmenr services in their own right until 2001, although there is scope, from 1998, for the
Director General of Oftel to advise the Government to remove these restrictions. By 2001, it is
forecast that the cable Operators' broadband networks will largely be completed, providing a
competing access network to BT's.
Wire le s s I nfras tnrc ture s
To provide a pubtic mobile telephony seryice, an individual licence is required under
the TA, together with an appropriate radio licence under the Wireless Telegraphy Act.
Telecommunications  licences are issued on a discretionary basis by the DTT, advised by OFTEL.
Four cellular Operators have been licensed: Vodafone and Cellnet in 1985 and the PCN
Operators, Mercury One-2-One and Orange, in 1991. Vodafone and Cellnet each operate two
networks: analog TACS networks and GSM networks.
Vodafone and Cellnet were first licensed only to sell their services to the public through
an inlermediate  tier of retailers called senrice providers. Since 1993 they have been granted new
licences which allow them to sell airtime direct to the subscribers as the PCN Operators have
been allowed to do since they started. All Operators must continue to provide, on request,
wholesale ainime to seryice providers for resale.
The licences also allow self-provision  of long-line fixed links. FromApril 1995, Vodafone
and Cellnet will be able to seH-provide local fixed links between their base stations and the local
switching centre. The PCN Operators can already self-provide local fixed links.
The licences are similar to those for fixed-wire networks and contain the same limitations
on cross-subsid.isation. The service obligation on Vodafone and Cellnet (and One-2-One and
Orange from 2000) is to cover 90 per cent of UK population. The Regulator cturently has no
power to control prices. Cellular systems Operators may provide only mobile services and the
public Operators may operate only mobile networks through separate subsidiaries.
Nation-wide paging licences are authorised by individual licences, granted on a
d.iscretionary basis similar to pubtic mobile lelephony licences but with fewer conditions and
obligations. There are curently four national wide-area paging licensees operating together
with a number of regional paging companies.
S ate llite I nfras truc ture s
Until 1984, BT had a monopoly  on the provision of telecommunications services via
satellite in the UK. Mercury's licence introduced competition but Mercury decided not to develop
the provision of satellite services.
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Mercer Marugement  Consulting 1994In 1988 the Government  awarded six licences for the provision of one-way, point to
multi-point specialised satellite services to Specialised Satellite Service Operators (SSSOs).
Initially, the licences were intended to limit service to the UK, but in 1989 the service area was
widened to cover Europe. In addition the SSSOs were authorised to receive messages and
re-transmit  them on behalf of customers.
Following the conclusion of the Duopoly Review in 1991, the Government issued a
class licence for the provision of two-way satellite services not connected to the PSTN and in
Lggzannounced that it would issue individual licences allowing Operators to provide two-way
satellite services, including passing messages"over the PSTN (but excluding connection  at both
ends for international voice traffic). Six of these licences have now been granted.
3.13. The Pan-European  Tiend Towards Liberalisation
As we can see from the examples above, a major process of legislative change has been
taking place in all countries in recent years. The trend is clearly towards liberalisation.  Restrictions
are being lifted as regulations are modified and additional  authorisations or licences are provided.
In the United Kingdom, after 10 years of duopoly in infrastnrcture  competition,  OFTEL
has allowed newly licensed long-distance and local Operators to provide both telephony and
entertainment  services. According  to OFTEL, this furttrer liberalisation  is essential for the creation
of a tnrly competitive marketplace, by challenging BT in its core operations. At the same time,
BT is currently prevented  from offering broadcasting services through its network, a condition
OFTEL considers  essential for promoting stable competition in the local loop.
Within an l8-month period, 62 licensed CATV Operators have already gained significant
market shares in the residential areas they cover, whereas previous efforts by Mercury within
the duopoly context failed to create much competition in the residential market. The new cable
companies in the UK are expected to win about 2O per cent of the residential  telephony market
and 8 per cent of the business telephony market by the year 2003, representing ECU billion 3.8
in annual revenues. This development will be driven primarily by lower total local call tariffs.
In the Netherlands, the Government has announced  a plan to launch a second Operator
(TeleNed) in L995 comprising NS (national railway), the national electricity distribution  company
and CATV Operators. This alternative  Operator will be able to offer data (at fust) and voice
services on the basis of its own independent infrastnrcture.
In France, the Minister of Industry has begun to very progressively liberalise
infrastnrctures. For example, the Ministry has allowed provision of data services over a CATV
network (i.e. in Nice), thus effectively endorsing  the conclusions of the " Lasserre Report"t2
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(published in March Lgg4,after widespread pubtic consultation).  This report favous a controlled
and staged liberalisation of infrastnrcture,  while stressing the need to liberalise both infrastnrcture
and services at the same time in order to impart more autonomy to the service providers. In
relation to overall infrastmcture  policy in France, the "Th€ry Report," published in October
Igg4, has attracted much attention both in France and elsewhere in Europe. The report,
commissioned by the French government from the former managing director of France Telecom,
calls for a considerable investment in new infrastnrcture if the government's  plans for an
information superhighway ile to be realised. A figure of up to FFr 200bn will be needed, according
to the report, if the planned extensive fibre optic network is to be installed.
The Spanish Govenrment has announced its selection process for CATV franchises
throughout the country. These franchises will be permined to provide telephony services in
competition with Telef6nica.
In countries like Belgium, where the roles of Regulator and Operator were still
intertwined, they have now been separated.
Undoubtedly, the remaining  European Union countries will introduce legislation
allowing for the progressive development of altemative infrastnrctures.  All EU Member States
have now licensed or are in the process of licensing a second GSM Operator. In addition, PCN
licences have been awarded in the UK, Germany and France.
Finally, the role of Regulators is changing. Their objectives are now more focused on
creating benefits for users and enhancing the overall competitiveness  of the industry, less on
protecting the Operator. However, many questions remain on the constitution and future role of
local Regulators.  In particular, local Regulators  have in their hands the power to steer the evolution
of the telecommunications markets. Market distortions will be created by both the Regulator
and the incumbent Operator (due, for example, to its size and ubiquity) that will have to be
addressed in relation to the ultimate objectives of the regulatory  process - to strengthen the
European telecommunications industry and the quality of the services it provides to its citizens.
There are many tools at the Regulator's  disposal for achieving its objectives. It is
important to recognise that how the Regulator uses these tools can fundamentally affect the
financial attractiveness  of the different markets, either directly, through pricing, interconnection
and access rules, or indirectly, through the level of competitive rivalry that it fosters (e.g. BT
broadcasting restriction). In particular, whether European telephony Operators will continue to
be allowed to own both telephony and CATV infrastnrctures in the same geographical  area is a
fundamental  question that the regulatory authorities in Europe will now face.
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4.1.  Definition and Classification of the Infrastructure 
The definition of  telecommunications infrastructure is, in itself, an important aspect of 
the infrastructure debate. To clarify this issue, we have considered a layered approach to  the 
definition of  infrastructure, as shown in Exhibits 4.1 and 4.2. Each layer corresponds to an added 
degree of functionality within the network. 
- Layer 1 corresponds to the prerequisites for establishing the subsequent layers. This 
layer encompasses rights-of-way, frequencies, space segments, etc. Without access 
to these resources, no telecommunications infrastructure could be built. 
- Layer 2 corresponds to  the  physical elements required for the transmission of 
information. It covers mainly cables (copper or fibre-based) and radio emission base 
stations. 
- Layer 3 covers ·the  equipment used for coding and transmitting information. This 
layer encompasses  transmission equipment,  multiplexers, compression/ 
decompression modules, etc. 
- Layer 4 covers all the equipment that allows point-to-point communication through 
the networks. It entails all the systems for the switching, signalling and configuration 
of a telecommunications network. 
- Finally, Layer 5 is  the user-application layer,  which covers all the  applications 
(interactive or broadcast) that can be based on the previous four layers. 
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Exhibit 4.1: Layered approach to infrastructure definition 
~--La•y•e•r•o•f·-··n·f--~s_tr_u_ct  __  u_re  __ _.l  ~~------F--un•ct•i•o•n•a•ln.ie·s------~~ 
Layern" 5 
Layern"4 
Layern"3 
Layer n" 2 
Layer n" 1 
Advanced applications hardware 
and software 
Switching. Signalling and 
configuration equ1pment1software 
TransmiSSion equ1pment and 
term1nal equipment/software 
Cables 
Base stat1ons 
R1ghts of way 
Frequenc1es 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
ProVISIOn of advanced or custom1sed 
applicatiOns over layer 4 
Ensuring point-to-po1nt basic serVIces 
(PSTN, ISDN ...  ) 
Information coding and transport 
Transmission support 
Prerequisite for upper levels 
(Access to scarce resources) 
Exhibit 4.2: Infrastructure options in the distribution network 
Layer 1  Layer 2  I  Layer 3  I 
Broad band 
Infrastructure 
Narrowband 
Infrastructure 
F1xed w1retess 
MO!JIIe Wireless 
Anatog1ca1  link 
HDSL 
ADSL 
Vanous 
architectures 
Vanous 
architectures 
Vanous 
architectures 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
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Examples  I 
•  Information services servers 
•  Interactive Cable TV equ1pment 
•  STM and ATM switches 
•  LAN routers 
•  ATM 
•  Corresponding software 
•  POH and SOH equipment 
•  AOSL equ1pment 
• 'PABX 
•  Set-top boxes 
•  Broad band terminals 
•  Fibre cables 
•  COAX cables 
•  TWISted parr cables 
•  Mobile systems base stations 
Mercer Management Consulting 1994 This chapter frrstdiscusses the economics of  the first three layers (i.e., the basic network 
architectures) and then the services offered (Layers 4 and 5). We  look at  how  viable  these 
infrastructures and services can be under various regulatory scenarios and in different economic 
environments. 
4.2.  Presentation of Main Technologies 
This section provides an  overview of existing and emerging technologies for 
telecommunications infrastructures. This does not represent comprehensive coverage of 
telecommunications technologies, but rather is a discussion of the technologies that we believe 
will have the greatest impact on the industry in the short and medium terms. We have focused on 
wireline technologies, as wireless technologies were considered in the recently published Green 
Paper on Mobile and Personal Communications.  13 
Clearly, most of  the technologies we have reviewed focus on the potential of  digitalisation 
and on the so-called "convergence" of telecommunications and broadcast technologies. 
For the  sake of convenience, we  will discuss technologies affecting local loop and 
long-distance infrastructures separately, although this distinction is to a large extent artificial. 
Technologies primarily affecting  local loop infrastructure are  presented first;  technologies 
affecting mostly long-distance networks follow.  We  then present main services and the  key 
service-network requirements relationships. We end with possible scenarios for the emergence 
of new infrastructures in the Member States. 
4.2.1. Local Loop 
ADSL (Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) 
ADSL is  part of the  DSL group of line-coding technologies developed by  the  Bell 
Laboratories to  carry high bit-rate signals over copper pairs (see Exhibit 4.3). ADSL gained 
recognition over the last few years when some Operators presented it as a potential alternative to 
COAX-based networks for the provision of video services to residential customers (including 
video-on-demand, or VOD). Among those,  Bell Atlantic  and BT have  been very  active in 
promoting this technology and testing it on-site. Both have stressed the flexibility that ADSL 
allows by enabling progressive, on-demand provision of  new services. Some Operators conducting 
major trials include Bell Atlantic (New Jersey), BT (Ipswich), Rochester TV, Singapore Telecom 
and Telia. However, some of the trials already initiated have not fully met earlier expectations, 
and broad market trials have been postponed by some Operators. In Europe, BT appears to be at 
the forefront in testing ADSL technology. It is planning to follow up its limited Ipswich trial 
Mercer Management Consulting 1994  Chapter 4: Technological Convergence and Potential of  the Infrastructure with a commercial trial of  2,500 users "some time in 1995 ." The commercial trial, in addition to 
further testing the technical feasibility of the project, will also indicate the willingness of users 
to actually pay for the VOD offering. 
Exhibit 4.3: ADSL technology watchcard 
Technology: 
Version: 
ADSL 
BT 
Service provided:  - 2 Mbps + delivery over standard twisted pa1rs 
Structure: 
Digital  L 
s:ten  Jloi~-Co-pppp  ..  ~er 
I  Nat1ona1 H  Local  11-------1--1  V1deo  ~~  " 
server  ~  I  Pla
1
tform  AOSL 
bOxes 
~---~o~~~~M~S--~1----~  I 
V1deo 1ntormaoon  I  ~ 
l CATV 
- 1.5 Mbps (Bell Atlantic's V1rgmia Trial) 
- 2 Mbps (1994) downstream (usmg MPEG 1) 
Capacity: 
- 6 Mbps (1 996?) downstream (us1ng MPEG 2) 
+  16 Kbps bidirectional 
Encoding systems:  - CAP (Amplitude/Phase modulation) or DMT 
(d1screte mult1tone) 
Usage:  - Delivery of video-on-demand service over tw1sted pa.r: 
"video-dialtone~ at VHS-Iike quality 
Pros: 
Cons: 
- Usage may evolve as bandwidth increases 
- Cost • positive cash flow 
- Compatible with ISDN services over same hne 
- Good image quality (Europe) 
- Cannot provide live video. until real-t1me compress1on rs 
available 
- Limited upstream bandwidth 
- May require the tnstallation of a digital loop to shorten 
copper loop 
- Risk of disturbance to regular telephony service 
- Intensive line condrt1oning required 
Cost:  - Cost estimates vary Widely across sources 
Developments:  - Greater capacity both upstream and  Test:  - BT (Essex) 
downstream are envis1oned (4 VIdeo channels 
+ 384 Kbps two-way channels) 
Source:  BT; Mercer Management Consulting research 
- Rochester telephone 
- Bell Atlantic m Washington DC ...  New Jersey 
In Rochester ADSL will be tested against Fibre/COAX architecture 
(separate home vs. apartment build1ng) 
In principle, ADSL allows multiplexing and downward provision of 2 to 6 Mbps  over 
conventional copper-based infrastructures through the use of specific terminal equipment, with 
a return capacity of nx64 Kbps. 
14 Actual capacity depends on the quality, length and gauge of the 
local loop where the equipment would be provisioned. Based on current technical developments 
and our infrastructure survey, we estimate that about 70 per cent of European subscribers could 
be provided with 2 Mbps  video signal using this technology,  15  although this percentage varies 
substantially by country. 
The actual penetration of ADSL equipment is  likely to depend both on the  current 
penetration of  alternative systems (for instance, CATV networks) and on the actual cost of  ADSL 
equipment. Estimates for ADSL investment per customer, if the technology becomes widely 
accepted, range from ECU 700 to ECU 2,500 (depending on the quality of the local network). 
In the UK, BT estimated a cost of ECU 520 per served customer in a "mature market,"16 which 
may be considered somewhat ambitious, given current prices and level of interest for the 
technology. It is clear, however, that ADSL is still at an early stage of  development and that price 
and performance estimates are likely to change over the coming years. 
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Multitone) coding technologies, with AT&T Teledyne (USA), Westell (USA), New bridge Corp 
(Canada) and Northern Telecom
17  (Canada) as the main developers. 
HDSL (High-Bandwidth Digital Subscriber Line) 
While ADSL can be regarded an alternative to cable-based networks for residential 
services, HDSL (Exhibit 4.4) is an alternative to optical fibre and traditional methods for the 
provision of E 1 connection to business customers. This DSL technology, which has  been 
standardised in Europe by. ETSI. using_ the~2B  1  Q £oding technology, .allows the provision of 
2 Mbps circuits using two copper-based pairs, on up to 3 Km. 
Exhibit 4.4: HDSL technology watchcard 
Technology:  HDSL (High Bitrate Digital Subscriber Loop) 
Version: 
Description:  - Line -coding technology allowing the 
Structure: 
1co= 
'  ... 
delivery of 2 Mbps + over normal twisted 
pair local loop 
- Same upward/downward capacity 
-- 1 c  t ..  -~subscriber 
... 
CO-HDSL  remote HDSL 
unit  unit  .. 
12.000ft  for  24AWG 
9.000tt  tor  26AWG (wrtnout reoeaters 
Capacity:  - Capacity depends on gauge/length 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
Usage:  - Provision of 2 Mps service (6 Mps in 1996 ?) 
- Replaces optrcal fibre systems for distance :s;  2 km 
Pros:  - Altemative to using repeaters on local loop 
- Very adaptrve: can carry srgnals over 0.4 mm 
pairs, automatically adjust for gauge changes, 
bridged taps, noise 
- Low installation cost, ease of installatron 
Cons:  - Limited span without repeater 
- Limited bandwidth vs. hybrid/fibre systems : 
1 Mps for 2440 m without repeater 
2 Mps for 2440 m without repeater 
6 Mps for 460 m without repeater 
Test:  - 700 Alcatel HDSL system already rn  operatiOn in 
the U.S. The first European applications are bemg 
rnstalled 
As it requires no cable reconditioning and allows for bridged taps and other circuit 
"difficulties," HDSL can be regarded as  an  inexpensive upgrade option both for private and 
public networks. Current equipment prices in Europe range from ECU 1,300 to ECU 2,500 per 
HDSL tenninal and current total cost estimates (including public work) per circuit range from 
ECU 3,000 to ECU 8,000, depending on location. Recent decisions by several companies to 
market off-the-shelf HSDL chips are estimated to further reduce the cost of El circuits by  a 
factor of 3-4 by 1997.18 
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on the presence of existing alternative infrastructures (mostly ISDN and fibre-to-the-business 
networks) and Operators. 
Current HDSL equipment providers include PairGain Technologies (USA) and Telllabs 
(USA) and, to a lesser extent, Level One (USA). Alcatel-CIT (France) has been licensed by 
PairGain Technologies to market El/HDSL equipment to the European market. 
Integrated Fibre/COAX 
Integrated fibre/COAX  systems (Exhibit 4.5), which are derived from existing 
COAX-based CATV networks, allow the provision of  both telecommunications and entertainment 
services over the same medium, using digital technologies. They can be viewed as the medium 
of choice for the delivery of  high-bandwidth services to both residential and business users and 
as a low-cost alternative to all-fibre systems (FITHIFTfB). Current cost estimates range from 
ECU 600 to ECU 1  ,500 per subscriber, depending on home density and technology used, well 
below the ECU 2,000-ECU 2,500 per subscriber usually estimated for FITHIFTTB. As  such, 
integrated fibre/COAX is viewed by existing CATV networks as a way to compete with TOs for 
voice, data, broadcast and interactive entertainment services. 
Exhibit 4.5: Full service network technology watchcard 
Network: 
Service: 
Location: 
Servtce 
provided: 
COAX/Fibre 
Full Service Network 
Orlando 
- Delivery of analogue v1deo.  d1g•tal vtdeo-on·demand 
(wrth full VCR capactty) tnteract•ve servtces and PCS 
over a Fibre/COAX networi< (10,000 homes) 
Charactenstics:  - F1bre to 480 households + 4/5 amphf1ers cascade 
- 1 GHz capac1ty.  us1ng the bandwldtn above 750 MHz 
for two-way commun1ca11on  (1nclud1ng PCS serv•ce. 
v1deo combat and 1nteract1Vrty) 
- Set-top box prov1des full v1deo programm1ng. analogue 
& d1grtat receiVers. d1g•tat transm1ner. dtg1tal 
decompress•on. ATM refram1ng.  Uses RISC 
processors operat1ng at 100 MPS 
Companies involved: 
AT&T  - ATM SWitCh 
Sc1entrfte Atlanta  - Fibre/COAX d1stnbut1on system 
- Set·top box 
Silicon GraphiCS  - 01grtal VIdeo server 
Tosh1ba 
US  West 
Oualcomm 
- Set·top box OJs  and apphcat1ons IVOD. mult1p1ay. 
rnteract1ve. nav1gat1onal) 
- Set·top box components 
- Telephony 
- IPCS serv•ce equ1pment 
Time Warner  - InteractiVe context 
Estimated cost:  Most of the cost- ATM switch+ set-top box ($5000 today) 
lm~ct:  - Test ot most 1nteract1ve components on a large scale 
(,0,000 homes) 
- Rest of customer response to 1nteract1VIty- VOD 
- Rest of A  TM structure 
- Estmated content1on rate s 40% 
~-+  WCI\I  1110o1•  - 610 
I  --·
10
- Jl .......... --1 
Source:  1ime Warner Cable; Mercer Management Consulting research 
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Some telecommunications Operators in the United States are also publicly considering 
replacing their existing copper-based PSTN with integrated fibre/COAX for the provision of 
telecommunications and video services, if  allowed. Arguments in favour of such a move are 
derived from integrated fibre/COAX proved bandwidth and supposed savings: Pacific Bell. for 
instance, has been quoting operational savings of  up to ECU 45 per subscriber-year over traditional 
copper-based networks, due to higher reliability and lower repair costs. Most of these savings 
are labour related.19 
Integrated fibre/COAX cannot be described as a single technology, but as the combined 
use of  various existing or  .emerging technologies on a single network. As such, the characteristics 
of fibre/COAX networks can vary greatly. Most systems under trial, however, include the 
following components: 
- Optical fibre in the upper part of the network and high-bandwidth COAX cable in 
the lower part. Bandwidths used usually range from 750 MHz to 1 GHz, depending 
on network topology and upward bandwidth requirement. Actual number of  customers 
served by a single optical fibre  usually ranges from 400 to 2,000, depending on 
topology and return bandwidth requirements. The topology of choice for the access 
network is a star (or multiple star), although some other topologies may be used in 
the case of a network upgrade 
- Digitalisation of all or part of the signals transmitted over the network, whether 
entertainment or telecommunications 
- Use of ATM-based switching equipment, due to its capacity to provide bandwidth 
on demand and to switch both low-bandwidth/no-delay voice communications and 
high-bandwidth video or computer communications 
- Use of compression technologies to provide multiple digital channels, allowing for 
such services as video-on-demand 
- Provision of digital/analog terminal(s) on customer premises, usually defined as 
set-top boxes, to provide access to both entertainment and telecommunications 
services 
Several companies are currently testing integrated fibre/COAX systems, mostly in the 
United States. Time Warner's Full-Service Orlando Trial is the most ambitious and most widely 
publicised trial.  Other companies currently testing such systems include Jones Intercable, 
Rochester Telephone and SNET. 
Vendors of integrated fibre/COAX management systems include Scientific-Atlanta 
(USA), General Instrument (USA) and AT&T (USA). 
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Overlay. 
Overlay systems (Exhibit 4.6) can be described as a mundane, no-frills alternative to 
the integrated fibre/COAX systems described above. They consist of the joint provision of a 
COAX link and a twisted pair to the customer, usually bundled together in a "Siamese" cable. 
Like integrated fibre/COAX systems, overlay systems use optical fibre for the upper portion of 
their network. The actual size of the optical serving area may vary from 400 to 6,000 homes. 
Exhibit 4.6: Fibre-COAX overlay network technology watchcard 
Technology:  COAX +Telephone overlay 
Version:  TeleWest (UK) 
Description:  - Provision of telephony service over 
existing CATV plant infrastructure+ 
twisted pair overlay 
Structure: (TeleWest) 
2 ...... 108 ..... 
a.tuAJs-ar 
Source:  TeleVlest:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
Service  -Telephony and standard (or 
provided:  extended) video  serv1ce 
Pros:  -Low cost 
- Equipment availability 
- Easy to set up 
Cons:  - No real interactive service 
Cost:  - ECU 400-700 per subscriber 
(estimates)  depending on local topography 
Test:  - In use at TeleWest (UK) and similar 
system used by other cable TV 
companies in the UK 
Overlay systems have been the medium of choice for CATV Operators in the UK for 
the provision of both CATV and telephony. Reasons for selecting this technology include the 
wide availability of equipment, ease of implementation, low materials cost and the important 
effective economies of scope. Estimated cost per subscriber ranges from ECU 400 to ECU 700, 
depending on local topology. 
In favour of  these systems is the growing opinion that little return bandwidth and on-time 
interactivity will actually be required for so-called "multimedia" residential services and that 
the copper pair is more than adequate to provide the required return bandwidth. 
FITL (Fibre In The Loop) 
Unlike fibre/COAX systems, FITL systems rely on the copper pair for final delivery of 
signals to subscribers. As such, they are  a natural upgrade for existing Operators' networks 
worldwide. 
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for the upgrade of  existing PSTN and the provision of bandwidth-hungry services to residential 
and business customers. Several topologies exist, based on the size of the optical serving area. 
The actual topology chosen by an Operator depends on the estimated bandwidth required, the 
cost of the optical fibre and its existing network. For greenfield situations, we have estimated 
that, in most cases, the cost of bringing fibre to the last cabinet is almost equal to the cost of 
using copper. In the UK and the United States, where they have been allowed to develop their 
own infrastructure, alternative access providers and CATV  Operators have  often found  it 
economical to bring fibre to businesses. For existing Operators, our analysis shows that the cost 
of  fibre still has not dropped to the point where it is economical to bring the fibre further than the 
feeder, using a remote concentrator. 
In the United States, Ameritech is planning to provide 2.5 million subscribers in large 
cities and residential areas with FITL by 1995, under its "Looking Glass" project. Ameritech 
managers plan to use HDSL technologies to complement their FITL infrastructure and deliver 
large bandwidth to customers. In Europe, several Operators have started to implement FITL 
systems, due to the continuous drop of  fibre cost and the increasing demand for high-bandwidth 
services. In agreement with most sources, we estimate that FITL is likely to be systematically 
deployed for new lines and line refurbishment very soon. 
4.2.2. Long-Distance 
Exhibit 4.  7: Options for long-distance infrastructure 
Layer1  I  I 
Radio 
frequencies 
Alternatives 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
Layer 2 
Satellites 
Terrestrial 
base stations 
Fibre 
cables 
I  I 
Layer3 
Radio links 
Micro wave 
links 
Various 
architectures 
I  I 
Layer 4 
Prov1sion of high 
capac1ty services 
based on various 
architectures/ 
equipments (ATM. 
0008, FOOl  ...  ) 
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Long-distance services can be offered with a few architectural options at the layer 3 as 
shown on Exhibit 4.7. Costs of  typical long-distance PDH transmission systems are very sensitive 
to the capacity required, as shown in Exhibit 4.8. In this section, we describe the two technologies 
that have emerged in recent years which are likely to change the range of services offered and 
the traditional economics of long-distance infrastructure: ATM and SDH. 
Exhibit 4.8: Relative costs of long-distance infrastructure 
100 
Cost per 
Mbit km  10 
(relative 
costs) 
Cable costs 
(including installation) 
16  32 
Capacity per link (expressed in STMs) 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
ATM 
ATM  (Asynchronous Transfer Mode, Exhibit 4.9) has emerged in recent years as the 
technology of choice for the provision of large bandwidth services, including voice, data and 
video. Three key factors  may explain this trend: ATM  is  supposed to be  universal,  from 
long-distance, high-capacity networks to local-area networks, it handles various signal types 
simultaneously and it provides bandwidth-on-demand. 
ATM is a cell-switching technology, carrying information in fixed-length cells using 
statistical multiplexing techniques. Since the cell size is fixed, ATM can operate at a wide range 
of  speeds, currently from 45 Mbps to 2.5 Gbps in long-distance. Lower speed (down to 2 Mbps ) 
can also be provided for use in local networks. 
ATM  currently runs only on optical fibres:  provision of this technology is  therefore 
dependent on the development of long-distance fully optical fibre infrastructures. In the United 
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States, for instance, Sprint and WtlTel beta-tested nation-wide ATM  services at  155 Mbps as 
early as 1993, while Pacific Bell started testing 45 Mbps services in the San Francisco area. 
In Europe, 16 Operators have joined for a pan-European trial of  ATM starting in 1994-95, 
including those of  Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain 
and the UK (BT). 
Exhibit 4.9: ATM technology watchcard 
Technology:  A  TM Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
Version: 
Definition:  - Cell-swttch•ng technology. enabling the mtegration of 
voice, data and VIdeo over the same channel based on 
a standard 53 - octet cell encapsulating information. 
v1rtual c1rcuit and virtual path Identifications 
capacity:  - Flexible capacity. from 2 Mbps to 2.5 Gbps and more. 
Speed is adaptable to each kind of information 
transmitted.  Connection is traded off aga1nst increased 
networtc: delays (latency) -+ allows "dynamic" traffic 
management. with pnorit1sat1on 
Example:  - Integrated ATM Networtc: 
Source:  Mercer Mano.gement Consulting research 
Uage:  - Desktop-to-WAN networtc: swrtch1ng telephony 
- Integration of data/vOICe/video 
Pros:  - Adaptive. flexible. un1versal: 
•  A  TM can be deployed in LAN and WAN as a "total 
area" networtc:  __. potential cost reduct1on 
•  ATM is potentially easier to implement than other 
LAN technolog1es 
•  ATM allows a full Integration of data. vo1ce and 
video over the same terminal and different speeds 
•  "Dynam1c" Traffic management 
Cons:  - Expensive and skill in development 
- Lack of standards for equ1pments 
- Lack of interface to ex1st1ng networtc:s (but some ATM 
swttches provide those) 
- Runs only on fibre · 
Tests:  - Multiple tests are be1ng conducted in Europe, on 
both long distance and local ATM NetworKs 
Provision of  commercial national services is still some time away, however, givenATM's 
current cost. France Telecom has recently launched a limited ATM  service (Transrel ATM), 
offering the wide area interconnection of ATM LAN's. This provides speeds of up to 25 Mbps 
and is  available initially in Paris, Nice and Grenoble. DBP Telekom is also providing some 
ATM-based services. Prices are expected to drop quickly as a European standard emerges and as 
equipment becomes more widely available. This may ultimately lead to Operators providing 
very-high-speed multi-media connections at today's 2 Mbps rate, thereby fostering  the 
development of advanced services in Europe.  20 
All major telecommunications vendors have presented or are developing ATM systems. 
In the long-distance area, Siemens, Alcatel and Ericsson all provide large switches to European 
Operators. 
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SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) 
It may seem irrelevant to review SOH among the emerging technologies, as it is already 
being deployed by most incumbent and emerging Operators. It is, however, a key component of 
the emerging bandwidth-on-demand infrastructures. 
SDH (Exhibit 4.10) is a synchronous transmission system, allowing multiplexing of 
signals at different speeds over the same medium, on an "add-drop" basis. Under SOH, user 
information is grouped within "virtual containers" (VCs), which in tum are encapsulated into 
"frames" containing monitoring information for transmission at higher speed. In addition, SDH 
monitoring systems allow for flexible routing of a  signal along different "virtual paths" within 
the same network. The transmission speeds defined range from STMl (155 Mbps) to STM16 
(2.4 Gbps). Although SDH is mainly designed for optical-fibre networks, it can work with other 
wireless technologies such as millimetric radio and, possibly, satellite systems. In these cases, 
available bit rates will be limited to STMl or STM2. SDH systems have an added advantage in 
that they can be introduced directly into existing networks. 
Exhibit 4.10: SDH technology watchcard 
Technology:  SOH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 
Version: 
Definition:  - 01g1tal transport and cross-connect1on 
technology, based on synchronous multiplexing, 
allow1ng the provis1on of serv1cesldirect access 
Capacity:  - SOH uses a loop-based architecture to connect 
pubhc sw1tches with customers 
Public 
SWIICI'\1$ 
155  ~bcs~  _ -----
Pros:  - Immediate provision of 2 Mbps line, through 
reprogramming of digital cross-connects ~ ~ 
~ 
- Reduction in network cost (equipment expenditure, 
installation. operation and maintenance) due to the 
flexibility of the provis1on process. the nng topology 
and the better use of network capacity (  .. 20% 
savings according to AT&T in the Nethertands) 
Cons:  - Lack of standard 
Risk:  - Loss of TO's control over network access (SOH 
allows cross-connects to be reprogrammed any 
time using remote control) 
@  ::l•oo'•' crou.-<:oMect  \  Tests: 
0  ._  .. _  ... _, I 
~  ~emote  concentrator un.t 
1 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
For customers, SDH is likely to provide higher service quality, faster transmission and 
cheaper bandwidth. It also offers the  unique opportunity to offer variable-bandwidth virtual 
private circuits. For incumbent Operators, SOH offers several advantages over traditional PDH 
techniques, including flexible  channel management, easier network redesign and lower 
maintenance costs. For new long-distance Operators, it is a unique opportunity to develop an 
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"opportunistic" network, with bandwidth provided on-demand and new SOH  -based services 
brought selectively to customers. Most of the new infrastructure Operators we interviewed are 
building or planning to build SOH-based networks. 
Finally,  SDH offers CATV  Operators and other alternative access providers an 
opportunity to provide new switched bandwidth-hungry services (including video) at a competitive 
price. 
The inherent flexibility of SDH poses some risks to the incumbent (and other large) 
Operators, as customers and independent service providers may gain more control over their 
signal channelling. A popular opinion among the  people we  interviewed is  that SDH may 
eventually limit the role of Operators to the provision of infrastructure, with customers and 
service providers taking over more of the value-added chain. 
SDH initially developed in the US as SONET (Synchronous Optical Network). It was 
standardised by CCITT in  1988. Like ATMs,  SOH equipment is  being  sold by most 
telecommunications vendors.  Siemens, Alcatel, Ericsson and Nokia are  the main European 
contenders, while AT&T and Northern Telecom are among the  primary players in the North 
American market. The Danish Operator, Tele-Danmark and Telecom ltalia are already deploying 
SDH technology in their long-distance networks, while Deutsche Telekom is  deploying SDH 
rings in its access network. 
4.3.  Presentation of Main Services 
The infrastructure technologies described above have to a large extent been developed 
for  a single purpose:  to allow the  provision of services with multiple bandwidth or bit rate 
requirements over the same channel (or group of  channels in the case of  overlay infrastructures). 
The idea of "digital superhighways" relies on the concept that new  bandwidth-hungry 
communications are  likely to grow and complement (if not supersede) current low-speed 
communications. Whether such capability is  actually required will depend on  the growth of 
customer demand, for both business and residential customers. 
4.3.1. Residential Services 
We present below the main categories of residential services. We briefly describe the 
main technical requirements for each service in  terms of transmission requirements, billing 
functionality and individual network components. This is summarised in Exhibit 4.11. 
- Telephony Service: It requires little bandwidth (64 Kbps or less); it is also one of  the 
few residential services in which the traffic is symmetric. 
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Exhibit 4.11: Key service-network requirements relationships 
>  >  1- .... 
~  iii  ei  "' 
Cl'l 
ID  .,.2  c  c:n  u  =  u  G.lQ.  G.l.E  'C  -"C  > 
G,lC  G.l  ID  E  ID  a..  c  E  ~  e8"  u  E~  0  G.l  0  a..  0  cO  o.c:  0  0  0  as  ...... 
a..  CD  c  >  "~  :::t:cn  >  :::1:~ 
I 
Transmission  Banowidth  downstream  N/A  2  ... 8Mb/s  4  ... 6Mbls  4  ... 6Mb/s  4Mb/s  4Mb/S  64 Kb!s  <10Mb/s 
Requirements  upstream  N/A  - - 64Kb/S  - 64Kb/S  64 Kbls  <10Mb!S 
Control  - - .,.  .,.  '\'  \  \  \ 
Charactenstic  un1  uni  unilasym  asym  asym  asym  sym  sym 
Traffic Behaviour  - lsochron  lsochron  lsochron  bursty  lsochron  lsochron  bursty 
Connection Type  mp-t-p  mp-t-p  mp-t-p  p+p  p-t-p  p-t-p  p-t-p  p-t-p 
Billing  Monthly  'i  ..J  - - - - - -
Debit Card  - ...:  ..j  ..j  - - - -
Transaction  - - ...;  'i  'li  \  '\  \ 
Components  STB - dig1tal  - "  "  - - - - -
...;  STB - 1nteractive  - - - " 
'li  - -
Head  end  'i  ..j  ...;  - - - - -
Video Distribution Unit  - - - --.'  'II  \  - -
Server  - - ..J  ...:  ..j  .,.  - -
AIN  (8-SCP/8-IP)  - - - • 
\'  \  - '\ 
ATM Node  - - - 'li  '\  \  - '\ 
Content Convers1on  - - - 'i  - \  - -
Source:  Siemens Public Networks 
Analog Broadcast TV: The most common service offered by CATV Operators. It is 
unidirectional and isochronous (constant traffic volume). The bandwidth required 
for such a service is 8 MHz for a PAL TV signal (in Europe) or 6 MHz for an NTSC 
TV signal (in the US and Japan). 
Premium TV Broadcast: This category encompasses services such as pay-per-view 
or per-consumption (PPV). The characteristics of this service are similar to those of 
analog broadcast services. The main differences are the need for some interactivity 
for billing purposes and the use of scrambling/descrambling techniques. 
Advanced Pay-per-View CAPPV): Similar to traditional PPV. The main differences 
come from a higher level of interactivity and the use of digital signals/compression 
techniques. 
Video-On-Demand CVOD): Delivery of video programmes on demand. This service 
requires a dedicated return channel for billing and control information. Typically, 
the signal will be sent in digital form, although conceptually this service could be 
supported by analog transmission systems. 
Games or Software Programmes Downloading:  Consists of the distribution of 
software- for example, video games- over the network. The major characteristic 
of this type of application is that traffic occurs in bursts: bandwidth required during 
service usage is high but the duration of usage is short. 
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Home Shopping: Consists of  ordering goods (or services) from home while viewing 
programmes presenting those goods and services. This  service requires  some 
interactivity functionality at the set-top box level as  well as  sophisticated billing 
functionality. 
Home Working: Consists in providing data and/or basic video-conferencing services 
to the home. This service is characterised by the traffic volume in bursts and by a 
medium to large bandwidth requirement (up to 5 to 10 Mbps). 
Exhibit 4.12: Frequency scheme .on a fibre/COAX system 
0 MHz  8 MHz 
Source:  Siemens Public Networks 
6 MHz for NTSC (USA) 
8 MHz for PAL (Europe/Asia) 
- Broadcast-TV 
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Video 
Channels 
Border 
variable 
Downstream 
(from Headend) 
750 MHz - -. . ..... 'l 
I 
Border 
variable 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-Voice 
-Data 
-Control 
- PCS 
Upstream 
(optional) 
1GHz 
Exhibit 4.12 shows the bandwidth of a typical COAX cable where 750 to 1000 MHz 
are available for signal transmission. This bandwidth is typically sufficient to offer all the services 
mentioned above, assuming that the number of  homes passed by a single cable is reasonable and 
that traffic patterns are normal. 
Demand associated with each of these services is crucial to understanding the viability 
of network investments and the emergence of competition in network infrastructure. Very few 
significant tests have been carried out so far regarding the most advanced services. Exhibit 4.13 
shows consumption levels which have been observed or are expected in a few large-scale trials 
of pay-per-view and video-on-demand. 
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Exhibit 4.13: Summary of  a few advanced services trials 
Price per  Revenue/ 
Estimated annual  Nu_m~rof I Monthly  gross margin 
Trials/Company  viewing  v1ew1ng  I  charge  subs/  (net of rights 
targeted  per month  annum 
I  t  payments) 
Saint-Germain/  i 
I 
i 
ECU 5 
!  1.4  0  ECU 84  ECU 25 
Lyonnaise Communication! 
I  : 
i 
I 
BT  ECU 3.2  3.5  ECU  11  ECU 270  ECU  172 
(expectation from ADSL) 
I 
I 
l 
I 
I 
Littleton/US West  ECU  2.5  - I  ECU  ECU 12-45 
0.9-3.5 
i 
3Q-105  ; 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
4.3.2. Business Services 
Business services typically require more bandwidth than residential services. 
Furthermore, they have a symmetric nature as opposed to the broadcast nature of  most residential 
services. The main business services with their characteristics are: 
- Telephony and Video-Telephony: Symmetric in nature. This service can be offered 
with as  little bandwidth as  64 Kbps (or less) for telephony and  128  Kbps  for 
video-telephony. 
- Video-Conferencing:  Offers  the possibility for multi-site conferencing with 
high-quality video images and simultaneous data or fixed-image transmission. The 
characteristics are  similar to  telephony services except for the  bandwidth 
requirements, which are typically on the order of 500 Kbps or higher. Applications 
derived from video-conferencing such as distance learning have the same network 
requirements, but the transmission could be asymmetric in nature. 
- Information Retrieval. Database Access and Other Transaction-Oriented Services: 
This category of services is characterised by average band-width requirements and 
asymmetric traffic in bursts. 
4.4.  Observations: Emergence of New Infrastructure 
This brief review of the various technologies being adopted and tested by the  most 
advanced Operators around the world illustrates the efforts that support service convergence. 
The future telecommunications industry will offer a mixture of voice, data, image and sound in 
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support of both integrated and discrete applications. Ultimately, the user will not care about 
what medium will deliver these capabilities. Instead, the user will care about access to the widest 
choice of services at the lowest possible cost - in this regard we should not expect customers for 
telecommunications services to be any different from customers for other industries. 
Exhibit 4.14: Network architecture logical evolution 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
VOICe+ Data 
(POTS. NB) 
Communication 
Business 
applications 
Source:  Siemens Public Networks 
Entertainment  Communication 
Private applications 
Exhibit 4.14 shows the logical evolution of service offerings for a cable Operator and a 
telephony Operator. Each of these services is associated with a different network architecture 
and with different network components. Exhibit 4.15  and Exhibit 4.16 show the  schematic 
network architectures associated with each of the product offerings. Exhibit 4.15 displays the 
first step of the upgrade of a Cable TV network (or, assuming a more comprehensive upgrade, a 
traditional telephony network). The additional equipment will allow the simultaneous broadcast 
of analog and digital signals. The example shown assumes that analog signals are  used for 
broadcast, with scrambled signals used for customised channel packages, while digital signals 
are used for pay-per-view or video-on-demand. Unlike a traditional Cable TV network, this 
architecture will require set-top boxes with digital signal decompressionldescrambling capabilities, 
charging devices on customer premises and head-end equipment that can support digital signal 
handling. In the core network, the digital head-end facilities can be interlinked with other remotely 
located servers via an SDH network. 
Exhibit 4.16 shows the final stage in the logical evolution described in Exhibit 4.15. 
The full service network will ultimately support analog and digital broadcast, digital premium 
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broadcast services and narrow-band (e.g. telephony) as well as broadband interactive services 
(e.g. interactive video). In addition to the architecture described above, the full service network 
will necessitate advanced set-top devices for interactive video services and interlink facilities 
with the telephony network. Ultimately, the core network will use ATM transmission techniques. 
Exhibit 4.15: Network architecture for digital broadcast and premium broadcast with telephony services 
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Exhibit 4.16: Network architecture for digital broadcast, digital premium broadcast, cable telephony and 
interactive video services 
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Operators and equipment suppliers are hard at work to develop the combinations of 
technologies that will win in the marketplace of the future. The precise set of technologies that 
will dominate the future  telecommunications infrastructure is  not yet known;  however,  it is 
unlikely to be based on the existing twisted-pair and old coaxial technologies. In that case, the 
owners of the current infrastructure will find themselves with an infrastructure of little value. 
Buying into a telecommunications or CATV Operator (through privatisation or public offer) 
will be  expensive, offering little advantage over building a greenfield network. This will be 
especially true in the local loop unless duct space is widely available. Furthermore, if  demand 
for broadband services becomes widespread, the investment required to build new access networks 
will dwarf the investment required to bring technological parity among Member States to existing 
networks. As  a result, owners of existing infrastructures are likely to find  themselves at the 
starting line along with everyone else as  technologies develop, new services are  brought to 
market and infrastructure becomes liberalised. 
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As shown in Exhibit 5.1, most EU countries, including newcomer Austria, operate their 
voice telephony (PSTN) under a monopoly regime. Australia today operates under a duopoly 
regime (as did the UK until 1991), while Finland and the US (for local calls) operate under a 
regime of limited competition. Open competition now prevails in the UK (since 1991), in the 
US (for long-distance services), in Canada, in Japan, in New Zealand and in Sweden. 
Exhibit 5.1: Regulation of PSTN in a few major countries 
Regulation of PSTN 
Monopoly 
•  EU countnes 
- Belg1um 
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-France 
-Germany 
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-Ireland 
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-Spam 
•  Other European 
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-Austria 
- Sw1tzenand 
- Turi<ey 
Duopoly 
•  Austral1a 
(unt1l  1997) 
•  Un1ted Kingdom 
(unt1l  1991) 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
•  United States 
(local) 
•  Finland 
•  United Kmgdom 
(from 1991) 
•  United States 
{long distance) 
•  Canada 
• Japan 
•  New Zealand 
•  Sweden 
With the exception of Sweden - where the telephony market has always been open to 
competition - deregulation in other countries has been progressive; however, the time frame for 
liberalisation has accelerated recently (as shown in Exhibit 5.2). 
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Exhibit 5.2: Timescale for liberalisation of the telecommunication market in various geographies 
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5.1.  Experience in the US 
In the US, regulation of  interstate communications is reserved exclusively to the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC), while intrastate regulation is under the authority of the 
individual utility commissions in each of the 50 states. After a period of competition at the tum 
of the 20th century, the industry was controlled by a virtual AT&T monopoly until1983. AT&T 
still dominates today,  but the "Modified Final Judgement" (MFJ) issued by Judge Green in 
1983 loosened AT &T's grip on the telecommunications market. Some of the most important 
rules defined in the MFJ are the following: 
The Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs) can provide basic services only 
(i.e., those services providing only for the movement of information, by whatever 
means) and are  prohibited from manufacturing telecommunications products or 
providing long-distance services. RBOCs' services are confined to specified Local 
Access and Transport Areas (LATAs). RBOCs are, however, permitted to provide 
interexchange intra-LATA services, if  they can show evidence that their entry into 
the market would not stifle competition. 
All RBOCs with adequate technical capabilities (in practice, electronic switching 
systems) that serve a market of at least 10,000 access lines must offer equal access 
to all common carriers. This is to allow customers to choose a primary long -distance 
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to equal access.  Most of the remaining unconverted lines  are  in  small 
telecommunications territories, which claim they should not support the financial 
burden of this conversion. Changeover fees are paid by customers, although these 
are frequently waived for marketing reasons. 
- The RBOCs are not permitted to discriminate in favour of  AT&T (their former parent 
company) for procurement of products or services, dissemination of technical 
information, facilities planning or other services. 
The Cable Communication Policy Act (  1984) prohibited telephone companies from 
providing programming within their respective regions. According to the FCC, this decision 
was made at the time to protect the fledgling CATV industry. 
The monopolistic restrictions imposed on the local loop soon came to be viewed by 
Operators and Regulators as too restrictive and constraining of the potential development of 
new services and of  alternative Operators. Hence, consistent with its aim of  "maintaining balanced 
regulatory policies to ensure that the consumer has competitive choice for program and 
telecommunication services," the FCC engaged in a second round of liberalisation in the early 
1990s, which accelerated the deregulation process. 
- Judge Green's Second MF  J Triennial Review (  1991) lifted the ban prohibiting RBOCs 
from offering information services, including long-haul services, electronic publishing 
and CATV in their own local serving areas. 
- The Special Access Ruling (September 1992) opened the special access market to 
competition at the interstate level and mandated collocation. It requires RBOCs and 
other independent Operators to  allow Competitive Access Providers (CAPs) to 
interconnect their switching and trunking equipment at reasonable rates. The 
collocation mandate also states that a CAP will be permitted access to the local 
exchange centres (switch centres) to maintain and monitor its terminating network 
lines. The order is aimed at helping CAPs move out of their niche markets and 
leverage their network infrastructures by interconnecting with RBOCs' networks. 
In exchange, RBOCs were given more price flexibility by being allowed to create 
rate zones based on the density of  their customer base and the presence of  competition. 
- The FCC Video-Dialtone Order (  1992) authorised Operators to provide video dial tone 
service, enabling them to act as common carriers for transmitting cable television 
programmes with open access and without discrimination. This decision was 
motivated by the opinion that the Operators' entry into the video ~arketplace would 
increase investment in the development of "full-service, broadband multi-media 
infrastructures"; provide additional competition in the  video and communication 
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markets "so that free market forces, rather than Government regulation, determine 
the success or failure of new services"; and provide a diversity of video services in 
order to create "additional opportunities for consumer choice." 
To avoid creating monopolistic environments in the video services markets, the FCC 
required accounting separation and cost-allocation measures to ensure that the RBOCs do not 
cross-subsidise their video dialtone services with revenues from regulated telephone services. 
Nevertheless (and as expected) cable companies predict that, under competition from Operators, 
some of them may be forced to postpone new services and other technological improvements 
and that small CATV- Oper-ators. may  .. be  .foteed out oLlhe  .markeLaltogether or fall .behind in 
capital investments as a consequence of lower revenues. 
Under the Clinton Administration, much emphasis has been given to the development 
of the so-called "information superhighway" and to the potential impact of the technical and 
service convergence in telecommunications. In an  attempt to "realise the full  potential of a 
competitive broadband multi-media future," the Administration favours open access to multi-
media services and deregulation of both the CATV and the telecommunications industries. 
According to a White House statement, "Cable companies, long-distance companies and electric 
utilities must be free to offer two-way communications and local telephone service." 
These statements and the general expectations created around technological convergence 
have led, in recent months, to several decisions in favour of  a new round of  liberalisation, which 
would end the regulatory separations between Operators. In particular, the Markey/Fields and 
Brooks/Dingell Bills were approved by the House of Representatives. A bill addressing similar 
issues, known as the Hollings Bill, was not adopted by the Senate because of  time pressure. It is 
expected that the legislative process will be re-started and that these provisions will ultimately 
be adopted. 
The Markey/Fields Bill (House of Representatives, June  1994) would have  allowed 
CATV Operators to provide switched local services, while RBOCs would be allowed to provide 
entertainment services. This bill, however,  would not have allowed Operators to buy CATV 
Operators within their own service area, to prevent a single company from owning all local 
access networks within a single area. It proposed the creation of a Federal State Joint Board to 
ensure universal service provision through fair contributions from all providers. 
The Brooks/Dingell Bill (House of  Representatives, June 1994) would have allowed 
RBOCs to enter the  long -distance telecommunications market from their existing operating 
regions within five years of bill approval, provided stringent conditions on cross-subsidisation 
and free  competition were met. In particular, a local exchange carrier would be requested to 
demonstrate that its local market is open to competition when seeking the right to offer interstate 
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and international services. The bill would also have allowed RBOCs to manufacture CPE and 
other telecommunications equipment. 
In  support of the  Brooks/Dingell Bill, NYNEX, Bell Atlantic, BellSouth and 
Southwestern Bell started legal action in the Washington courts to be allowed to enter the 
long-distance market. The White House stated, as early as January 1993, that "this Administration 
endorses the basic principle of  the Brooks/Dingell Bill, which proposes a framework for allowing 
long-distance and local companies to compete against each other." In its statement, the 
Administration indicated that "We will make sure that the Regional Bells will not be able to use 
their present monopoly positions as unfair leverage into new ·lines of business. This is why the 
Administration supports the approach of the Brooks/Dingell Bill requiring the approval of the 
Departtnent of  Justice and the FCC before the Regional Bells may provide inter-exchange services, 
most notably long-distance." 
In  July 1994, the FCC granted Bell Atlantic the right to build a video-on-demand system 
serving 38,000 homes in New Jersey (i.e., outside its region). The system is due to start operating 
in 1995 and support 64 different programmes. This decision is another breach in the Cable Act, 
after the September 1993 court decision allowing a company to operate a CATV system outside 
its own operating area. 
For the time being, the US  local market is still dominated by RBOCs. Most RBOCs 
have diversified into unregulated markets such as computer retail, software development and 
LAN design and installation. Up  to now,  the only competitors to the RBOCs have been the 
CAPs, which started as niche bypass marketers with their own fibre-optic networks in metropolitan 
areas. CAPs today have a significant share (approximately 5 per cent) of the total local market. 
Not surprisingly, convergence has been the key element of the recent changes in US 
regulation, as these mostly reflected a willingness to break the barriers set up in the early 1980s 
between the  components of the  "old" AT&T and to reunite the  different elements of the 
telecommunications jigsaw puzzle. 
The  US  long-distance sector has  flourished  under full  competition during the  last 
10 years. Three competitors dominate this market -AT&T, MCI and Sprint. The market shares 
of these Operators are approximately 68 per cent, 12 per cent and 9 per cent, respectively, for a 
total of  89 per cent (see Exhibit 5.3 for the evolution ofMCI's market share). Other long-distance 
carriers include LDDS/WilTel, Advanced Telecommunications of  Atlanta, Telecom USA, AllNet 
and Cable & Wireless. 
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Exhibit 5.3: MCI market share Oong-distance market) and profitability 
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On average, MCI's prices are 5 per cent below AT &T's, and Sprint's prices are about 
10 to 15 per cent below MCI's. Quality differences between these companies have diminished 
over time  as  the new entrants approach perceived quality parity with AT&T.  Today,  current 
statistics show that there is little difference in the quality of service among the three companies. 
Sprint uses a 100 per cent fibre network as a point of differentiation; both MCI and Sprint have 
significantly better billing software than AT&T, which they use to provide customised billing as 
a differentiating factor.  Pricing and advertising are major competitive tools, as are the strong 
telemarketing programmes used by MCI and Sprint to encourage customers to switch. 
5.2.  Experience in Japan 
The Japanese broadcasting and telecommunications market is regulated by the Ministry 
of  Post and Telecommunications (MPT), while the electronics industry is regulated by the Ministry 
of International Trade and Industry (MITI). 
The Emergence of  New Carriers 
The  liberalisation of the Japanese telecommunications market began in  1985 
(Exhibit 5.4). Until that date, Nippon Telegraph and Telephone (NTI) and Kokusai Denshin 
Denwa (KDD) each had a  monopoly on national (NTT)  and international (KDD) 
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NTI. Several types of Operators have emerged: 
"Type f' carriers can own infrastructure. They need to be  licensed by  the  MPT. 
There were 86 Type I carriers on 1 April1994, in addition to NTI and KDD.21 
"General Type II" carriers can offer telecommunications services in Japan  using 
leased lines. There were 1,550 General Type II carriers on 1 April 1994. 
"Special Type IT" carriers can offer telecommunications services in Japan and abroad 
using leased lines. There were 39 Special Type IT carriers on 1 April 1994. 
Exhibit 5.4: Japan telecommunication deregulation 
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Type II Operators do not need a licence and are only required to be registered with the 
MPT. The only service for which NTI and KDD still have a monopoly is the delivery of  telegrams. 
Among Type I Operators, two international carriers (ITJ and IDC) and three national 
carriers (DDI, JTC and TJC) have been licensed, and there are 58 mobile communications licences 
(17 for mobile phones, 31 for radio paging and 10 for other services). The other 23 licences are 
for regional/local services, often for the  provision of business services using  alternative 
infrastructures. 
Foreign participation is limited to 20 per cent in the capital of NTI or KDD, whereas 
the limit for the other Type I carriers is 33.3 per cent. There is no foreign ownership restriction 
for Type II carriers. 
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As can be seen in Exhibits 5.5 and 5.6, the prices of long-distance communications 
(telephony and leased lines) in Japan have fallen sharply since 1985. The discount offered by the 
New Common Carriers (NCCs) has also been reduced, NTf  having reduced its tariff dramatically 
in 1991. This readjustment has slowed down NTI's loss of market share, which is now down to 
73 per cent of the long-distance telephony market (percentage of inter-prefecture traffic). 
Exhibit 5.5: Evolution of the price of a 3 minute peak line Tokyo Osaka telephone call (yen) 
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Source:  Ministry of  Post &:  Telecommunications- Japan; Mercer Management Consulting analysis 
While NTT faces  strong competition in the long-distance market,  the MPT has 
consistently refused to allow it to raise its local rates, arguing that NTf must reduce its costs 
frrst.  In  1993, NTf announced a plan to reduce staff numbers by  32,000, using  voluntary 
retirements. It plans to have a staff of 200,000 by 1996, compared with 314,000 in  1985 and 
242,000 today. This would make NTf one of the most productive Operators in the world. 
To  a great extent, the  long-distance and international markets in  Japan are  truly 
competitive. The pressure on NTf and KDD from their NCC rivals has led to substantial price 
decreases and to rapid erosion of NTf and  KDD's market shares. On the other hand,  local 
access and traffic have stayed firmly in the grip of NTI, largely because of unattractive local 
tariffs but also because of  the over-regulation put on its potential competitors (CATV and mobile 
Operators). 
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The future of  the telecommunications infrastructure in  Japan will depend on the readiness 
of the MPT to relax its control over the industry, especially over tariffs. A truly competitive 
market in the local loop will appear only if  clear rules on interconnection with NTT are imposed 
and if  NTT is allowed to raise its local tariffs. 
Mobile Communications 
The market for mobile communications is still relatively small in Japan.  Mobile 
telephony penetration is about 1 per cent, compared with 4 per cent in the US and 10 per cent in 
Scandinavia. This low penetration can be attributed to several factors: 
The high cost of the service 
- The need, until April 1994, to rent the handset at high prices (roughly ECU 20 per 
month)- the market for handsets has been liberalised since 
- Lack of available frequencies in urban areas 
- The need to ask for authorisation from the MPT for tariff changes 
The MPT has a general policy of granting two licences in most areas, both based on 
analog systems (AMPS or NTT). One of the two licences is generally granted to NTT, which 
operates nine regional mobile subsidiaries. 
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Cable TV Networks 
About 20 per cent of Japanese households (8.4 million) are connected to  a CATV 
network. The market is very fragmented; most licences have been awarded for only a few ku 
(districts). There are roughly 56,000 cable systems operating, and only 41  per cent of the 
subscribers are connected to systems of more than 500 subscribers (as of April 1993). NTT is 
prohibited from operating CATV networks. 
This fragmentation of the industry can be attributed to the MPT's initial requirement 
that CATV networks be funded locally. The first cable networks should have been built by 
non-profit organisations with the support of  the local authorities using rights-of-way of  railways 
or electricity distribution companies. 
Cable networks evolved in the mid-1980s, when new profit-oriented companies were 
licensed. This led to a two-tiered system: 
- Small, locally-funded networks, where the technology used is largely obsolete and 
which cannot support more than 10 to 15 channels 
- Larger systems (average 14,000 subscribers), which started to emerge after 1985 
and which have a capacity of 50 to 60 channels (usually 25 to 30 are used) 
A second evolution took place in December 1993 as the MPT largely deregulated the 
industry. CATV companies can now set up networks outside their original franchise areas and 
offer telecommunications services. The limit on foreign ownership has been raised from 
20 per cent to 33 per cent. Furthermore, the Operators now only need to notify the MPT of  tariff 
changes; no authorisation is required. This has led to a flurry of  joint ventures: 
- Chofu Cable TV of Tokyo has teamed up with Toshiba, Time Warner and US West 
to build a network covering 10 per cent of the Japanese population. 
- Sumitomo, which already controls 29  CATV  networks, teamed up  with 
Tele-Communication Inc. 
- Tokyo Cable Television, which has about 85,000 subscribers and  uses  the 
rights-of-ways of  Tokyu Corp., a railway company in the Tokyo area, has formed a 
joint venture with Tokyo Telecommunication Network, a company specialising in 
providing high-speed lines to business customers using the rights-of-way of  its parent 
company, Tokyo Electric Power. 
The ultimate objective of these joint ventures is to provide a mix of entertainment and 
telephony over large areas. However, NTT's low local tariffs make it unprofitable to provide 
basic local telephony services in Japan. Furthermore, interconnection rules with NTT have not 
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yet been clarified; the two Operators offering telephony services - Iida and Lake City Vision -
have not been able to provide full interconnection with the NIT network. 
Therefore it appears that the introduction of  competition in the local network will proceed 
slowly until NIT is  allowed to raise its tariffs and until issues such as  interconnection are 
satisfactorily settled. 
Direct Broadcast Satellites 
Several direct broadcast satellites are licensed in Japan: 
- A satellite owned by NHK, the state-owned broadcaster, broadcasts the two NHK 
channels, the JSB programme, the PCM music channel and Hi-Vision (the Japanese 
analog HDTV standard) programmes. 
- Satellites owned by JSAT  and SCC have been allowed since  1989 to  broadcast 
programmes over Japan; their programmes include MTV, CNN, etc. 
These three satellite systems have a combined subscription base of about 6 million 
households. Looking forward, the trading companies Itochu, Mitsui, Nissho-Iwai and Sumitomo 
have announced plans to launch a service of digital TV direct broadcast. 
The MPT and MITI Reports 
Two recent, much-publicised reports from MPT and MITI can be  seen as  resulting 
from an escalation of a turf war between the two ministries for control of  the telecommunications 
industry. They also clearly indicate the willingness of  the State to foster the development of new 
telecommunications infrastructures and services while relying on private industry for the bulk 
of the financing. 
Heavily criticised for having over-regulated the telecommunications and  CATV 
industries and spurred by the announcements of the US National Information Super-Highway, 
the  MPT's Telecommunications  Council published  a  report on  its  vision  of the 
"'Info-communications infrastructure for the 21st century"22  in April 1994. The report stresses 
the  benefits of a high-performance infrastructure (improving lifestyle, dealing  with ageing 
population, addressing environmental problems, etc.). Two technical scenarios are envisioned: 
- All business customers connected with optical fibre  and residential customers 
connected with fibre/COAX architecture. The average cost is ECU 230/subscriber 
(at 2010 prices). 
- All customers connected with their own optical fibre. The average cost is ECU 370/ 
subscriber (at 2010 prices). 
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These costs do not include installation of  new ducts for feeder lines, on the assumption 
that existing ducts would be used. 
The plan calls for coverage of the densest areas first. With work starting in 1995, all 
cities with populations of 100,000 or more should be covered by 2005 and the entire population 
should be covered by 2010. 
The report estimates that construction of  its proposed infrastructure will create 2.4 million 
jobs, but fails to state over what period. It insists that the construction of the network should be 
left to the private sector, in particular to telecommunications carriers and CATV Operators. The 
need to ease interconnection between networks is recognised, as well as the need to lift tariff 
authorisations on some unspecified services. Provision should be made for some undefined 
universal service. Interest-free loans, tax incentives and the easing of restrictions on the use of 
existing rights-of-way should reduce the programme's cost. 
The report remains vague on the issue of the development of appropriate applications. 
It simply states that the Government should play a "leading role in triggering future developments, 
particularly with regard to the development and introduction of public applications." 
In parallel, the MIT!  published a "Program for Advanced Information Infrastructure."23 
This report describes new technologies in detail, with a focus on the possibilities offered by 
digital compression techniques. It is far less specific than the MPT report as far as the new 
infrastructure is concerned, stressing the uncertainty of demand from the residential customers. 
As a result, it recommends leaving decisions on the technology and timing "which are most 
suitable for each assumed area of demand" to the private sector. 
MIT!'  s report then goes on to describe the measures the Government should take to 
promote new applications in the public sector: promotion of  standardisation, provision of  on-line 
services, remote teaching, introduction of  computers in schools, introduction of  ultra-high-speed 
computers in research facilities and of high-speed networks between facilities, introduction of 
remote diagnostic systems in medical centres, etc. 
5.3.  Experience in Sweden 
Sweden's telecommunications market has always been open to competition. The 
dominant Operator, Telia (formerly Swedish Telecom), with a 75 per cent share, is not protected 
by a monopoly. 
Sweden's price level, service offering and productivity are all very competitive. It is 
also interesting to note that the Swedish Parliament ruled against access deficit charges (to 
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interconnection payments. 
Fair trade practices, consumer protection, etc., in telecommunications is overseen by 
the Ombudsman, the common authority in charge of competition. Other regulatory functions. 
which were formerly  part of Swedish Telecom, are  now covered by  the National 
Telecommunication Council. 
Until July 1993, Sweden had no specific regulation for telecommunications. At the 
beginning of the century, Parliament decided to let Swedish Telecom provide nationwide 
telecommunications service, without creating a statutory monopoly. This was described as a de 
facto monopoly/de facto competition system.
24 The only historical restriction to open competition 
regarded the resale of leased circuit capacity for voice and data services. 
Telia's main competitor, Tele2, had 7,000 residential and business customers
25  as of 
June 1993. Tele 2 provides international service, national trunk service and local telephony in 
major cities such as Stockholm. 
In 1980, Parliament set the framework within which Swedish Telecom was allowed to 
operate. According to this text,  Swedish Telecom (now Telia) is responsible for providing 
nationwide access to what is defmed as "public services," implicitly maintaining a "public service" 
penetration rate of 100 per cent, with nationwide tariffs and open interconnection. "Public 
services" include telephony, telex, fax and teletex. The market was also opened to competition. 
Cable TV development is open, on a free-for-all basis; no franchise is required for the 
installation of a CATV network, and several networks may coexist in the same geographic area. 
Small user groups (less than 100 households) can also freely  build their own CATV system 
around satellite dishes. Cable Operators are considered telecommunications carriers and are not 
involved in programming. Currently, CATV networks serve nearly  1 million households, or 
about 50 per cent of the total urban market. The largest network is owned by Telia. 
The wireless market is also totally deregulated, with both analog and digital (GSM) 
networks. Mobile telephony has reached a penetration of 10 per cent of  the population (20 per cent 
in Stockholm City), with more than 850,000 subscribers. 
Given open corppetition and Telia's public (universal) service obligation, interconnection 
charges became an issue. After failing to reach a deal on national interconnection charges with 
Telia, Tele2, which is 40 per cent owned by Cable & Wireless, asked the Government to arbitrate. 
In June 1993, the Swedish Parliament ruled against access deficit payments, stating that Telia's 
price for interconnection may not include any contribution toward the cost of running its 
loss-making local telephony services. The Government stated that an access deficit payment 
would deter competition from entering the market. 
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In  return for denying access deficit payments, the Government allowed faster rebalancing 
of tariffs for Telia by setting an overall price cap for a full basket of services (instead of a price 
cap per category of service). At the  same time, Parliament agreed to convert Telia from  a 
state-owned public service company to a public limited company. 
The new law also set up requirements for specific licences for telecommunications 
operations, in opposition to Sweden's "no-law" policy. Operators of PSTNs, mobile networks 
and value-added services all require licences, although the Government is granting these liberally. 
Current licence holders include Tele2, Fonetel, Transpac (a France Telecom subsidiary) and B  T. 
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Faced with these competitive pressures, Telia expects its market share to decline to 
60 per cent of international and 80 per cent of national traffic by the end of 1995. In response, 
Telia is: 
- Reducing its manpower; the work force has been reduced by 12,000 (one-fourth) in 
1992 and 1993; another 25 per cent reduction is planned over the next three years 
(Exhibit 5.7 shows the evolution of Telia's productivity over 10 years) 
- Disposing of non-core assets such as manufacturing facilities 
- Modernising its network; it is introducing large digital switches to replace small 
analog ones and accelerating the deployment of optical fibre in the local loop 
- Developing in growing market niches such as mobile telephony and CATV 
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5.4.  Summary of Developments in Liberalised Countries 
The consensus in liberalised countries is overwhelmingly in favour of competition. 
Users benefit from wider choice and lower prices, Operators benefit from  new  growth 
opportunities and shareholders benefit from higher returns (e.g. AT&T just had the most profitable 
quarter since its break-up, despite intense competitive rivalry in the US long-distance market). 
In  the US, the liberalisation of  infrastructure, initiated in the long-distance market, will ultimately 
extend into the local loop, despite the delays faced by the legislative process. 
The Markey-Fields Bill was proposed to "promote a  national communication 
infrastructure to encourage deployment of  advanced communication services through competition 
and  for other purposes." This bill is symptomatic of a general willingness to break the barriers 
to competition that had been set up  as  "safeguards" in the early 1980s, as  these now appear 
increasingly artificial. Advances in technology and the realisation that all three sectors of  the US 
telecommunications marketplace -local, long-distance and CATV Operators- are now strong 
enough to compete against each other have rendered the current US  regulatory framework 
obsolete. 
In Japan, the long-distance and international markets are effectively open. Significant 
alternative infrastructures do exist. It is interesting to note that the leading new carrier, DDI, 
built a "greenfield" network rather than rely on the alternative railway or highway-owned 
infrastructures that existed at the time of liberalisation. Locally, new regulations introduced in 
December 1993  have  allowed CATV  networks  to  provide telephony services,  although low 
local tariffs (not yet adjusted) and difficulty of  interconnection with NIT have, for the moment, 
hampered the emergence of a truly competitive local loop. The December 1993 initiative was 
justified by the  recognition that allowing an  independent CATV industry to offer telephony 
services fosters a higher level of investment in CATV infrastructure and the emergence of a 
broader service offering. 
The Swedish market has always been open to competition. The leading Operator has a 
75 per cent share and,  with the exception of one year, has been consistently profitable since 
1980. The country's price level, service offering and productivity are all very competitive. 
Overall, the experience of  countries that have introduced full infrastructure competition 
constitutes an  invaluable source for assessing the impact of liberalisatlon on consumers, 
businesses, Operators and shareholders. This experience also constitutes a set of  benchmarks for 
developing  liberalisation scenarios for the European Union.  In particular, it suggests that 
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liberalisation leads to rapid market share gains by newcomers, especially in segments where 
tariff imbalances create excess profit opportunities. However, the incumbent Operator is  not 
powerless in the face of the new competition - quite the opposite. If  it decides to focus its full 
energy on responding to competition, it can take advantage of favourable economics of scale 
and scope to contain share loss. Furthermore, it can do this at the same time that it improves its 
financial performance and the quality and range of  services it offers to its customers. Competition 
can indeed be a trigger for a powerful renewal of the telecommunications infrastructure. 
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6.1.  The Competition Mandate 
As we have just shown, the number of  telecommunications markets being liberalised is 
growing. From the US and UK to Japan, from New Zealand to Finland, and from Australia to 
Sweden,  telecommunications markets are following  a more or less rapid path towards full 
competition. In those markets, multiple competitors are allowed to offer telecommunications 
services and to  fully  control all the activities supporting those services. This has led to the 
emergence of multiple Operators with distinct customer focuses;  to a reorganisation of the 
incumbent Operators; and to a flurry of alliances. 
Besides direct competition, the threat of  future competition and pressure from Regulators 
have greatly influenced Operators' drive to restructure. As a consequence, telephony's penetration 
has increased, new services have been introduced, quality and responsiveness have improved 
and prices have decreased in  most Member States; these advances have, in tum, driven new 
growth in demand. Operators in all Member States recognise that, because of the integration of 
services and infrastructure, and because of deregulation in some countries, the continuance of 
infrastructure monopolies is no longer a viable option. 
The accelerating deregulation of  the telecommunications markets around the world has 
altered the competitive landscape in fundamental ways. The new landscape supports a multiplicity 
of competitors with distinct product and customer focus: alternative long-distance carriers and 
local bypassers; equipment suppliers, facilities managers and global outsourcing providers; CATV 
Operators offering telephony; mobile Operators offering various complementary technologies; 
and satellite-based services. The recent offensive and defensive alliances, acquisitions, 
cross-border investments and restructuring programmes have been fuelled by the  need for 
Operators to enhance their competitiveness along these segments. Leaders are quickly positioning 
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themselves to dominate particular markets (such as  mobile services) or particular customer 
segments (such as large multinational businesses) at the cost of several billion ECU. 
The experience of  countries no longer operating under infrastructure monopoly suggests 
a common pattern for the impact of  competition. Most alternative Operators have rapidly taken 
a 20 to 30 per cent share of the markets they have focused on (see Exhibit 6.1). The ensuing 
competitive rivalry has led to more services being available, better quality and customer 
responsiveness, and lower prices. (It must be noted, however, that in many cases much of the 
initial price decline results from regulatory imposition and the threat of  future competition rather 
than from direct competition.) 
Exhibit 6.1: Competitor market shares in specific markets 
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Source:  Federal Communications Commission; Mercer Management Consulting analysis 
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One way or another, to succeed in liberalised markets Operators are forced to adopt 
market-driven behaviour, with a high degree of accountability to shareholders and customers. 
As  a result, Operators strive to dominate markets and achieve adequate financial returns by 
investing prudently, increasing productivity, innovating and improving service levels. In other 
words, they strive to meet financial and market goals by excelling at managing resources and 
meeting customer demands. 
For example, between 1990 and 1993, following the liberalisation of the New Zealand 
telecommunications market, the ex-monopoly Operator, Telecom Corporation of New Zealand, 
reduced manpower by 40 per cent, improved quality by 30 per cent, reduced prices by 30 per cent, 
and yielded to its shareholders a 25 per cent annual return on investment. Similarly, between 
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1990 and 1993, BT reduced its manpower from 250,000 to 156,000 and it expects to reduce its 
staff to  125,000 before the end of 1995. During that time, BT has improved its  customer 
satisfaction rate from 90 per cent to 95 per cent, reduced its tariffs by 20 per cent, and, despite 
the severe recession in the UK, reaped returns on equity averaging 17 per cent. Similarly, regional 
US Operators - which, despite still earning most of their revenues as  monopolies, are facing 
imminent competition- are  now  implementing labour productivity targets of 350 lines  per 
employee for telephony services (versus current levels of250-300 and European levels of 150-250) 
in order to finance future tariff reductions and new services. 
Despite an increasing recognition of  the favourable .incentives created by market forces 
in telecommunications and other industries, the road towards liberalisation and competition has 
been a long one. AT&T first raised the arguments defending its monopoly in telecommunications 
in the late  1970s, and many of these arguments are being heard in Europe today.  The most 
common one is that telecommunications is a special industry characterised by low asset turnover, 
high sunk costs in the form of  past investments, asset specificity (i.e., the difficulty in using the 
assets for anything but telecommunications services) and the fixed nature of the assets (i.e., a 
large portion of the investment costs go to the equipment installation). However, not only are 
these arguments  no longer effective, but the economic factors  associated with  the 
telecommunications business argue even more strongly in favour of fullliberalisation. 
In the 1970s, the average penetration of  lines per 100 population in Europe barely reached 
20;  the  average penetration for southern Europe was barely  10 lines per 100 population and 
provision time exceeded one year in many areas. At the same time, high equipment costs, low 
network density and low GDP per capita combined to burden Operators with investment levels 
of ECU 2,500 per new customer, equivalent to 300 per cent of average revenue per line. As a 
result, the ratios of assets over revenues for the European networks during that decade averaged 
300 per cent (see Exhibit 6.2). Consequently, the investment required to build such an expensive 
infrastructure was seen as sufficient justification to grant monopoly concessions guaranteeing 
the highest possible utilisation of assets. 
The current situation is very different. The average penetration of  lines per 100 population 
in Europe has attained 45, and the ratio of assets over revenues for the most modem European 
networks currently averages 150 per cent. Today, the ratios between investment and revenue, 
assets and revenue, or depreciation and cash costs are not much different from those found in a 
number of other industries such as forestry and paper, oil or bulk chemicals (see Exhibit 6.3). In 
these industries, utilisation of all resources, not just infrastructure, is a fundamental component 
of competitiveness, and higher utilisation of assets could certainly be  guaranteed by  local 
monopolies. However, anti-monopoly commissions and other Government bodies were created 
to prevent such local monopolies from developing. Indeed, it is generally recognised that for 
these industries, the benefits of market discipline far exceed the disadvantages of lower overall 
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asset utilisation. In other words, the benefits of achieving maximum overall economic value 
exceed by far the benefits of achieving maximum asset utilisation along with higher operating 
costs, restricted customer choice, or both. 
Exhibit 6.2: Evolution of asset tum from the 70's to the 90's 
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Exhibit 6.3: Asset tum in telecommunication and a few other industries 
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In the course of  our work for the Commission, we interviewed each incumbent Operator, 
most alternative carriers, some customers and a large number of aspiring Operators. While it is 
impossible within the limits of this report to reflect all the remarks that were expressed during 
the interviews, the comments summarised here are representative of  views of  the different groups. 
(Interviews are documented in a confidential appendix to this report.) 
Our interviews strongly suggest that the benefits of competition in the  European 
telecommunications industry have .now been.largely. recognised. by the majority of  stakeholders, 
including many incumbent Operators. No interviewee openly suggested that there should be no 
infrastructure liberalisation. These Operators find that the benefits of expanded demand and 
access to new markets associated with worldwide liberalisation outweigh the short-term effects 
of market share loss in their home markets. For many incumbent Operators, expansion abroad 
offers the possibility to renew their growth mandate. The bullish level of  cross-border investments 
and alliances among Operators bears witness to this aspiration. 
Rather, differences of  opinion arose over how and when infrastructures will be liberalised, 
and  what the economic and competitive consequences will be. The process initiated by  the 
European Commission requires completion. To fully liberalise the telecommunications industry 
in Europe, the regulatory authorities must grant to the emerging alternative providers genuine 
control of their cost structures and value-added. Some Operators object to this next step, and in 
our interviews they expressed concerns about duplication of assets, cost of labour dislocation 
and statutory transfer of wealth. 
In general, the various opinions expressed fall within predictable ranges, with most 
users strongly favouring full infrastructure liberalisation at an accelerated pace, most incumbent 
Operators favouring a more gradual approach, and equipment manufacturers divided between a 
conservative approach and fullliberalisation depending on whether or not they currently enjoy 
privileged access to the monopoly Operators (see Exhibits 6.4 and 6.5). 
Some residential users, however, expressed concern about the implications of tariff 
rebalancing for their telephone expenditure and about the potential neglect of remote regions. 
No doubt these issues must be carefully considered by the Regulators, although the  general 
reductions in operating costs and the continuing development of low-cost access technologies 
(e.g. radio-based) will alleviate these issues. 
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Exhibit 6.5: Arguments in favour of a slow liberalisation of infrastructure 
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First, several interviewees - incumbent Operators, alternative Operators and non-
Operators alike - raised the issue of  how infrastructure is defined. They were uncertain whether 
liberalisation was intended to include switching equipment or even more intelligent components, 
or was restricted to bit transportation without switching. 
In whatever way infrastructure is defined, however, many incumbent Operators are 
calling for liberalising infrastructure in parallel with services, or possible even earlier.  (However, 
one Operator favours a two-step liberalisation process, in which the process for infrastructure 
liberalisation gains from the experience of service liberalisation.) One incumbent Operator said 
that infrastructure must be liberalised to promote efficient and fair competition on services, as it 
is difficult to offer services without controlling the infrastructure which to a large extent determines 
the quality of those services. 
Perspectives differ on the proper pace for liberalisation. Businesses and most European 
Operators favour quick infrastructure liberalisation under fair rules. As one incumbent Operator 
commented, the issue is not what the EU wants in 1998 - it's what the customers want even 
before that. For these stakeholders, the emergence of alternative infrastructure Operators will 
lead to a wider choice of services and higher productivity. This, in tum, will translate into lower 
prices and higher quality for the customers, renewed growth opportunities for the  leading 
Operators, and the emergence of a more competitive European telecommunications industry 
and, consequently, a more competitive Europe. 
These opinions are in line with the conclusions published by a Regulator from a large 
northern European country. In this Regulator's view, abolishing monopolies and introducing 
competition would stimulate private investment on a massive scale and would improve the 
efficiency of the economy, promote social benefits and enhance the lives of  Europe's citizens. It 
would also stimulate the economy directly and create jobs in building the infrastructure without 
using taxpayers' money. The issue of  loss of  scale must be weighed against the gains in efficiency 
and the innovation induced by infrastructure competition. 
Comments on timing and impacts often differed according to how liberalised the 
Operator's own market was. In general, the incumbent Operators in Scandinavia, the UK and 
Benelux favoured infrastructure liberalisation as long as adequate measures were taken to ensure 
fair competition. Some measures cited were: making deregulation rules uniform across Member 
States; allowing tariff restructuring; modifying public service obligations to compensate for the 
loss of privileges (the 12n/93 regulation for Universal Service Provision is perceived to be 
inadequate); granting access to non-European markets for European incumbent Operators. Among 
the larger incumbents, DBP Telekom and France Telecom have the greatest concerns about the 
potentialliberalisation of infrastructure. 
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. Other European incumbent Operators (primarily from·  southern Europe) and some 
equipment manufacturers are concerned about the short-term implications of infrastructure 
liberalisation and are asking for a longer transition period; some are even suggesting a continued 
monopoly on certain infrastructures. These stakeholders believe that the existence of alternative 
infrastructure Operators will lead to layoffs and to the inefficient duplications of  assets, undermine 
the incumbent Operators' financial viability, threaten Universal Service Provision, and transfer 
a major strategic industry to foreign interests. 
Also, incumbent Operators from medium-sized and small countries expressed fears 
that deregulation would.-leave.them at a.competitive..disadv.antage .  .against.Jarger Operators, in 
particular against US Operators. Fast deregulation is seen as allowing a massive entry of US 
Operators to the European market, with no reciprocity. This effect can already be observed in 
the mobile telephony market, where many manufacturers and service providers are at least partially 
American. 
One incumbent Operator criticised both the UK and the US models of deregulation, 
perceiving the UK model as shifting value from the operator to competitors solely on the basis 
of ideology and viewing the US model as irrelevant for many of the small countries in Europe. 
This Operator pointed out that any deregulation law must take into account the difference in size 
of  the countries and therefore should allow the possibility of  different options for smaller countries. 
A new Operator commented that fast liberalisation could potentially create a situation like the 
one observed in the  aviation industry, where market oligopolies quickly emerged in  lieu of 
Regulatory monopolies. 
As noted above, incumbent Operators in southern Europe generally favour a gradual 
process of infrastructure liberalisation or a transition period beyond 1998 that would allow for 
the  development of collaborative structures (e.g.  alliances) to minimise the  risk of being 
overpowered by US Operators. The southern European Operators feel, however, that they do not 
have the necessary lobbying clout to hold back the deregulation process, and they perceive that 
public opinion is in favour of  liberalisation. They have, therefore, been implementing programmes 
for some time to prepare themselves for fuller competition. 
As  for equipment manufacturers, some are concerned that infrastructure will be 
liberalised without taking into account the effect on them. They expressed the fear that a fully 
liberalised market will put additional pressure on equipment prices and will also introduce non-
European standards in Europe's networks. 
Number of  Competitors 
A significant group of  alternative providers and potential Operators from the US favour 
controlled liberalisation to  create financially  attractive conditions for deployment of a few 
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responsibly. For example, long-distance infrastructure could be provided by utilities and rail 
companies, while the local loop could be provided by CATV companies and PTTs' local access 
networks. 
One incumbent Operator agreed with US Vice President Gore's view that there will be 
two wires going into every home: one copper pair using ADSL based on today's telephony 
network, and one cable television multi-media link of some form. Homes will also have a DBS 
and wireless facility. This Operator anticipates that these networks will extend to 7  5 to 80 per 
cent of  the population, while in the rural fringes there will be one provider of  fixed network plus 
other providers using radio technologies. 
Mobile Telephony 
The growth of mobile telephony is generally perceived both as being an opportunity 
for alternative networks and as providing a new form of competition. An alternative Operator 
believes the development of  PCN over CATV networks is an excellent option for the long term. 
It reduces total investment required for the development of alternative telephony infrastructure 
and increases the profitability of CATV networks. 
Another mobile Operator is strongly in favour of  deregulation in infrastructure provision 
since it will create opportunities for it to licence its technology to other Operators. It considers 
that, for many environments, the provision of  an alternative wire-based infrastructure is wasteful. 
Interconnection and Cross-subsidisation 
Interconnection and cross-subsidisation were seen as crucial issues for liberalisation. A 
fair interconnection system is seen as a key element of successful deregulation. 
One incumbent Operator stated that the Commission should lay down some common 
interconnection standards, and then leave it to competition to ensure that networks are  built. 
However, any  framework must take into account the interests of the remote communities to 
prevent "cherry picking" that would potentially jeopardise the incumbent Operators' ability to 
serve those remote locations. The market skimming by new entrants will exacerbate regional 
imbalances, with new f?ntrants  focusing on wealthier and denser cities and regions. A gradual 
deregulation accompanying the introduction of  technologies appropriate for serving low density 
remote areas would minimise the cross-subsidisation to those areas and therefore minimise the 
risk of skimming. 
Another incumbent Operator considers that the current high acce·ss  prices set by 
monopoly Operators will cause a shake-out among service providers, to whom too little margin 
is left. Service providers offer more than incumbent telephony Operators for lower prices, but 
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because incumbent Operators cross-subsidise services through high infrastructure charges. most 
service providers operate below cost. 
A Regulator stated that prices could vary between regions, according to cost based on 
population density, within a reasonable bandwidth. This Regulator would allow cross-subsidisation 
between networks up to a certain limit and advocates a "supervised" laissez-faire  approach 
toward the functioning of markets - as long as services are good. 
The Role of  the Regulator 
A Regulator said that the key tasks today are defining the time frame for liberalisation 
and determining whether the Open Network Provision framework is  still valid.  In general, 
interviewees felt that liberalisation must proceed at a predictable and fixed rate; knowing in 
advance the pace of liberalisation is critical for the management of any Operator. 
Several incumbent Operators believe that, if  the market is truly open, market forces 
will replace the need for more regulation. An incumbent Operator said the market should decide 
which networks should be built. It understands the Commission's proposals as including the 
possibility of the Commission issuing directives requiring companies to build networks. In its 
view,  this is  the wrong role for Government: it might be appropriate for the Commission to 
provide some seed com and R&D support for new applications and experiments, but the 
Commission should not be involved in the commercial funding of  the development of  networks. 
Stakeholders in general agreed that the Regulators' main responsibility should be to 
define a clear Regulatory framework that fosters the development of competitive behaviour on 
the part of all players and guarantees funding for Universal Service Provision. (An opposing 
view was taken by a new Operator, who suggested that incumbent Operators remain responsible 
for all public service obligations until such time as another competitor had gained a 10 to 15 per 
cent share of a country's telecommunications market.) The rules of the game must be clearly set 
and the transition pattern clearly defined. 
According to a Regulator, any regulatory direction should focus on increasing the degree 
of confidence for value-added providers by guaranteeing that interconnection terms (not only 
price) will be fair and that the invesnnents they make in new services will not be taken away by 
the next round of infrastructures. 
Some sentiment was expressed for an European Regulatory body that would decide on 
pan-European commercial issues. Universal European regulation would eliminate "patch  working" 
by individual Member States. One incumbent Operator said the deployment of pan-European 
services is hampered by the variations in when and how EU resolutions are applied in the various 
Member States. 
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Several incumbent Operators pointed to  their financial  situations and  agreed that a 
prudent approach was needed for any further deregulation in order to maintain their financial 
balance and their ability to meet their social obligations. The current deregulation is already 
threatening this balance, due to the cherry picking from international Operators. 
To challenge the new entrants, incumbent Operators will need to reduce their work 
forces,  which may prove particularly difficult when the  company is  state-owned. In  some 
countries, Government policy has  placed the monopoly Operator in the difficult position of 
having to enhance its competitiveness while maintaining high employment, even in the face of 
technology evolution. This cannot be maintained in a competitive environment. The current 
over-staffing of some of the European Operators is  a direct consequence of the  monopoly 
conditions in which they have historically operated, as well a result of Government constraints. 
Opening the market to competition will force Operators to restructure their operations and lay 
off personnel. Regulators may try to mitigate the hardship, but they cannot insulate Operators 
from the consequences of over-staffing. 
One northern Operator explained that it has already engaged in restructuring in order to 
put its working practices in line with the best practices observed. A southern Operator said that 
whereas many of the Operators have benefited from extensive subsidies from governments in 
order to maintain a competitive balance sheet, it has had to fully finance its own balance sheet. 
In particular, it has just completed a heavy modernisation programme, achieving steady profits 
and good quality of service in the process. 
However, the incumbent Operators feel that they must be allowed time to translate a 
healthy profit and loss into a healthy balance sheet. Some Operators have invested heavily in the 
modernisation of their network infrastructures in recent years and can only expect to  make a 
return on these investments over a significant length of  time. A major southern European Operator 
noted that it needs time to correct the sub-optimal investment policies of the past. Operators 
currently engaged in major network upgrades may slow  down these  upgrades because they 
could turn unprofitable if competition is allowed. (This is  particularly a matter of concern in 
those countries currently making  a substantial effort to  catch up - Spain, Italy,  Greece and 
Portugal.) 
6.3.  Conclusions from the Interviews 
Ultimately, the liberalisation of the infrastructure can not be avoided. Its necessity was 
conceived the moment the European Council adopted its 22 July 1993 resolution, 
27 which states 
that all services will be open to competition in 1998. In the debate that preceded this resolution, 
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the key question of whether customers of telecommunications companies have the right to a 
choice was raised. 
In its resolution of  22 July 1993, the European Council answered this question positively, 
implying the necessity for infrastructure liberalisation. Regulatory checks and balances alone 
cannot guarantee that incumbent Operators possessing monopoly infrastructures will be impartial 
when making such infrastructures available to their competitors  ..  In practice, the links between 
services and infrastructures are  such that an  alternative service provider will always be 
handicapped if  it is not allowed to choose whether to build its own infrastructure. Recognising 
this fact, a  .. growing number ofcountries.baY.e begun..the  .. process_.of deregulating infrastructure. 
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The "natural monopoly" status of  telecommunications infrastructures is not as obvious 
as it once seemed. Comparing the situation and evolution in regulated and deregulated countries 
shows the advantages of liberalisation for users: prices go down, and the number and variety of 
services offered increase. 
In  this Chapter, we first discuss the possible evolution in the EU from an  ec~nomic 
perspective. We  then investigate whether the status quo can reasonably be maintained. After 
that,  we  review the many dimensions of liberalisation, including timing, geography, and the 
maintenance of  public service provision. We then recommend a two-staged liberalisation process 
and discuss some of the issues it raises. 
7.1.  Possible Evolution in the EU 
Across liberalised countries, there is  a growing multiplicity of telecommunications 
providers, with overlapping product and customer focuses. These providers include, as mentioned 
in Chapter 6, alternative long-distance carriers and local bypassers; equipment suppliers, facilities 
managers  and global outsourcing providers; CATV  Operators offering telephony;  mobile 
companies offering various alternative services; and satellite-based services. 
Companies have been busy making alliances and acquisitions (Exhibit 7.1 ),  as  they 
believe  that new  forms  of competition offer valuable advantages. For example, attempts at 
marrying  telephony and CATV  in the US  resulted from  the RBOCs' aspirations to  lead the 
future multi-media market; BT is pursuing the large business customer market by developing 
global capabilities; and AT&T considers wireless to be important both as a source of  continuing 
growth and as a defence against the uncertain evolution of local access technologies. 
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Exhibit 7.1: Recent alliances and acquisitions (not comprehensive) 
Successful bids and bids in process 
Purchaser  Activity 
I 
Value  Share 
Date  Purchaser  turnover  Target/Partner  of target  of deal  of target 
Sbn  Sbn  •;. 
Aug-94  LDDS  1  WiiTel  IXC  2.5  100 
Jul-94  I  US West  , 1  Wometco/Georgia Cable  CATV  1.2  100 
Jul-94  Bell Atlantic Cellular  n/a  Nynex Cellular  Mobile  13.0  100 
Jul-94  AirTouch  1  US West Cellular  Mobile  18.0  100 
Jul-94  Nextel  0.1  OneComm  Mobile  0.7  100 
Jun-94  AT&T  67  Unisource  Global see provider  nla  nla 
Jun-94  Eunetcom  nla  Spnnt Corporation  IXC  4.2  20 
Dec-93  US West  11  Time Warner  Media/CATV  2.5  23 
Nov-93  Nextel  0.1  Motorola mobile licences  Mobile licences  1.8  100 
Oct-93  Bell Atlantic  13  lusacell  Mobile  1.0  42 
Aug-93  AT&T  67  McCaw Ce!lular  Mobile  12.3  100 
Jun-93  BT  20  MCI  IXC  5.3  20 
Jun-92  US Sprint  10  Centel  LEC  2.9  100 
Oct-91  Bell AtlantiC  13  Metro Mobile CTS  Mobile  2.5  100 
Sep-91  AT&T  58  NCR  IT manufacture  7.4  100 
Sep-90  Bell Atlantic  25  Telecom  PTO  2.5  68 
& Ameritech  New Zealand 
Aug-90  GTE  20  Conte!  LEC  6.3  100 
Apr-90  MCI  12  Telecom USA  IXC  1.3  100 
Unsuccessful bids 
Purchaser  Activity  Value  Share 
Date  Purchaser  turnover  Target/Partner  of deal  of target 
Sbn 
of target 
Sbn  % 
Aug-94  MCI  12  Nextel  Mobile  1.3  17 
Jun-94  EDS  10  Sprint  IXC  20.0  100 
Aor-94  SWBell  n  Cox Enterprises  CATV  5.0  100 
Mar-94 
I 
AT&T  67  Energ1s  Transponer  0.3  33 
Feb-94  Bell Atlantic  13  TeleCommunications  CATV  22.0  100 
i 
Source:  Mercer Management Consulting research 
Changes in the industry have been partly fuelled by rapid changes in technology. Over 
the last five years, the cost of optical fibre and wireless technologies has dropped by more than 
one-third, while the cost of copper networks has decreased by less than 10 per cent. Moreover, 
the  utility of the alternative technologies- wireless's mobility and fibre's huge capacity- is 
much greater than that of the traditional twisted copper pair; modernised coaxial networks now 
can also support telephony. Compression techniques that increase the capacity of copper will 
offset these advantages somewhat, but it is  unlikely that they will reverse the  widening 
performance gap. 
In Europe, our infrastructure inventory shows that few alternative telecommunications 
networks exist outside state control in Member States. Furthermore, most CATV networks in 
countries such as France, Germany and the Netherlands are to a greater or lesser extent controlled 
by the incumbent telephony Operator. 
However, despite this background and even if greenfield networks need to be built, 
moderate competition in long-distance and international infrastructures will be profitable in 
most cases. 
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The high margins associated with the international and national services have  made 
these extremely attractive businesses. The technological options opened to players in the 
long-distance market are fairly limited. Based on current technologies, the highest capacities 
can be provided using optical fibres with an  SDH transmission architecture. This is  also the 
most cost-efficient architecture beyond a certain capacity requirement. To  the  benefit of 
incumbents, fibre-based SDH long-distance infrastructures offer significant economies of scale, 
particularly if one considers the installation costs of the cables. New entrants can compete, but 
they will be. at a .structural. cost disadvantage to established players. They can overcome this 
disadvantage through higher efficiency and better marketing, both of which are beneficial to 
users and society. Even in tariff-balanced environments (e.g. some of  the Scandinavian countries 
or the UK), alternative infrastructures with limited scope focusing on servicing particular customer 
segments are able to find economic returns. 
Incumbent Operators still have an  advantage over newcomers.  Despite more  than 
10 years of competition in the US, AT&T still dominates the long-distance and international 
markets; Sprint, one of its leading competitors, has recently lowered its growth predictions. 
Similarly, BT still dominates the UK market; its main competitor, Mercury, has just announced 
a restructuring and refocusing plan. In both the US and the UK, competition has been a catalyst 
for strong increases in efficiency. A major disadvantage for incumbent Operators is the fact that 
Government authorities do not always allow tariff  rebalancing to bring local call prices closer to 
operating costs. When rebalancing is allowed, an incumbent Operator can lower its tariffs in line 
with its scale advantage and restrict the challenger's ability to offer tariff discounts, which is the 
major differentiation criterion in the long-distance and international businesses. On the other 
hand, if the operational efficiency of the incumbent Operator is so low  as  to offset the  scale 
advantage that it inherits, competition is likely to dominate these businesses. 
New licences should not be limited to companies that already own or have access to an 
existing alternative infrastructure. New competitors that do not own such infrastructures or that 
will  build greenfield networks are just as  valuable and as  likely to  succeed if they  are 
well-managed. The choice of using existing alternative infrastructures or of building new ones 
should be up to  the market and not to the Regulator. We  can expect that market players will 
become aware of existing alternative infrastructures' advantages and limitations and will make 
rational decisions to use them if  and when advantageous. In addition, most existing alternative 
infrastructures are state-controlled or state-owned (as shown in Chapter 2), which may limit the 
ability or the willingness of these infrastructure owners to compete with a state-controlled 
telephone Operator. 
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Local Access 
The economics of alternative local infrastructures are very different from  those of 
long-distance and international infrastructures. For competition to spread effectively at the local 
level,  several conditions must be met:  Operators must be able to create a sufficient revenue 
stream, for example by providing both entertainment and telephony services; tariff structures 
must be rebalanced to make it worthwhile to offer local telephony; and investment must be 
encouraged by offering a low upgrade cost or a "first entrant" advantage. 
Furthermore, demand for new multi-media services (or the extension of  existing CATV 
services) is still very uncertain. Most new services, despite the tests initiated by the most developed 
Operators, are still speculative. Consequently, the financial attractiveness of an alternative local 
loop is largely associated with "Plain Old Telephony Services" (POTS) and the accessibility of 
a large choice of  TV programmes. 
Through the use of wireless technologies, some Operators are attempting to change the 
economics of the local loop. Networks such as the ones being deployed, for example, by Ionica 
in the UK and by Telecom Finland may reduce the economies of  scale and scope associated with 
the local loop - assuming radio spectrum can be made available on a wide scale. However, if  a 
majority of customers demand broadband access, as  is  currently expected, the competitive 
attractiveness of current wireless technologies will be low. 
Given the differences in infrastructure ownership in the various countries of  the European 
Union, liberalisation will potentially lead to vastly different results. In some countries, the 
telephony Operators already control part of  the revenues associated with current CATV services 
(e.g. Germany, the Netherlands and France). Hence, there is no financial case for the emergence 
of an alternative local loop. In other words, Operators who control both the local telephony and 
the CATV infrastructures effectively lock competition out of the local loop (with the possible 
exception of wireless services on a selective basis). 
In other countries (e.g. Belgium, Denmark and Ireland), telephony and CATV revenues 
are controlled by  separate Operators. In  these countries, a dominant position in local access 
depends on the specific characteristics of the telephone and CATV networks (structure, length, 
cable gauge, technology, maintenance policies, etc.). In most cases, however, neither the telephony 
Operator nor the CATV Operator will be able to financially justify the investment required for 
upgrading. The status quo, therefore, is likely to be sustained for some time, and the upgrade of 
the  local infrastructures will be delayed until technology costs decrease and genuine multi-
media services emerge. It is  important to realise that this  situation is independent from  the 
liberalisation of infrastructure. Furthermore, it implies that, in countries when~ both telephony 
and CATV infrastructures are well-developed, ownership separation alone is not sufficient to 
foster the upgrade of the local loop. 
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The most favourable environment for the development of an  alternative local loop 
infrastructure is one in which no CATV network exists, ownership will be separate from that of 
the incumbent Operator, the  alternative provider is  at liberty to  provide telephony and 
entertainment services, and tariffs are fully rebalanced. In  these countries- such as  the  UK 
currently, but also potentially in Spain, Portugal, Greece and Italy (although the existence of 
many terrestrial TV channels in Italy may lower the attractiveness of broadband local loop in 
this country)- telephony Operators will find themselves in a vulnerable position.  In  fact, 
competitors in greenfield environments stand to gain higher fmancial returns from building a 
combined telephony/CATV local infrastructure than the incumbent does from upgrading its 
own telephony network (see Exhibit 7  .2). In  the UK, for example, US  Operators have been 
steadily gaining market share against BT by offering combined telephony/CATV services. 
Exhibit 7.2: Summary of CATV and telephony economics 
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Currently, no telephony Operator is able to contain market share loss against a greenfield 
Operator without taking severe losses from  the  substantial investment required to  upgrade. 
Nevertheless, the rational behaviour for the  telephony Operator would be to  duplicate the 
newcomer's service offering even though this would destroy the profitability of  the local services 
for both Operators. Thus, in countries with no CATV networks, the emergence of  a challenger in 
the  local infrastructure risks triggering a process of response and counter-response that may 
destroy for quite some time the financial attractiveness of  the local infrastructure. Consequently, 
while investments and competition in  long-distance infrastructures will follow liberalisation, 
the development of  alternative infrastructures in the local loop will be more variable. 
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Impact on Telephony Operators 
Typical relationships between investments to serve a market and returns on investments 
are shown on Exhibit 7.3. Liberalising the international and long-distance markets would be 
immediately attractive to newcomers under the current price structure. Some markets may show 
higher returns for national traffic than for international traffic. Exhibit 7.4 shows the possible 
margins of  a competitor as a function of  the market share it gains in the long-distance market. An 
incumbent Operator can be expected to react and readjust its tariffs to limit its market share 
losses. 
Exhibit 7.3: Typical return in investment for telecomm infrastructure in a non-liberalised environment 
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Experience in other countries shows that the introduction of long-distance competition 
leads to a 20 per cent to 30 per cent market share loss for the incumbent. However, the extent 
and speed of this market share loss varies considerably according to the local conditions. Among 
the factors influencing the size and speed of market share losses are the discount level of the 
newcomers, their marketing aggressiveness (new services in particular) and their geographical 
coverage. 
As we have seen, the incumbent Operator will have an incentive to upgrade its local 
network only under certain conditions. As mentioned in Chapter 4, two main options will be 
opened for the incumbent Operator to provide advanced services over its network: fit customer 
lines with ADSL equipment, or restructure its network with a fibre/COAX architecture. 
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ADSL upgrades will be profitable only if  one assumes a drastic decrease in equipment 
costs.  Exhibit 7.5  shows the  return on investment of ADSL equipment used  to  provide 
video-on-demand services. Even assuming video-on-demand consumption of ECU 300/year/ 
household (far beyond what has been achieved in real-size experiments), the investments will 
not pay off unless total equipment prices fall below ECU 500. 
Exhibit 7.5: Profitability (internal rate of return) for the provision of  Video-On-Demand with ADSL 
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This analysis of  the ADSL upgrade, however, does not take·into account the attractiveness 
of  ADSL as a customer retention tool. It may be used to bundle a telephony cum video-on-demand 
offer and help the incumbent Operator retain its customers. In that case, one should consider not 
only the simple revenues from video-on-demand but also the telephony revenues that could 
otherwise be lost. 
Fibre/COAX upgrades will make it possible to offer advanced services and generate 
large potential maintenance savings. Most of these savings are associated with manpower 
reduction, however, and many incumbent Operators may be restricted in their ability to reduce 
their work force. Exhibit 7.6 shows. the  .return on  inv.estments  .. with  .and_without.the maintenance 
savings. It is easy to see that the return on investment is attractive only if  the telephony Operator 
is in a position to capture most of the work force reduction or redeployment savings associated 
with the investment. 
Exhibit 7.6: Profitability of upgrading a traditional telephony network to a fibre/COAX architecture 
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Whether a CATV  Operator generates new demand or simply captures incumbent 
Operator business will greatly influence the overall economic benefit of local telephony 
competition. Without growth in demand, the provision of local telephony by CATV Operators 
will reduce the incumbent telephony Operators' asset utilisation. 
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Impact on Cable TV and Interactive Services Providers 
Existing CATV Operators would be allowed to provide telephony and other interactive 
services. To do so, as mentioned in Chapter 2, large upgrade investments are required. 
Our analysis shows returns on such investments are sufficient only if  the CATV Operators 
are able to gain significant market share in telephony. Depending on the cost of  the upgrades and 
the CATV /telephony revenues in the area under consideration, a market share between 10 per cent 
(if upgrade costs are low and revenues are high) and 30 per cent (if upgrade costs are high and 
revenues are low) of residential and business telephony users would be needed. This analysis 
assumes that no other advanced services are offered. The provision of services other than CATV 
and telephony may increase the revenue stream and thus the attractiveness of the  upgrade 
investment depending on the additional investments required (set-top boxes, video-servers, etc.), 
but development of new services will take some time. 
Companies that own or operate both CATV  and telephony infrastructures will have 
little or no incentive to invest in upgrades in the foreseeable future, given the costs of  investment 
and revenue cannibalisation between services based on the two infrastructures. Separating the 
two infrastructures may introduce competition, which may lead a network being upgraded to 
provide advanced services and so gain an advantage. On the other hand, as we saw before, in 
areas in which both telephony and CATV networks are fully developed, structural separation 
will not be sufficient to make local loop upgrading attractive. 
Exhibit 7.7: Profitability (internal rate of return) of cable TV networks with and without telephony 
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In areas where no CATV infrastructure exists, a new CATV Operator would invest in 
order to generate the additional revenue from telephony activities. Exhibit 7.  7 shows the return 
on such an investment with and without telephony. 
7.2.  Should the Status Quo Be Maintained? 
Under the status quo, the timetable for service liberalisation would remain untouched, 
and the infrastructure monopolies of  the incumbent telephony Operators and of  the local CATV 
Operators would be retained. While maintaining the status quo in this way would minimise asset 
duplication, Operators would have little incentive to align their tariffs with their costs unless 
price-cap mechanisms were put in place. Indeed, the prospect of retaining the monopoly is 
enough to halt the tariff rebalancing that most Operators have begun recently. Similarly, little 
incentive would exist to reduce costs or to improve customer responsiveness. 
Even under the status quo, infrastructure competition from mobile (excluding backbone), 
satellite and international infrastructures would constitute limited "breaches" in the monopoly: 
- Mobile Operators are increasingly being seen as  providing alternative access to 
customers. The European Commission has recently recommended that these 
Operators be given the freedom to operate their own long-distance infrastructures. 
In  the medium term, this would give them substantial independence from the 
incumbent Operators. The available bandwidth over wireless access, however, is 
likely to restrict the service offerings of the mobile Operators. 
- Telecommunications Satellite Access is also an alternative for data or even voice 
services. Such access would be well-suited for international traffic. Even though 
licensing procedures exist for the operation of earth stations, in practice they are 
hard to implement. 
- Direct Broadcast Satellites (DBS) as a substitute for CATV will allow pay-per-view 
or even video-on-demand services as digital compression and encryption technologies 
become widely available. DBS Operators thus would compete head-on with the 
most advanced CATV Operators. 
The  international  infrastructure  already  allows  for  various  kinds  of 
telecommunications traffic capture, whether via call-back or via international resale 
services. This competition limits the tariffs of the monopoly Operators on the major 
international routes. 
The DBS threat to CATV Operators is acute, and in practice their monopoly on broadcast 
would not likely be sustainable. For telephony Operators, however, these "breaches" of their 
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be limited given that their core activities would still be protected from competition. Furthermore. 
these Operators would benefit from leased lines and interconnection payments from mobile 
competitors and other service providers. 
7  .3.  The Implications of Liberalisation 
While maintaining the status quo will not provide the benefits of competition, full 
immediate liberalisation could create a significant threat to the stability of existing Operators 
and the public service functions they perform. Current inefficiencies and tariff imbalances (mainly 
between long  -distance and local services and between business and residential services) would 
lead to significant market share loss in large segments of their business, without guaranteeing 
the benefits of liberalisation. 
A gradual introduction of infrastructure competition would give incumbent Operators 
the time needed to restructure and to rebalance their tariffs at commercially (and politically) 
acceptable rates. The prospect of increased competition or increased pressures (price caps) in 
the near term would force Operators to improve their competitiveness without delay. Safeguards 
would be put in place to smooth the transition and to ensure the maintenance of their public 
service functions.  Customer segments in need of special support could be identified by  the 
Governments of  the Member States and helped financially through explicit support programmes. 
Safeguards required for a fair and efficient infrastructure liberalisation include providing 
for and financing some level of  Universal Service, establishing inter-operability standards. setting 
access charges, avoiding cross-subsidisation, establishing a clear time frame, appointing a strong 
Regulator, developing  a clear international reciprocity policy and creating access to  scarce 
resources. Below, we examine these issues under the following headings: 
- Market and tariff impact 
- Number of competitors in each market 
- Geographical coverage and exclusivity of the licences 
- Timing of liberalisation 
- Public service provision 
- Interconnection rules and charges 
- Avoidance of cross-subsidisation 
- Role of the Regulator 
- Third-country access 
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Market and Tariff Impact 
Liberalisation will certainly affect tariffs. Past pricing policies have created a temporary 
distortion: international and long-distance prices have been kept artificially high and local prices 
have been kept artificially low. Exhibit 7.8 shows the relative costs of local and long-distance 
calls in the UK and non-liberalised countries. 
Exhibit 7.8: Ratio of  local and long-distance call basket 
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These imbalances generally result from a political will to have business customers, 
who are heavy users of long-distance and international services, cross-subsidise residential 
customers who are  heavy users of local services. From an economic standpoint, this  cross-
subsidisation is an attempt to reflect the marginal value of  telephony services for both categories 
of  customers and therefore facilitate the penetration of  telephony services through all categories 
of population. This "hidden tax" on business is usually compounded by a rigid tariff structure 
with no volume discount. 
To avoid users trading off PSTN for leased lines, the prices of leased lines have been 
kept artificially high in most Member States. One effect of these imbalances is that European 
industry has been put at a competitive disadvantage against other industrialised areas. 
Another major imbalance today regards the "border effects" within the Community. 
International tariffs are much higher than domestic tariffs for the same distance; creating another 
obstacle to European integration and the emergence of the Single Market. 
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incumbent Operators some freedom to restructure their tariffs. Otherwise, there still would be a 
risk that these Operators would be de-stabilised. 
Price caps that mimic the effect of competition can be set to constrain the incumbent 
Operator to reduce its prices by a certain percentage in real terms. Similar measures can prevent 
the incumbent Operator from increasing some of its tariffs too rapidly (e.g. local tariffs) so as 
not to increase the costs of service for some categories of users. 
Number of  Competitors in Each Market 
The number of competitors licensed in each market will affect the efficiency of 
competition. A large number of competitors reduces the risk of collusion but increases the risk 
of asset duplication. Furthermore, fragmented competition may not yield any Operator strong 
enough to compete effectively with the incumbent Operator. 
Examples of infrastructure liberalisation policies pursued in several countries show 
different policies towards the number of competitors licensed: 
- Until  1992, the  UK had licensed only one national  Operator, Mercury 
Telecommunications Ltd., to compete with BT. The stated objective of this duopoly 
policy was to give Mercury time to establish market presence. Once OFTEL 
determined that Mercury had in fact done so,  additional national licences were 
awarded. 
- In the US, no restrictions have been put on the number of long-distance Operators. 
Although AT&T, MCI and Sprint account for around 90 per cent of the long-distance 
market, many small Operators have emerged, concentrating on particular customer 
segments with specialised offerings. The most significant of these Operators are 
LDDS and WilTel. 
In  Sweden,  no  restrictions have  ever been placed on  the  operation of 
telecommunications networks, and consequently telephony prices in  Sweden are 
among the lowest in the world. Telia had enjoyed a de facto monopoly until the end 
of the  1980s, when foreign Operators began to invest in the telecommunications 
infrastructure. As a result, Telia expects to have only 60 per cent of  the long-distance 
domestic market in 1995 and has had to drastically restructure (see Chapter 5). 
In  most countries, CATV  Operators hold exclusive local licences, as  it is generally 
recognised that any CATV Operator would have difficulty operating profitably if  it has to face 
competition. These local CATV monopolies are often counterbalanced by price regulations to 
bar monopoly profits. Sweden is one of the few industrialised countries where, for reasons of 
freedom of  information, no restriction exists on the construction and operation of  CATV networks. 
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A further dimension to liberalisation is the geographical coverage of the licence given 
to the Operators: 
- Local Licences: An Operator can only run its network in a metropolitan area. It is 
the typical form of CATV licence and Teleport type of operations. 
- Regional Licences: These licences extend to several cities or large rural areas. This 
type of  licence can be given for mobile Operators (e.g. Japan, US) or fixed telephony 
Operators (e.g. Finland, Hungary). 
- National Licences: These licences cover entire countries and are the most typical 
form of licence for fixed and mobile operations in the European Union. 
- Trans-European Licences 
National and trans-European licences offer advantages over local or regional licences 
in that they represent a better offering for the markets and services where global coverage is 
important (although interconnection agreements largely overcome this issue). Operators are also 
able to benefit from economies of scale, and new Operators have greater bargaining power with 
the incumbent Operators in negotiating interconnection agreements. 
On the other hand, local and regional licences have lower investment requirements that 
will ease the entry of new competitors, and local prices may more accurately reflect the costs of 
providing services in a given region without cross-subsidies between regions. 
To obtain a licence, new entrants may often be obligated to cover a certain percentage 
of a country or of the population within a given time frame. 
Timing of  Liberalisation 
Having a clear liberalisation timetable is important for all parties involved. Different 
timing policies can be implemented. For example: 
- Incumbent Operators may be restricted from offering selected services until 
competitors have established strong operations. OFfEL in the UK, for example, has 
forbidden BT to market entertainment services until at least 1998. The aim of the 
measure is to allow CATV companies to maintain a local monopoly on the broadcast 
of TV programmes and thus achieve sufficient viability by the time the restriction is 
lifted. 
- Introducing duopoly followed by unlimited licensing, which is a common timing 
policy, favours the development of  a single strong competitor for a few years before 
introducing full competition. 
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although no liberalisation of local services was initially planned by the Regulators 
in either case. 
All timing policies are intended to favour the  emergence of strong and sustainable 
competition as quickly as possible. A stepped liberalisation gives time to the incumbent Operator 
to adjust its tariffs, costs and service offerings, but also can allow increased competition or 
pressure (such as price caps) to be imposed on an incumbent Operator that does not show adequate 
improvement in a given time. 
Public Service Provision 
All incumbent Operators in the EU have Universal Service obligations imposed by 
Regulators. In a competitive environment, the definition, support and financing of  the U  ni  versa! 
Service Provision (USP) can be addressed in several ways: 
- Option 1:  The incumbent Operator retains the USP obligation and receives some 
financing directly from the State or from a levy on new entrants. 
- Option 2: The Operators owning PSTN licences share the obligation. This approach 
could be combined with thresholds (e.g. market share) below which no USP obligation 
would be borne by the new entrant. In this case, the Regulators should be careful to 
avoid creating an incentive to the Operator to restrict its market presence simply to 
avoid the USP obligation. 
- Option 3: Create an auction system where the Operator requiring the least financing 
is given an exclusive licence to operate in a specific area for a certain time with 
some tariff and quality constraints. If  the best offer is given by a new entrant, then 
the operation of  the local infrastructure built by the ex-monopoly could be transferred 
to the new Operator. The new Operator would compensate the ex-monopoly Operator 
by buying its local assets (at their residual accounting value or using a pre-established 
valuation method). The same principle can be  applied to the operation of deficit 
services such as Operator assistance or networks linked to public security/defence. 
Option 3 would give every player an incentive to operate the deficit-generating areas 
and services in the most efficient way.  It would also provide the benefits of competition by 
giving incentives to newcomers to move into areas previously deemed unprofitable. It would 
allow the State to clearly identify the areas where access should be financed and what services to 
keep priced below-cost. However, it is politically difficult to accept as it may involve some form 
of regional pricing. 
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Interconnection Rules and Changes 
An important prerequisite for the introduction of fair competition is the establishment 
of  inter-operability standards betwee~  networks. Although this has not been a significant hurdle 
to competition in liberalised countries, Regulators must ensure that newcomers can easily 
interconnect with incumbent Operators as well as with each other. 
Policing· the calculation and implementation of  interconnection charges is a key function 
of the Regulators in liberalised markets. Interconnection charges are typically the largest cost 
item for new entrants, and they should be calculated so as to reflect the true cost supported by 
the incumbent Operators (with a possible cont.iibution for access/service deficits). Otherwise, 
strong competitors are unlikely to emerge. Recent experience with mobile Operators (e.g. in 
France) has shown the need for the Regulator to intervene in this area. 
Avoidance of  Cross-Subsidisation 
Cross-subsidisation is the single largest danger to the establishment of  fair competition. 
The Regulators must require some form of operational (or at least accounting) separation to 
ensure that the incumbent Operator does not cross-subsidise non-reserved services with profits 
obtained from reserved services. 
In parallel, safeguards have to be required for alternative infrastructure Operators. Most 
of the alternative infrastructure owners have built their networks purely for internal usage and 
are using facilities originally intended for their core activities (rail tracks, pylons, etc.). Using 
free capacity on this infrastructure (or even benefiting from reduced costs via eased installation) 
entails a danger of  cross-subsidisation between core activities and telecommunications activities. 
To ensure that no cross-subsidisation occurs, alternative infrastructure owners should be forced 
to establish separate subsidiaries for telecommunication activities operating at arm's length from 
the core company. Prices of the assets to be transferred between the telecommunications entities 
and core companies should be based on market prices where a competitive market exists or on 
average historical costs otherwise. 
Role of  the Regulator 
EU legislation has not been uniformly implemented in Member States' national laws. 
National Regulators also have very different means and powers to enforce existing regulations 
on the incumbent Operators. This non-uniformity constitutes a disincentive for an Operator to 
operate on a pan-European basis: regulations are different and the Operator needs many different 
licences. Regions with the weakest Regulators run the risk of  not benefiting from the advantages 
brought by new Operators. 
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One way to avoid this would be to introduce a policy whereby an Operator could apply 
to one "Euro-Regulator" for a licence and be allowed to operate in the whole EU. How far this 
Regulator would otherwise substitute for the national Regulators and how it would interact with 
them, is largely a political issue. The "Bangemann" report on Europe and the global information 
society has recommended the establishment of an authority at the European level. 
Another option would be to leave regulation at the national level, recognising that key 
issues such as frequency availability, rights-of-way and environmental considerations are mostly 
national and likely to remain so for a while. The European Union would only set the framework 
within which national Regulators would  ac~ :with some.co::ordination. This way of proceeding 
would be less ambitious, but perhaps more practical. It can also be a first step before the 
introduction of Euro-licences. 
Incumbent Operators currently control scarce resources (frequencies, high points for 
antennae, rights-of-way, etc.) in most of  the EU. Access to these scarce resources can be critical 
for the operation of a network and, in most cases, reduces the investment costs required. The 
Regulators should make sure that new Operators have fair access to these resources in the cases 
where sharing is possible. Where this is not the case, procedures can be established to ensure 
that the incumbent Operator does not benefit from its ex-monopoly status. This is especially true 
of  rights-of-way, which in many instances have very high values because they reduce the cost of 
building alternative infrastructures. Access to these rights-of-way should also be controlled and 
possibly limited in order to limit the environmental damage associated with the construction of 
al temati  ve infrastructures. 
Third-Country Access 
It is  essential that the EU obtains access for European Operators to  the  US 
telecommunications market at the same time that European infrastructures are being liberalised. 
Liberalising infrastructure without a reciprocity agreement with the US could lead to a transfer 
of wealth to the US. An analysis of the alliance movement worldwide shows that US Operators 
are involved in virtually every acquisition, alliance or major cross-border investment. Together 
with a few European Operators, US Operators are powerful new entrants reshaping the European 
telecommunications industry. 
Also, foreign Operators in large non-EU industrialised countries-the US in particular-
face restrictions. These usually take the form of  limits on foreign ownership of  teleconununications 
Operators. It would seem appropriate to ensure that Operators from these countries face similar 
conditions in the EU. Otherwise, the EU Operators would be disadvantaged in reaching a global 
SIZe. 
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talks on services could be a forum for the easing of these restrictions, as part of the current 
progressive liberalisation of  services. Most industries use telecommunication services (and hence 
infrastructure) heavily. It therefore seems appropriate at a minimum to integrate the deregulation 
of telecommunication services and infrastructures. 
7  .4.  Stages of Liberalisation 
A potential framework for a two-staged process is described below. Some issues raised 
by this process are described thereafter. 
Stage 1 - Liberalisation of  infrastructures to provide non-reserved data services 
Member states would give immediate rights to long-distance infrastructure owners or 
any other potential alternative Operators to provide non-reserved services with their own 
infrastructure. In cases where alternative infrastructures are already well developed, we would 
expect alliances to be formed between the owners of such infrastructures and international 
Operators. However, we do not suggest that this be made a condition for licensing an alternative 
Operator-Member States should also grant licences for greenfield operations. Caution should 
be taken to avoid cross-subsidisation between the core activities and the telecommunications 
activities of the infrastructure owners. 
In principle, this would allow users to benefit from low-cost under-utilised capacities, 
from  low  marginal upgrade costs or from both.  If Regulators were  to limit the number of 
competitors, the risks of  asset duplication, of  financial instability and of environmental disruptions 
would be reduced. 
Stage 2 - Liberalisation of  infrastructure for voice services 
By 1998, incumbent Operators can be expected to have adapted, to a large extent, their 
pricing, productivity and responsiveness to the demands of  competition. In some Member States, 
infrastructure liberalisation could be  delayed to match the delayed services liberalisation, as 
agreed to by the Council's resolution of November 1994. 
Setting price caps for local tariffs at this time would ensure that incumbent telephony 
Operators do not abuse their position by raising their local tariffs unreasonably in areas where 
they keep a monopoly. The prospect of this price cap would also encourage them to complete 
their tariff rebalancing. 
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Allowing existing CATV Operators to provide telephony will be an incentive for them 
to upgrade their networks (under separate ownership). Allowing incumbent Operators to provide 
interactive services will create competition in services other than telephony. In some areas with 
no CATV infrastructure, the possibility to offer both telephony and CATV will constitute strong 
incentives for an Operator to build a new infrastructure. Granting a single local CATV /telephony 
licence in each area will give  CATV  Operators the  opportunity to capture significant local 
telephony market share. 
Issues 
In Mercer's view, such a two-staged process does not deal completely with two issues: 
the imbalance in size between the non-reserved (data) services and the voice market, and the 
inefficiencies that unchecked competition can bring to this market. 
Voice services account for more than 75 per cent of telephony revenues. Therefore, the 
first stage of deregulation, which does not include any voice services, is likely to have only a 
small impact. The second stage of liberalisation- infrastructure for voice services- affects a 
much bigger and more attractive market, as demonstrated in the UK. 
Countries that have deregulated voice infrastructure have typically done so in steps. 
While it is true that the duration of deregulation processes has shortened, we still make the case 
that a progressive deregulation of voice services is desirable. 
This  leads us  to  the  second issue, i.e., whether a limited or unlimited number of 
competitors should be allowed. While we agree that several markets can support a large number 
of competitors, our analyses also show that not all market segments can attract and profitably 
support multiple competitors. Another factor is that a temporary limitation on competition can 
help establish stable, powerful competitors. Therefore, we believe that Regulators should limit 
the number of competitors allowed; in certain situations, this restriction of competition would 
only be temporary; in all situations, it would have to be reviewed regularly. 
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8.1.  Summary 
The European Commission retained Mercer Management Consulting to explore the 
implications of infrastructure liberalisation within the European telecommunications industry. 
This work was intended to support the European Commission's Green Paper on future policy for 
the telecommunications infrastructure and Cable TV (CATV) networks. 
Few  global  trends  are  clearer than  the  rapid  rise  and  diversification  of 
telecommunications services. Many countries, including New  Zealand, Finland, Australia, 
Sweden, the United States, the UK and Japan, have already responded to this trend by adopting 
policies to liberalise their business and consumer telecommunications markets. Regulators in 
general are willing to break the barriers to competition that had been set as  safeguards of the 
public interest, but which now appear increasingly artificial. The European Union itself has set 
a timetable for the liberalisation of services and infrastructure. 
The experience in countries where the long-distance and local loop markets have been 
in the process of deregulating for some time- such as the US, Sweden and Japan- shows that 
alternative Operators can gain share without endangering the provision of universal service or 
the  stability of the incumbent Operator.  In  all  these  markets, prices have  declined, service 
availability has grown and gains have been made in productivity. Sweden's parliament has even 
ruled that Telia's interconnection charges cannot include any contribution towards the cost of 
financing  loss-making local telephony service ("access deficit payments"). Only Japan is 
experiencing some delay in achieving true competition in the local loop due to local tariffs and 
difficulty of interconnection. In essence, these experiences constitute a set of benchmarks for 
telecommunications market liberalisation. 
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There is no real debate on the fact that the telecommunications market in Europe will 
eventually open to competition. The points of contention are rather how, when and with what 
consequences the transition will be made. The European Union needs to define a regulatory 
framework that fosters fair competitive behaviour among all players and yet continues to guarantee 
some deficit services (i.e., Universal Service Provision). 
In our study, we have surveyed existing telecommunications and Cable TV infrastructure 
in each Member State. We have also reviewed regulatory regimes for services, infrastructure 
and operations. 
Not surprisingly, conditions vary greatly among the Member States. Luxembourg, 
Denmark and the Netherlands have the highest penetration rates for both telephony and CATV 
networks. Portugal and Ireland, by contrast, have below-average telephony penetration, whereas 
Italy, Greece, Portugal, Spain, France and the UK have little or no CATV penetration. 
As we have seen, the potential side effects of  deregulation differ by country and demand 
appropriate complementary measures. Some of the most important issues that such measures 
will have to address are: 
- The financing of  Universal Service, in particular in the "low-penetration" countries; 
- The complexity of the ownership or operational structure of Cable TV  which is a 
potential obstacle to its development as a credible alternative in local networks, for 
example, in Germany, France and Belgium. 
In this report, we also described the technologies that allow the provision of services 
with multiple bandwidth or bit-rate requirements over the same channel or group of channels: 
ADSL, HDSL, integrated fibre/COAX,  overlay, FITL, ATM,  SDH, etc. The idea of "digital 
superhighways" relies on the assumption that new, capacity-hungry communications will grow 
and complement (if not supersede) current, low-speed communications. How much capacity is 
eventually required will, of course, be determined by market forces. 
Experience from other countries tends to show that safeguards to ensure the fairness 
and efficiency of a liberalisation process are necessary. In particular, it will be necessary for the 
EU to have, at least initially, regulations on Universal Service Provision, inter-operability, access 
charges, cross-subsidisation, the time frame for deregulation, the choice of  Regulator, reciprocity 
and access to scarce resources. 
On the basis of the research and analyses carried out for this report, as well as on its 
experience in this sector, Mercer Management Consulting believes a gradualliberalisation to 
be the  best course of action. This would ensure that the benefits of the information and 
telecommunications revolution accrue to European businesses and consumers, without undue 
pressure on incumbent Operators and their Universal Service responsibilities. 
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8.2.  Recommendations 
The first stage of  liberalisation would be to open infrastructure supporting non-reserved 
services to competition. In some countries, an alternative Operator will be able to use existing 
infrastructure. In other countries, it will probably have to build a greenfield network. 
The second stage of liberalisation should introduce competition in infrastructures 
supporting voice services, with a simultaneous rebalancing of prices. Price caps for local tariffs 
may be considered. It can be expected that, in an environment in which they will have been 
given the time to adjust, .incumbent_ Operators. will have made sufficient efficiency gains and 
pricing reductions so that their stability and the provision of Universal Service would not be in 
danger. 
With regard to  the actual emergence of competition, we  believe that the economic 
characteristics of the long-distance and international market will attract many new entrants. The 
attractiveness of local infrastructure is more variable, depending on local conditions. 
In  all countries where deregulation has taken place, the soundness of the incumbent 
Operators has not been undermined by competition. Also, in each situation a number of 
"provisions" or "contingencies" have helped throughout the process. To smooth the introduction 
of further competition in the European Union, we recommend the following safeguards: 
- Universal Service Provision: As a way to develop competition, new entrants could 
be exempted from any Universal Service obligation for a given period; beyond that, 
we recommend aiming for an auction system, in which the Operator requiring the 
least fmancing to operate in a specific remote access is given exclusive licence there. 
- Regulation and time frame: Strong and effective Regulators will be required to manage 
the  transition process. The ways in which Member States Regulators co-ordinate 
should be  decided. The possibility of appointing a "Euro-Regulator" should  be 
considered. Such a Regulator should have the power to "manage" the liberalisation 
process by  allowing incumbent Operators to rebalance their pricing structure  as 
competition is introduced, by speeding up deregulation, or by lowering price caps if 
an existing step of deregulation is not effective enough. 
- Regulators will have to prevent cross-subsidisation, in particular in countries where 
telephony and CATV networks are under common ownership or operation. 
- Regulators will also have to rule on inter-operability standards, access charges, access 
to scare resources and reciprocity for non-EU companies. 
There is no doubt that these and other issues will be the subject of debate over the next 
few months. Together with the various stakeholders, the Commission and the local Regulators 
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must now answer the remaining questions to assure that all elements are put in place in advance 
of infrastructure liberalisation to guarantee a fair competitive environment to both incumbent 
and new Operators. The case for infrastructure liberalisation is, in our opinion, sound. However, 
it is  only through its balanced implementation that the telecommunications industry and the 
telecommunications users in Europe will benefit. Upon a successful implementation lays the 
health of the future European telecommunications industry. 
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Acronyms and  Abbreviations 
ADSL:  Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line (or Loop) 
ATM:  Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
BRA:  Basic Rate Access 
CATV:  Cable Television 
COAX:  Coaxial (cable) 
DCS:  Digital Cylinder System 
DTH:  Direct To the Home 
FITL:  Fibre In.The.Loop  ...  FTIB:  Fibre To The Building 
•  FITH:  Fibre To The Home 
GSM:  Global System for Mobile communication 
HDSL:  High-bandwidth Digital Subscriber Line 
ISDN:  Integrated Services Digital Network 
LDC:  Local Distribution Centre 
MAN:  Metropolitan Area Network 
Mbps:  Megabits per second 
ONP:  Open Network Provision 
NMT:  Nordic Mobile Telephone (norm) 
PCN:  Personal Communications Network 
PCS:  Personal Communications Service 
PDH:  Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy 
POTS:  "Plain Old Telephone Service" 
PSTN:  Public Switched Telephone Network 
RBOC:  Regional Bell Operating Company 
RTMS:  Radio Trunked Mobile System 
SDH:  Synchronous Digital Hierarchy 
STM:  Synchronous Transport Module 
TACS:  Total Access Communication System 
TO:  Telephony Operator 
TRAN:  Terrestrial Alternative Network 
USO:  Universal Service Obligation 
VAS:  Value-Added Services 
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